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CHOICE IN SCHOOLING
A CASE FOR TUITION
VOUCHERS
by David W. Kirkpatrick

Foreword by
Chester E. Finn, Jr.
This is a history of the proposal to fund
education through the student, as does

the G.I. Bill for veterans, rather than
making direct appropriations to institutions. Adam Smith, Thomas Paine, and

Thomas Jefferson all advocated this
approach in the late 18th century, as did
John Stuart Mill and others in the 19th. In
the 20th century it is widely used in the industrialized democracies, except for the
United States, and it is available in some
parts of this country, such as Vermont. It
is the widest application of educational
choice, now being adopted or seriously
considered by 40 states, and has been

supported by the Nixon, Reagan, and
Bush administrations as well as numer-

ous individualsMilton Friedman, Nat
Hentoff, Pete DuPont, Daniel Patrick
Moynihan, Margaret Mead, and fortynine percent of the American public in a
1988 Gallup Poll, among others.
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Foreword

The decade of the eighties has been tumultuous for American

education. Early in this period, we witnessed a torrent of
reform reports. In response, some states hiked graduation
requirements, curtailed superfluous course offerings, lowered
student-teacher ratios, raised teacher salaries, implc mented

competency tests, restricted extracurricular activitie s, and
boosted overall spending levels significantly. A few state even
adopted career ladder schemes and fledgling "alternate certifi-

cation" programs. Veteran reform watchers could scarcely
keep up with the new initiatives.
But as the education reform movement has matured and
settled during the latter half of the decade, it has become clear
to many of us that these early, "easy" changes tend to produce
only incremental improvements in student achievement. Mere
tinkering with the same weary delivery system has not failed
us, but it has hardly been an unqualified success. Moreover,
serious standards-raisers have begun to fear a backlash against
the reform movement if the dollars invested therein do not soon
produce more palpable improvement.
Accordingly, the focus of the education policy debate has
begun to shift away from the course credits, minutes of homework, and "no pass, no play" rules to the more general structural and "cultural" aspects of school organization that help or
hinder learning. We are now more apt than before to talk about
the design of the school year, the autonomy of teachers, the
leadership capabilities of principals, the "ethos" of a school,

and educational "professionalism" when we discuss school
improvement.
ix
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Foreword

Pundits and educators alike have begun to think more seriously about how parental choice could improve our educational system. Some would say that choicethe Y.otion that
families from all socio-economic strata should have a say in
selecting the schools, educational programs, or academic courses

for their childrenis the necessary element for successful
school reform.
David Kirkpatrick, whose years in education and government have given him much insight into the multifaceted world
of schooling, is properly enthusiastic about choice. And he has

now organized this useful resource volume on the voucher
system, which is perhaps the best known method of introducing choice into the educational marketplace.
One can make all sorts of theoretical arguments for and
against choice in education; this book brims with accumulated
wisdom about how choice dovetails neatly with our country's
philosophical predilections. But mounting research evidence
also supports the notion that choice in education works. One
recent study of "public schools of choice" has shown that such
schools experience "the breaking down of tight bureaucratic
controls" and develop self-renewal strategies, both characteristics of effective schools (and both usually absent from standard public schools). Other research has shown that choice can
lead to improved educator professionalism, effective integration, and enhanced student achievement, particularly for students of lower socioeconomic status. In 1986, two Brookings
scholars also determined that market place mechanisms (i.e.,

choice)not government directivesbest lead to these positive changes in school organization and culture.
Choice will be the focus of continuing research projects.
The distinguished sociologist James Coleman, for example, is
studying what he calls "social capital." His thesis is that one's

personal, inner resourceswhich he or she draws on to succeed in lifeare closely related to the strengths and values of
the community of which one is part. This community is
comprised of one's (extended) family, friends, and the social,
religious, economic, and educational institutions he or she
encounters regularly. It could well be that the negation of
choice in schooling tends to prevent the proper formation of a

Foreword

family's sense of community. If so, this lack of choice may well
inhibit the accumulation of a child's social capital.
It is worth noting that choice is something most Americans
favor. Poll evidence indicates that the poor and minorities, who
generally do not have ready access to educational choice through

private schooling or the ability to select their public school
districts, are among the most vocal supporters of the voucher
concept.
Insofar as this volume contributes to an understanding of

the voucher concept as a promising strategy for furthering
choice, it will benefit all who read it.
I suspect, however, that the nonincremental increases we
seek in educational productivity will not come through choice
alone. Further systemic changes must also take place, changes
that will reinvigorate elements of the education system shielded

from alteration even with a voucher system in place. I'm
speaking, of course, about such important reforms as opening
up the ranks of teachers and principals to those with experience
and expertise in other fields, erecting an accountability system

such that educators govern the means of education while
legislators determine the outcomes, not vice-versa, compensating crackerjack teachers better than mediocre ones, altering the
traditional school year and school day, and making better use
of technology. These are changes that could be made without a
full-fledged choice system, but they are changes that are apt to
be far more powerful with one.
Chester E. Finn, Jr., Director
Educational Excellence Network
Washington, D.C.

and
Former Assistant Secretary
Research and Improvement
U.S. Department of Education
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Writing may be a lonely occupation, as has been said, but no
writer is truly alone. Countless others are present through their
influence, if not in person. In some instances this influence may
be indirect, the result of having stored impressions from books
and articles or been motivated by them. Other influences may
be forgotten, or even unknown, the result of some meeting or
remark. Still others may have had an impact that was direct and
unforgettable.
Among the latter for me was Eupha Bonham, a former Bennington, Vermont, high school English teacher who first suggested education as a career when, during graduation week,
she said, "Did you ever think of becoming a teacher?"
Not only was the answer No, but the idea seemed incredible at the time. Fourteen years passed before I entered a high
school classroom as the teacher. Yet the incident remains fresh

in my mind, as does Eupha Bonham's example of what a
teacher can be. That she similarly impressed others was demonstrated by the gathering of many of her former students a
few years ago to help her celebrate her 90th birthday, still a very
bright and alert lady.
Another such influence has been my wife, Norma. Many a
writer gives credit to a spouse for helpful support or criticism.
Norma's contribution went far beyond that. Herself a former

math teacher, school district department chairperson, and
president of the local education association, she is now a
computer systems analyst and expert who, in addition to
having been there in education and schooling, has been able to

bring forth performances from our computer that have been
incalculable assistance in the preparation of this work.
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Introduction

What do Adam Smith, Tom Paine, Thomas Jefferson, John
Stuart Mill, Margaret Mead, Milton Friedman, James J. Kilpatrick, c,Nrmer President Ronald Reagan, the 1976 California
Supreme Court, former Tennessee Governor Lamar Alexander, Sen. Orrin G. Hatch, President George Bush, and forty-nine

percent of the American public (according to a 1988 Gallup
poll) have in common?
They have all advocated tuition vouchers, by which support for public education would go to students rather than to
institutions. If the individuals named above could all be gathered together in one room today it is possible that this is the only

idea upon which they could agree.
An idea that powerful, that enjoys such widespread support, and that has been around for more than two centuries,
would seem to have much to recommend it. Yet it has never
been generally adopted in basic education. Instead, vouchers
have been sometimes condemned as new, radical, untested, or
illegal. None of which are correct.
The proposal, though not the name, is literally older than
the United States, first appearing in Adam Smith's Wealth of
Nations in 1776, and even more specifically in Tom Paine's The
Rights of Man in 1792. So much for new.
As for radical and untried, the Serviceman's Readjustment
Act of 1944, commonly known as the GI Bill and generally

hailed as the greatest educational innovation in American
I
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history, is a tuition voucher, as are the various federal and state
student grants in higher education.
Numerous studies and experts have repeatedly suggested
that most public funds for general support of higher education
be funneled through the students, rather than be given as direct
grants to the institutions. While that has yet to be fully implemented, over the years we have moved in that direction.
Even in basic education, as will be shown, the voucher, by
various names, has a long and tested history. It is in common

practice, for example, in the general student population of
some communities in Vermont. It is frequently used across the
nation for special-education students who attend private schools
at public expense. It has also been estimated by various sources

that approximately one-quarter of the funding for private
schools in America already comes from public funds, through
a mix of programs.
Part of the difficulty, and source of opposition, is the name

itself. "Tuition voucher," while descriptive and frequently
used, is still a relatively new and strange term to many people.
If tuition vouchers were called education grants or student aid,
as in higher education, they would be more recognizable, and
perhaps less threatening.
Some have tried. A voucher plan has been referred to as a
"Baby GI Bill," and as a "Baby BEOG." (Basic Education Oppor-

tunity Grants are one form of federal student aid, but apply to
higher education despite the words "basic education.") "Edu-

cational vouchers" is another variation. Yet no name is as
commonly accepted as the practice.
Third-party payments for social services, which is what a
tuition voucher is, are very common throughout our society.
Suppo3e, for example, the federal government had used the
public school example when Social Security was established in
the 1930s. Deciding that financial support for senior citizens
was a desirable goal, the government would have levied the
necessary taxes to introduce such a plan, as it did, but it would
also have established senior citizen homes in which those sixtyfive and over would have had to reside in order to receive the

program's benefits. Those preferring to live independently
would not have received federal funds and would have had to

I 0-
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support themselves. While that may sound ridiculous, it is the
premise upon which the public school system is based.
Or, consider a more recent programwhen it was decided
through the political process that some Americans needed aid
in order to have sufficient food to eat, the government could
have established its own chain of grocery stores, at which those
receiving publicly funded groceries would be required to shop.
Again, ridiculous. Again, the public school model.
The government school model is also the premise upon
which other social services were often at least partially based in

the past. There was a time when the penniless were sent to
"poor houses" to receive public assistance. Those needing
medical services but unable to pay for them had to go to a
public, or paupers', hospital. There also have been state homes

for veterans, in which elderly veterans resided at public expense rather than receiving assistance permitting them to live
independently.

While this approach isn't totally absent todaywitness
the large public housing projectsthe trend has been toward
rental assistance grants, Medicare, Medicaid, public assistance
allotments, food stamps, and the like.
Public education is the last bastion of compulsory socialism providing social services to the general citizenry. And, like
compulsory socialism elsewhere in the world, it doesn't work
very well.
A very limited tuition voucher project was conducted in

the Alum Rock School District in California for a five-year
federally funded project in the 1970s. It was so limited (for
example, only public schools in that district could participate
and no teachers could lose their jobs) that some question its
validity. An interesting feature of this attempt, however, was
that the Alum Rock teachers, some of whom belonged to a local

affiliate of the National Education Association and some of
whom belonged to a local of the American Federation of
Teachers, endorsed the project while their national organizations were condemning it.
It was also ironic to see the Representative Assembly of the
National Education Association at its 1970 annual meeting in
San Francisco adopt a resolution condemning tuition vouchers

I6
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even before the project got underway. Aren't educators supposed to teach critical thinking, and problem solving? Why,
then, are they, or their organizations, afraid to think critically to

solve education's problems, or to test a new idea before condemning it? Not only that, many of the thousands of teachers
at that meeting received some of their own education and
training through the GI Bill. In effect, they were unthinkingly
criticizing the practice that helped them further their own
education.
The Reagan Administration proposed that the 98th and
99th Congresses convert the federal program for disadvantaged youngsters to a voucher, which would have given each
recipient about $600. Unable to move such legislation, it was
proposed that the 100th Congress make the vouchers optional
for those local school districts that might wish to utilize them.
And why not? Aside from the use of vouchers for special
education, there are nonoperating public-school districts in the
United States that collect taxes but have no schools, choosing to
send their students to schools in other districts and pay the costs

for educating them there.
As for the legal, or constitutional, question, the U.S. Supreme Court has never ruled that a general voucher system
violates the Constitution's First Amendment separating church
and state. A number of voucher plans have been ruled unconstitutional, but in each instance they were limited to private
schools. These schools are not only overwhelmingly affiliated
with churches, but, as the Court noted, a majority are associated
with just one church.
The California Supreme Court, in Serrano II, in 1976,
specifically said the use of tuition vouchers would meet the

court's objection to the then current funding of the state's
public schools.
In a 1983 case from Minnesota, the U.S. Supreme Court
upheld a tuition tax-credit plan which was applied generally.
And, for years, the U.S. Congress and the Supreme Court have

used the voucher concept to provide educational options for
their own pages.
Collectively, it may be deemed both desirable and essential

It
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for a service to be publicly mandated and funded without the
government itself providing the service. The worldwide trend
is to move more and more social services, including education,
toward individual choice rather than government imposition.
The best example, perhaps, is Australia. That nation has a
provision in its constitution based on, and very similar to, the
First Amendment of the U.S. Constitution. It has also moved
toward providing more individual choice and control over
how education is provided.
In short, the difficulties in initiating or experimenting with
a tuition voucher program in the United States are philosophical, political, and practicalgiven the size and extensiveness of
the present public system. They are not legal or constitutional.
They are further complicated because the opposition is
well organized and generally united in its stand. Supporters, on
the other hand, are neither well organized nor united. Some
have indicated support only for their version and extensive or
total rejection of some other variation. Many supporters have
further damaged their case by stressing their hopes for student
and parent control of the schools under a voucher system and
the subsequent ability to keep teachers in their "place."
Adam Smith, however, emphasized the negative effect
upon teacher status and autonomy of a state-controlled system
in which teachers would only be hired hands or civil servants,
which has been the case.
The Alum Rock project showed that the role of teachers
would be strengthened if they could deal more directly with
students and parents. At the same time, the latter would be
more pleased because of the element of choice, not control.
This should not be surprising. Laymen do not control any
profession, nor is it really likely that they could, since they lack
both the intimate knowledge of, and ongoing contact with,
details of the profession. But they don't need control, as long as
they retain the right to select the professional whose services
they will utilize. In this environment, unlike the public schools,
no embarrassment is involved in moving from one professional
to another because no public notice need be given, nor any
reason for the shift. You may change doctors, dentists, lawyers,
etc., any time you wish, and no one, including the professional

5
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no longer being retained, need know why.

The public schools keep trying to come up with some
system of effectively evaluating teachers to retain the good
ones and change or remove those deemed unacceptable. No
such system has been devised, and probably none ever will be,
because of the public nature of such a process. Any effective
system of evaluating public employees must, by its very nature,
be public and, being public, must necessarily cause embarrassment for those found wanting.

There is no need to go beyond the field of education for
evidence of the advantages of choice. Private schools are much
smaller, not funded nearly as well and, contrary to the public

image and claims of public school personnel, they are not
sanctuaries of wealth. In fact, they average about half the perpupil funding of public schools and have older facilities and
fewer resources. Yet, other than the need for funds, the ongoing
"crisis" in education which has been with us virtually from the
beginning of the public school system does not occur generally
in the nonpublic sector.
Private-school teachers, students, and parents all find the
environment much more acceptable. The reason is the degree
of ch Dice that that system presents to everyone. In contrast, the
public school "crisis" not only continues but is worsening, as
more and more citizens try to determine for themselves what
educational approach their children will experience.
In a mandatory public system, however democratic it tries

to be, the majority, or, more frequently, the most powerful
minority, determines what will be done. Since unanimity is
impossible, even majority rule, if established, always means an
unsatisfied minority or minorities. Funding the student rather

than the institution will end the "crisis." No centralized approach can, or will, alleviate the spreading and deepening dissatisfaction.
Tuition vouchers are not a panacea. There are even different ideas as to ghat form a tuition voucher should take. Some
have advocated a flat grant, with so many dollars being allocated for each student. Others have said the amount should be
variable, with extra compensation for those with extra needs, as
is presently the case with expenditures for special-education

ii
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students, which average about three times those for the typical

student. Still others would regulate the vouchers in various
ways, such as not allowing any personal money to be added to

the sums available through the voucher, or requiring any
school receiving vouchers to accept students on a first-come,
first-serve basis, using a lottery if there are more applicants
than vacancies. Others claim that such restrictions, or many of
them at least, are unnecessary, citing the GI Bill and highereducation grants, or vouchers, as examples since these have
few such limits or variable compensations.
One final observation. The word "education" is commonly
used when it is really more accurate to speak of "schooling,"

because it is schooling for which the public mandate and
control provides, not education. One can be "schooled" without
being educated, as was "John Doe," who sued his high school

for giving him a diploma despite the fact that he was still
illiterate (he lost the case). One can also be educated without

being schooled, as were John Stuart Mill and Theodore
Roosevelt, and, in our time, Margaret Mead. It is schooling
which is being criticized, not education.

7
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The Perceived Need for Change

There would be no discussion of tuition vouchers, tuition tax
credits, alternative education, private schools, or other changes
in or from the present public school system if that system were
not so consistently, so seriously, so widely, and so compellingly

found wanting. From Edmund Burke to Alvin Toff ler, and
through innumerable studies of public schooling in the aggregate or particular, the public schools have been subject to
constant criticism, criticism amply justified by the evidence.
Some of today's critics are fond of referring to the good old
days in education, days that never existed. For example, much
is made today of the loss of respect for teachers, how they once
were regarded with high esteem and status. Such as Ichabod
Crane?the teacher in Washington Irving's The Legend of Sleep
Hollow.

How few remember the days, even in this century, when
some teachers worked for room and board; when some lived in
"teacherages"; when smoking, drinking, or the marriage of a

woman teacher was cause for immediate dismissal; when
teachers were permitted one night a week for "courting" if
permission was received in advance. As poorly paid and respected as they may think they now are, today's public school
teachers are an aristocracy compared with their predecessors.
Concern is expressed today because teachers tend to come
from the lower ranks of college students. While this has been
recently aggravated because capable women have more career
9
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options today, the general proposition was as true twenty,
thirty, or more years ago as it is today. Teachers have been
consistently drawn disproportionately from the lower academic ranks.
As for achievement, former Labor Secretary William Brock

said 700,000 high school graduates annually are functional
illiterates. As unacceptable as that may be, at the turn of the
century only six percent of the high school age group got as far
as high school.
Volumes have been written on the problems of both public

and private schooling, but of public schools in particular.
Some, like the works of Jonathan Kozol, are very bitter and
charge a conspiracy to keep ordinary pupils, as well as minorities, in their "place." Perhaps.
More likely, however, is the charge of Charles Silberman
that the real problem with the schools is their "mindlessness."

Few really ,know what they are doing, or have the time or
interest to consider what might be. Educators, as a group, are
not great readers. One study in 1967 of Indiana history teachers
indicated that the average teariler surveyed read less than one
book per year pertaining to his or her field. Later surveys have
not altered the impression that teachers are seldom scholars.
It is also true that there never has been a genuine teacher
shortage, even in schooling's growth years of the 1960s. What
there was, and what there may be again in the near future, was
a shortage of teachers in the classroom, which isn't the same
thing as a teacher shortage. There are more qualified, or at least
certified, teachers in society at large, pursuing other careers and
interests, than are needed in classrooms.
number of surveys over the years have indicated that the
average teacher stays in that role only five to ten years, and that
low salaries are usually not the prime reason for their departure
(although some recent surveys have money higher on the list
than in the past; which is ironic because salaries, in constant
dollars, are higher now, than they used to be). For example:

Interviews with ex-teachers across the country, who
freely discussed why they quit, brought a startling

The Perceived Need for Change

chorus of blame addressed to The System. By the
teachers' definition, The System consists of: (1) knownothing school boards, (2) insecure, inadequate prin-

cipals, (3) doting parents, (4) rebellious or apathetic
children, and (5) poorly trained teachers drawn from
the bottom of the college-educatedgroup . . . The
average continuous teaching career in U.S. public
schools lasts only five years. (Richard Meryman in
Student, School and Society, ed. John A. Dahl et al., 1964)

Major reasons for teachers leaving the classroom continue
to be dissatisfaction with the present system, complaints about

the inordinate amount of paperwork, the constant interruptions, the lack of adequate support or respect, and the inability
to do the job as the teacher thinks it should be donein short,
the inability to function as a professional.
Few occupations stress the word "professional" as much
as do teachers and their organizations; yet, at heart, teachers
know that they are not professionals, that they are not regarded
as such. This partially because too few are willing to conduct
themselves as professionals, though many teachers might make
the counterclaim that they are not permitted to do so.
The term "professional" is not carefully defined in general
usage. You can hear workers of many classifications describe
themselves as professionals after they have been involved in
the same occupation over a long period of time.

A bit more technically, a professional is one who has a
considerable degree of autonomy and control of his or her
working conditions and procedures. A professional is also one
who works with a patient, client, or customer on a mutually
voluntary basis.

Public school teachers do not meet this standard. Nor,
apparently, do they wish to do so. While they argue for professionalism, self-determination, the right to establish the standards for the "profession," and the like, many are equally quick
to oppose any loosening of the restrictions on pupils and parents to allow them an equal share of self-determination.

This is not restricted to opposing tuition vouchers. The

2)
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opposition is equally strong to any suggestions for open enroll-

ment, in which students could decide what school they will

attend or what teacher they will have. A wide variety of
arguments are presented why this is not a good idea, or why it
is an impossible one, but the fact remains that those who insist
on a captive clientele, possessing few or no options concerning
that to which they are exposed, will of necessity continue to be
regarded as prison guards. For that is what they are, several
hours a day, approximately 180 days a year.

This position creates an unending cycle. Teachers who
object to the present arrangement, with some noteworthy
exceptions, sooner or later opt out of the system because they
can no longer tolerate the coercion it entailscoercion by them
as well as coercion of them.
The standard answers to the present system's faults are no
answers at all. Worse than no answers, they have been tried and
they have failed. Almost tragically, incomprehensibly, there
are those who have seen the proposed answers tried, seen them
fail, and yet continue to advocate them.
A generation ago John Henry Martin put the platitudes to
the test and found them wanting. The things that are supposed
to make public schools work were tried: more money; more
teachers, which would result in smaller classes; more specialists. And they didn't work. Martin realized they didn't work,

wrote that they didn't work, and admitted that the emperor
had no clothes. But these same ideas continue to be promoted
and believed.
Martin was the superintendent of a school district which

supported an increase in the budget of thirty-f 'e percent,
making possible many changes that are supposed .o make for
efficient schools and effective education.
Average class size went from over thirty pupils to about

twenty. Specialists of all kinds were hired or increased in
number: guidance counselors, psychologists, social workers,
classroom aides, and remedial teachers. Two full-time remedial reading teachers were assigned to each elementary school
in which the average enrollment was six hundred students.
Teachers with advanced degrees were hired, the curriculum
was updated, an extensive in-service program for teachers was

The Perceived Need for Change

initiated, a teacher council was chosen by secret ballot, and
dozens of other reforms were introduced.
After two years, outside evaluators were hired to make a
thorough and detailed assessment of the results.
Students took achievement tests, with the results analyzed
by class size, teacher age and experience, and the students' race,
sex, and family income.

Martin reported:
In the end, the cherished faith died ... all that was done

to make a difference had made no difference. The
panaceas were, after all, only false promisesvain
expectations. All the patented prescriptions . . . that
made such a grand appearance in the college textbooks and the theses of the pedagogues had failed the
hard test of reality in the field. (Martin and Harrison
1972, 1-3)

In 1970, a few years prior to the appearance of Martin's
book but after the effort that he described, similar testimony
came from Neil Sullivan, former superintendent of schools in
Berkeley, California.
Sullivan told a Senate committee that his district had also
lowered class size, provided remedial teachers, and the like,
only to conclude three years later that inner city children not
only did not gain thereby but had actually lost ground (Kilpatrick, Nov. 23, 1970, 2).
Perhaps the most extensive example was New York City's

More Effective Schools Program, initiated and supported by
the New York local of the American Federation of Teachers,
and implemented by school district authorities. This program
was carried on in selected schools for a number of years with
results similar to those detailed by Martin and Sullivan, but
never similarly publicly acknowledged.
MES should have more properly been termed the More
Expensive Schools Program, because that was its main accomplishment. It succeeded in spending considerably greater sums
of money, but not in gaining added academic achievement by
the students. It was also evaluated and found wanting, despite

.
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smaller classes (a teacher-pupil ratio of less than one to twelve),

more experienced teachers, greater per-pupil expenditures,
better facilities, compensatory education efforts, and all the
rest. Of twenty-one schools, only four had students who read
at grade level on average, and these schools contained mostly
middle-class white students. The background of the students
again appeared far more important than anything the schools
were doing (Pa. State Education Assn., April 6, 1970).
When the New York City fiscal crisis developed in the midseventies, the MES program was discontinued, with minimum
fanfare. The irony is that both the Federation and the National
Education Association, to which most of the nation's teachers
belong, continue to advocate the same techniques. They neither
suggest, encourage, nor accept any alternatives that do not fit
into the conventional methodology and operations with which

they are already familiar. Worse, they strenuously object to
even pilot projects or research efforts that might arrive at
contrary conclusions. Apparently, they are willing to try any
change as long as it doesn't alter the basic structure of public
schooling. Their public pronouncements would lead one to
believe that more money, more teachers, more this, and more
tha
al. that is needed to provide effective education, and
imply that these are established facts that only await implementation. If only it were so.
Not that money isn't required, or that teachers shouldn't
.

receive decent salaries, or that some classes may not be too big.
But these things, by themselves, cannot and will not do the job,
and this has been frequently demonstrated for anyone willing
to look.

Those wishing to review this further, at greater depth,
should read works by Bestor (1953), Conant (1961), Kozol
(1967), Silberman (1970), Hentoff (1977), The National Commission on Excellence (1983), Goodlad (1984) or Brimelow
(1986), to name just a few.
If professionals from various fields who died at the turn of
the century could be brought back and returned to their prior
positions, the teachers would have the easiest time adjusting.
Oh, they would find some changes. Schools are bigger. They

would have to make some technical adjustmentsto movie
projectors, fancier textbooks, even computers. But, for al! ti,e
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talk of change, for all the studies, all the research, all the
reformers, all the outside changes, and all the pressure for
educational change, the essential process remains the same:
one teacher and a group of students together in a box with the
teacher talking most of the time, that is, in a teacher-centered
situation where the teacher talks more than all of the students
combined. There are, of course, exceptions, but they are just
thatexceptions--and most of them still conform ..o the basic
setup. Of course, there are instances where a caring, sensitive
and creative teacher makes it a point not to be so dominant.
Needed change apparently cannot, and will not, be brought
about by those currently in the field, however much they like to

talk of change, reform, or even revolution. Professions, like
other "establishments," are rarely changed from within.
Experts are experts of the status quo, of what is rather than
what can be or what should be. They benefit from the established way of doing things, or think they do, and they don't
want to risk losing what they have, for promises of a better way.

The future has no constituency. The status quo does, which is
why it is the status quo.
The Flexner Report, which transformed the medical profession early in this century, was not produced by a medical
professional. The leading names in education, from Jean Jacques Rousseau to John Dewey to Christopher Jencks, have
rarely been education majors or public school et..ucators. They
have been economists, sociologists, and anthropologists.
If the public waits until the "professionals" change the
system, it will never happen. The evidence is centuries old.
Edmund Burke in the eighteenth century, Ralph Waldo Emerson
in the nineteenth, and George Bernard Shaw in the twentieth
are but a few examples of noted critics of schooling. They held
that more learning occurs outside of a classroom than within;
that, after years of schooling, we emerge and "do not know a
thing"; and that school is a horrible experience, worse than a
prison.
The range of criticism, the persistent efforts to reform
education from the early nineteenth century on, suggest that Americans have never been satisfied with
their schools. (Lazerson et al., 1985, 111)
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Most people, if questioned closely, are really not happy
with their schooling experience. Better than twenty-five percent of students still do not complete high school. Most who
remain do so because of necessity and lack of options. Those
who express some satisfaction with schooling, upon inquiry,
generally do so because of their friends, because of extracurricular activity, or for other reasons having little or nothing to
do with the academic teacher-learner process for which the
schools were created.
Perhaps most tragic of all are those who remain within the
system to little avail. They are the hundreds of thousands who
finish high school or, in some publicized cases involving athletes, spend several years in college and remain functional illiterates.
While everything human is subject to imperfection, error,

and problems, is there any other system in society which
continues to be tolerated despite such an unending high percentage of dissatisfaction and outright failure?
To raise these issues, to see the emperor unclothed, is often
to become the subject of not merely rebuttal but vitriolic attack.
As Josiah Gilbert Holland said years ago:

We Americans make a God of our common-school
system. It is treason to speak a word against it. A man

is regarded as a foe to education who expresses any
doubt of the value of it. But. . . it is a hindrance and a
failure. (Kerber 1968, 208)

LIFE magazine, in a 1958 series of articles on education,
thought it saw some improvement:
For years most critics of U.S. education have suffered

the curse of Cassandraalways to tell th. truth, seldom to be listened to or believed. But now the curse
has been lifted. What they were saying is beginning to
be believed. The schools are in terrible shape.

The passage of years has shown that the critics were not
believed and the schools are still in terrible shape. The principle
difference now is that, as is so often true, many have forgotten
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history and look upon the 1950s as among "the gocd old days"
of education.
As Paul Goodman wrote: "Apparently the schooling that
we have already had has brainwashed everybody" (Goodman
1964, 148).

Colin Greer has summarized this unhappy history of schooling from before the turn of the century.

From 1890, at least, the schools failed to perform according to their own as well as the popular definition
of their role. In virtually every study undertaken since
that of Chicago schools made in 1898, more children

have failed in school than have succeeded, both in
absolute and in relative numbers. (Greer 1969)
He also notes the common belief that the schools had some

"golden past" that has been lost. While comforting to many,
this belief is also harmful in that it can lead to the conclusion
that all we need do is return schooling to the magic age and all
will be well. Like Jonathan Kozol and others, Greer says not
only is this not true, and a vain hope, but that public education
has never served youngsters of lower social standing and, in

fact, was never intended to do so. Our present problems,
therefore, do not occur because schools have changed, but
rather because they have not changed and still do what they
have always done.
During my term as president of the Pennsylvania State
Education Association that had then more than 100,000 members, I presented the following opinion in the Pennsylvania
School Journal:

Educators must cease supporting a facade of quality
where the substance is missing. Our schools have
never approached the effectiveness they should have,
and they do not approach it now. We need not hide
that fact, nor be apologetic for it, since we have not
been responsible for it.
It wasn't noticed years earlier because it did not matter
until just recently. The blacks, the Indians, the poor of
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whatever color, the first generation immigrant, and
others who were politically impotent, have always received rather short shrift from our educational system,
public and private. (Kirkpatrick, May 1970, 234)

It is important for public-school educators, especially the
teachers, to keep in mind that much of the criticism over the
years is not directed at them personally, and certainly not at the
need for an educated citizenry. The criticism of the system is
just that: criticism of the system. Much of it is generated, not by
a lack of faith in education but by the exact opposite, by a strong
faith in the importance of every child and every citizen acquiring a good education.
And it is this, an educated citizenry, in which all of us, as
expressed collectively through the instrument of government,
have an interest. How that education is achieved, through what
instrument and by what pedagogical process, should not be the
prime concern of government.
Government essentially coerces parents to send their chil-

dren to a government mandated, funded, owned, operated,
and regulated institution. It is not name-calling to describe this

practice as socialism. It is true that those who can afford an
alternative can escape this coercion, but even that was made
possible only by a U.S. Supreme Court ruling.
Oregon attempted to require all students to attend public
schools. The 1925 Court, in Pierce v. Society of Sisters, said this

was unconstitutional.
If every family had enough money, the parents could educate their children as desired. as long as they were educated.
The Court in 1925 did not rule that the government could not
mandate that its citizens be educated. To the contrary, it held
that education was a desirable goal, but that families have wide
latitude as to how that goal was achieved. The "catch" is that
families need the funds to exercise that option.
Funding education through the student, rather than through
the institution, would enable every family to enjoy the constitutional protection now only available to those with sufficient
financial resources.
Unless and until that is so, as Peter Schrag said,
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a system that requires all children (except the very rich

who can buy their way out) to attend a particular
school for a specified. period . . . must be judged by its
failures. (Schrag 1970)

As long as public educators are provided a clientele by
coercion, they must be prepared for the harsh criticism of
Schrag and others for "the boredom, the emptiness, the brutality, the stupidity, the sheer waste of the average classroom"
(Schrag 1970).
There are, of course, options available to the public schools

short of funding through tuition vouchers. Open enrollment,
with students permitted to attend the school of their choice on
a space-available basis, is a possibility and a growing reality.
This could be carried further, with students permitted to choose

their teachers, and teachers allowed to do the same with students. Other professions have such mutual choice, why should
the schools not do the same, even if it requires changing some
laws? Of course, that could .:reate problems for a teacher, or a
student, that no one sele:Ited. In the unlikely event this occurred, and it rarely does in other professions, it would certainly send that person a message.
Such flexibility, among other options, works in other fields.
There is no reason to believe it would not work in education as
well, despite the claims of educators to the contrary.

Ewald Nyquist has noted some of schooling's abundant
myths: that one only learns while young and attending an
institution in an unbroken sequence of many years duration;
that knowledge may only be acquired from a teacher; that one
is educated only if proper credits and credentials are acquired;
that segregation by age is necessary; that academic achievement is paramount and other talents are, at best. minor; and
that only the "schooled" are deserving of merit.
It is Ian Lister's opinion that schools use their failure to
teach as the basis for requesting additional funds to correct the
situation.
According to an educational law of eventually diminishing returns, increased investment leads to increased
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and, in its turn, to arguments for yet more
investment. This creates an exponential increase in
the cost of failure. A developed country is one that can

afford failure at the highest per capita cost. (Lister
1974, 4)

Those who are shocked by the idea of alternatives to the

present system of schooling need to be reminded that the
present system had its origins only two centuries ago, did not
become reasonably well established until the middle of the last
century, and only became common for great numbers of youngsters in this century.
Our system of schooling evolved in the nineteenth century,
largely based upon a model originating under both Prussian
and Napoleonic interests. It is of more than casual relevance
that these were essentially authoritarian regimes and, in later
years, especially in Bismarck's Prussia, there was no mistaking
the purpose of state-run schools: to indoctrinate the next generation and bring about an orderly society of obedient citizens.

This remains a major purpose of schooling around the
world, although often in a less self-conscious manner. The
system is so familiar today that its origins are generally unknown and lost in the mists of history. So it is easy to speak of

"good citizenship" as a goal of the schools without clearly
understanding and defining what we mean in a supposedly
democratic societyin contrast to what the same term means
in an openly autocratic system.
In 1524 Martin Luther called for compulsory public schools,

arguing that it would better prepare young men for military
service and instruct them in their religion. This would give the
state a greater war potential at the same time it suppressed
religious dissent.
During the same century compulsory schools were established in Geneva by John Calvin, another religious reformer,
with similar objectives. Holland, influenced by Calvin, established compulsory public schools in the early 1600s. The
Puritans who created the Massachusetts Bay Colony were
Calvinists from Holland and they brought compulsory schooling with them.
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As compulsory schooling became more common it helped
foster the theory that, at least as far as education was concerned,

children belong to the government and not to their parents
(Lytle 1975, 54-55).

If it is essential to have government schools to have an
educated populace, good citizens, and the like, there should be
some demonstrable evidence that graduates of these schools
are better educated, better citizens, more likely to vote, more
tolerant towards others, etc., than are graduates of the private
schools. No such evidence exists. Private school alumni are not
distinguishable in society from former public school students.
There is even some evidence that graduates of Catholic paro-

chial schools are more tolerant than Catholic graduates of
public schools.
If this is so, the need for state-run schools is considerably
weakened. In any event, the burden of proof should be upon
those who opt for educational coercion.
The Pierce case has already been mentioned. In 1976, the
Supreme Court of Vermont cited that decision as the basis for
rejecting criminal actions against parents who were sending
their children to non-approved schools. It might be noted here
that Vermont is a state where tuition vouchers for basic education have been used for many years.
The U.S. Supreme Court itself, in Wisconsin v. Yoder, in
1972, held that, in at least some circumstances, "compulsory
attendance, even in an equivalency basis, must yield to First
Amendment concerns."
In terms of specific practices, groups of students moving

together from year to year originated in Germany; and the
concept of one pupil to a desk arose in England in the nineteenth century, however universal it may be today. There was
more variety in the early days, with classes sometimes contain-

ing hundreds of studentssomething virtually unheard of
today. Peer teaching was a common, and effective, technique.
This latter practice has been an almost unqualified success
wherever it has been used, one of the more interesting applications coming when "slow" sixth-grade students were assigned

to assist regular first-graders. The assumption was that this
would be helpful for the younger students. It was. But the most
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interesting development was the relative blossoming of the
sixth graders. For many of them it came as a delightful surprise

to discover that they weren't as "stupid" as they had come to
believe; that they did, in fact, know something which they
could successfully transmit to others.
Despite this, schools gen2rally seek to preserve the "rights"

of the professionals and the impression that there is some
mystique to teaching that only the properly initiated can under-

stand. This also increases the need for teachers in greater
numbers, with a corresponding increase in the cost of the
schooling provided.
This mystique has considerably weakened over the years.
In an age when virtually everyone is exposed to schooling, and
individuals are therefore in a position to decide what worth it
may have, it is increasingly difficult to maintain the fiction that
schooling is all its defenders claim it to be.
There are increasing numbers of people who believe that
much of what the present system involves is useless at best, and
harmful at its worst.
Psychologist Robert Gagne and measurement expert Gene
Glass, among others, question whether traditional high school
education serves a useful purpose for the majority or whether
the schools accomplish anything toward achieving the goals of

helping children to develop emotional maturity and other
desirable social characteristics (Gowin 1981, 9-10).

Study after study confirms the ineffectiveness and the
waste. For example, studies by researchers at the University of
Pennsylvania, the Rand Corporation, and elsewhere question
the effect of the fifty billion dollars spent on Chapter I programs
in its first twenty years. Indications are that more money went

to non-poor than to poor students and to average students
rather than those needing remedial work. There is also disagreement over whether there have been long-term gains (Kelley
1986).

In at least one instance, in a southwestern state, the funds

didn't even go to the non-poor or average students; it was
discovered that they were used to put wall-to-wall carpeting
and a color television set in the school district's central administrative offices.
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The perceived need for change is widespread. For example:
Alvin Toffler has written that a school system which simulates factory life is obsolete. It is producing workers for factories
that won't be there. As a result, we're in deep trouble (Toffler
1986, 48).

According to Xerox CEO David T. Kearns 'Public educa-

tion is the most hierarchical institution we have left in this
country" (Kearns 1986, 566).
A study of 11,000 educators at 400 public and private high

schools, by John E. Chubb, a senior fellow at the Brookings
Institution in Washington, and Terry Moe of Stanford University, concluded that private-school teachers and principals,
knew more about their jobs and liked them better than did
public school staff. These findings complement data from the
U.S. Department of Education that private school students are
better achievers.
Public teachers are demoralized by the bureaucracy, said
Chubb, and any attempted reform of the public schools will fail

unless they learn from the experience and practice of private
institutions. This means control of public schools should be
transferred tc the parents, teachers and principals of those
schools. This could be done, say the researchers, if parents
could choose the schools their children attend and if school
funding was enrollment based (Painter 1986).
Let's pursue that idea.
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Evolution of an Idea

The 1776 to 1954 era was, at best, embryonic for tuition vouchers in the United States. Although the idea first appeared in two

classics of British and American literatureAdam Smith's
Wealth of Nations and Tom Paine's The Rights of Manas well
as Thomas Jefferson's school bill for Virginia in 1779, it received

little attention during this period. This is perhaps partially
because neither work, although frequently referred to and
quoted, is regarded as a treatise on education. Smith's text is a
foundation piece of laissez-faire economics and Paine's is a
political document.
Smith's comments are concerned largely with the effect on

teachers of being public employees rather than educational
entrepreneurs. Although he was writing in the eighteenth
century, and more concerned with higher education than elementary or secondary education, anyone who has spent much
time as a public school teacher will recognize Smith's description of what happens when funds go to institutions rather than
to individuals.

While relatively little was being said during this period
that directly concerned tuition vouchers, there were important

developments establishing the groundwork for present-day
legal interpretations.

As early as 1907, the U.S. Supreme Court upheld a
25
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requirement that a public transit company provide half-price
transportation to students. The next year it ruled that Indians
could use funds for their children to attend parochial schools,

even though those funds were in the care of the federal
government. This was a specialized instance, the Court holding
that these monies were really private, the property of the Indian
tribes. The right of Native First Americans to have educational

choice was thus affirmed. The most severe test of this right
came from Oregon in the early 1920s, and it involved an
attempt by the general citizenry to terminate it.
In 1922, by public initiative, Oregon established that all
students must attend public schools. On June 1, 1925, the U.S.
Supreme Court ruled that this was unconstitutional. Associate
Justice James Clark McReynolds, speaking for the Court, said,

"The child is not the mere creature of the state," and that
parents have a right to determine the manner of their children's
education. Possessing a right and being able to practice it are

not interchangeable propositions, as growing numbers of
Americans realize.
In a 1927 Louisiana case, the Court said a state could not

unreasonably regulate private schools, by determining such
things as textbook content and teacher qualifications. Speaking

for the Court, Justice McReynolds said this could destroy
private schools and "deprive parents of fair opportunity to
procure for their children instruction which they think important."
In 1930, on a positive note, the Court held constitutional a
Louisiana law providing free textbooks for students in public

and private schools, holding that it was the students who
benefited, not the institutions.
This is a consistent position the Court has taken over the
years regarding school aid. Where such assistance was gener-

ally applied the Court upheld it. Any effect on nonpublic
schools, even parochial schools, has been viewed as incidental
and not a violation of the First Amendment or the separation of
church and state.
One of the Court's most dramatic and controversial school
rulings came in 1943, when it overturned a West Virginia

provision compelling students to salute the flag and pledge
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allegiance to it. To many people, then and since, saluting the
flag seemed a modest indication of national loyalty and objections to it demonstrated a weakening of the national moral
fiber.
In one of the more powerful statements rct,:/rding individ-

ual rights, Associate Justice Robert H. Jackson wrote: "The
Fourteenth Amendment protects the citizen against the State

itself and all of its creaturesBoards of Education not excepted." He expressed concern over attempting to mold public
opinion into one model.
In words that almost predicted the current struggle over
schools, he said:

As governmental pressure toward unity beccmes
greater, so strife becomes more bitter as to whose unity

it will be. Probably no deeper division of our people
could proceed from any provocation than from finding it necessary to choose what doctrine and whose
program public educational officials shall compel youth

to unite in embracing. Ultimate futility of such attempts to compel coherence is the lesson of every such
effort . . . we apply the limitation of the Constitution

with no fear that freedom to be intellectually and
spiritually diverse or even contrary will disintegrate
the social organization.
Unfortunately, a great many citizens do not share Jackson's
confidence in such diversity. Strangely, one of the major sources
of opposition to tuition vouchers, or family control of children's
education, has come from liberals, who normally claim to be
strong advocates of individual freedoms. In this instance, however, they express strong support for the public school system

because deviations from it would weaken "social cohesion"
a dogmatic claim generally made with no supporting evidence.
Ignore for the moment whether the school system has been
responsible for such cohesion, especially as distinct from that
provided by nonpublic schools, and whether, even if it did in
the past, it has such a role today. Put aside consideration of the
extreme mobility of the population and of the influence movies,
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television, and other means of cultural transmission to which
children are today exposed. Such a view still demonstrates a
lack of faith in democracy and a pluralistic society, two themes
given much lip service.
In the words of Justice Jackson:

freedom to differ is not limited to things that do not
matter much. That would be a mere shadow of freedom. The test of its substance is the right to differ as to
things that touch the heart of the existing order.

It is a test that too many fail.
One need not agree that the presence of The Wizard of Oz in
the classroom is a threat to a child's moral standards because of
a reference to a "wicked witch," as was argued in a 1986 court
case, in order to accept the right of parents to hold that belief
and wish to have their child attend a school more in accord with
their wishes and values.
That, indeed, as Justice Jackson noted, is the test of a belief

in democracy and freedom of speech and thought. Are we
prepared to grant that freedom only to those who think as we
do, or shall it be granted to everyone?
It needs to be recalled that for most of our history there was
no public school system. It began to emerge 150 years ago, and
compulsory attendance was extensively established only at the
end of the nineteenth century.
Most citizens prior to that timeincluding the Founding

Fathers responsible for the creation of the nation and the
writing of its constitutionwere educated either at home, in
nonpublic schools, or by a tutor. There is even evidence that
literacy was higher in the taneteenth century than today.
Finally, those who care not for historical allusions but only
for today still have the burden to prove that students in nonpub-

lic schools are less well educated or poorer citizens. Lacking
such proof, there is no justification for educational coercion on
behalf of public schooling.

There is another important significance to be grasped
about court cases having to do with public schooling. Those
who think that the Brown v. Board of Education desegregation
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decision of 1954 was an aberration by the court do not know the
history of events that led up to it. For decades the NAACP had
pursued one court case after another, establishing the rights of

minorities in one way here, in another way there, building a
foundation of precedents for the culminating decision affecting
schools nationwide.
The same process may be taking place regarding the edu-

cational rights of students and parents, although less consciously since no single organization or group is coordinating
the effort. Nevertheless, a body of cases that protect these rights
is being built, and many of them are cited in this work.
Pierce alone made clear the fundamental right of parents to
decide what form of education they wished for their child. It
did not, however, indicate any right to public funding for that
end. That day may or may not arrive.
What has gradually emerged is the legality of such aid,
whether or not it is a "right." Nonpublic-school parents have
been protected against undue interference by the government
in how they may educate their children, and may now receive
aid for textbooks, transportation, and many other services.
In a 1983 case, Mueller v. Allen, the U.S. Supreme Court
upheld general aid, in this instance in the form of tuition tax
credits, for all students and their parents. Since a tuition voucher

is even more broadly based, going as well to those whose
income is too low for them to pay taxes, it seems that such a case

would also be constitutionally acceptable.

Additional proof is the GI Bill. Since 1944, millions of
Americans have received educational aid, which not only
covered school costs but granted supplemental subsistence
funding as well. Those utilizing the GI Bill attended public and

private institutions, including proprietary or profit-making
schools, as well as seminaries and other religious schools when
they studied to become members of the clergy.

Everyone was eligible, and they could use the aid at any
institution which met federal approval, a very wide range. The

only requirement was that the individual had to have some
stated minimum period of military service.
Why restrict this concept to veten ns? Does this not discriminate against those who do not, or are unable to, perform
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military service? From a public policy point of view, should not

a program of such outstanding success, value, and constitutionality be extended to the general citizenry? This returns us to

the issue of the growing number of precedents regarding
education and individual choice.
Stephen Arons's Compelling Belief (1983) presents the pro-

vocative argument that separation of school and state is even
more important than separation of church and state. A coordi-

nated effort to tie together court decisions over the years
conceivably could lead to this result.

The argument in favor of such a decision is both philosophical and leg Millions of Americans belong to no church
at all. Other mA lions belong only on a nominal or occasional
basis. 3
active churchgoers may average only a few hours
a ;reek. in religious or church-related activity. Furthermore,

there are hundreds f denominations from which to choose,
and a person may ;
.,-om one to another with relative ease.
This 13a result of `:le cuncctmental right of religious freedom in
our society, which ;nciud .ts the right to refrain as well as to par -

LJpate.
argument, should not the right of educational
freedom be even more fundamental?
For
thing, we have long since decided as a society that
educatior not optional. Everyone should be educated. Furthermore, education is not an incidental or casual experience.
Typically, a student attends school for five to five and one- half
Given t".

instructional hours a day, for 180 days a year, or nearly a
thousand hours annually, for twelve years. This does not
include the additional hours the student may be subject to the

school's controlfor home room, study halls, lunch periods,
extracurricular activities, and the like.
Clearly the impact of thousands of hours of schooling can

be much more compelling than the impact of a church, yet
parents do not have many variations in schooling from which
to choose. In fact, some choices that exist are not available to
millions of Americans who do not have either sufficient funds,
after taxes, to pay for nonpublic schooling or the affluence to

move into one of the wealthy communities, where a school
might satisfy their needs.
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A wealthy community can afford to spend much more
than the average amount on their schools, and can write part of
that off against their income, since, unlike rent, property taxes
(the main source of local support for schools) and interest on a

mortgage are deductible from income subject to the federal
income taxdeductions not available to the poor and renters.
Furthermore, the wealthier the individual or family, the greater

the size of this tax break (or educational subsidywhich is
what it really is in such cases). The use of vouchers would make

such subsidies not only apparent but more fairly distributed
among the populace at large. How the precedents are leading
in this direction will be developed in both this and subsequent
chapters.
Although the ultimate destination is yet unknown, the
journey we are on began with Adam Smith, Thomas Jefferson,
and Tom Paine.
The Wealth of Nations, generally regarded as an economic

text, has in Book II an extensive section on education that
includes many psychological insights (predating the modern
professional psychologists), which two centuries later read like
predictions.
One of these was Smith's observation that those paid from

the public purse, including teachers, lack the motivation for
performance possessed by those in the private realm. This is not
due to any lack of moral fiber on the part of the former relative
to the latter, but because of the different circumstances in which
they find themselves. He therefore held that private individu-

als should pay at least some of the costs for teachers but that
government should aid those who would be unable to take care
of these costs from their own means.
Smith said private funding is needed because, in every
occupation, most individuals exert effort in their work only to
the degree they must, and this necessity is greatest for those
who need to attract their sources of income. If the state is the
source, with income received without regard to individual
effort, exertions will be minimized. He extended this argument
to include school and college endowments that permit paying
teacher salaries "independent of their success and reputation in
their particular professions."
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Smith regarded it as in the individual's interest to live as
easily as possible. If his income is the same regardless of effort,
it is in his interest to do as little as possible. Realizing that many

individuals are by nature energetic, he still held that it would
be in their interest to use this energy in supplemental activity
"from which he can derive some advantage, rather than in the
performance of his duty, from which he can derive none."
Not only that, such teachers will mutually support the
inattention to duty by others, in return for which they may
neglect their own. He used as an example the Oxford of his day
where, he said, most of the professors had for many years
stopped even pretending to teach.
He noted that all public authorities can do is force the
teacher to have some number of pupils for a certain amount of
hours and give so many lectures (or classes, in today's system)
each week or year. The quality of those lectures, or that performance, is still dependent upon the teacher.
Today's laws for public schools generally require five to
five and one-half hours of daily instruction. A teacher is as-

signed so many lasses per day, with so many students per
classassignments generally independent of the wishes of
either the teacher or the students. The subject matter of the
classes may be determined, but there is a wide variation in the

quality of individual teachers' performances. This is not a
matter subject to state control, except in the very broadest
sense, but by the teacher's attitudes and skills, variations of
which have little or no bearing on the teacher's salary. True,
salaries generally vary according to degrees attained and years
of experience, but neither of these factors has given proof of

having any but the most modest impact on the quality of
teaching. Some research even suggests that their impact is
negative.
For example, one study years ago concluded that teacher

performance improves during the first five years, and then
levels off or declines. While some teachers are clearly better
than others, there is no requirement to be so, thus no motivation
and relatively little distinction.
In fact, the teacher who genuinely places the interests of the
students first and who too obviously puts forth extra effort, or

4
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who supports a student in a controversy with a staff member,
may come to some grief. There have been instances in which
teachers were criticized for staying after school beyond the
hours stipulated in the contract with the district, the argument
being that this places other teachers in a bad light.
True, personnel are assigned to evaluate teachers. Even at
its best, however, this is an ineffective procedure. This writer
was once evaluated by a principal who gave a rating of excellent but then commented, "I don't know what you were doing

but it looked good." While formerly a teacher himself, his
academic specialty was far afield from mine, and he was not
familiar with the material being presented. Still, he made a
conscientious effort to do what was right. Every teacher knows
many evaluators who do not. Also, evaluators may only make

one or two observations a year, and that may not provide a
representative picture of a teacher's performance.
As Smith observed, teacher evaluation

is liable to be exercised both ignorantly and capriciously. In its nature it is arbitrary and discretionary,
and the persons who exercise it, neither attending
upon the lectures of the teacher themselves, nor perhaps understanding the sciences which it is his business to teach, are seldom capable of exercising it with
judgement.

Furthermore, what he termed "the insolence of office" often
causes the evaluators to be indifferent or arrogant in exercising
their power.
In turn

the person subject to such jurisdiction is necessarily
degraded by it, and, instead of being one of the most
respectable, is rendered one of the meanest and most
contemptible persons in the society.
While the terminology is a bit extreme, it helps explain the lack

of respect that public school teachers have always had, all
rhetoric to the contrary, and that to some extent they always
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will have while they are public hired hands.
The best teaching, according to Smith, is to be found in
those areas where there are no public institutions. As an example he cites the education of women in his own day. Since
there were no public schools for women in the England of two
centuries ago, there was nothing "useless, absurd, or fantastical" in their education, and they were provided with that which
was necessary or useful for them to learn, unlike much of the
education for men.
He also concluded that change was more easily accomplished in the universities of lesser repute because teachers
there relied upon their reputation for most of their income, thus
they had to pay attention to public opinion.
In 1779 Thomas Jefferson, as Governor of Virginia, introduced a school bill, the first plan for a statewide school system
in the New World. Calling for twenty secondary schools,
Jefferson recommended that the tuition be paid by the students
and, like Smith, recognizing that some parents could not afford
this, proposed scholarships for needy but able students (PSBA
Bulletin ).

In The Rights of Man, published in London in 1792, Tom
Paine carried the idea further. Believing that educational choice

would promote competition among schools and lead to the
success and profitability of the better ones, he proposed that the

state provide an education allowance for each pupil for six
years of schooling to be spent at whatever school was found
most desirable.
Paine called for the expenditure of

four pounds a year for every child under fourteen
years of age; enjoining the parents of such children to

send them to school, to learn reading, writing and
common arithmetic; the ministers of every parish, of
every denomination, to certify jointly to an office, for
this purpose, that the duty is performed. (Paine 1792,
I: 245)

This statement is interesting beyond its voucher aspects,
for when the suggestion that ministers certify the education of
children is proposed by a radical of the Revolutionary period,
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a different light is cast on the Establishment Clause of the
Constitution's First Amendment and on the separation of
church and state. It is but one indication that the interpretation

of the proper relationship between the church and state, by
even a harsh critic of undue influence by clerics, did not
preclude cooperation between the two. It also is interesting
because of President Theodore Roosevelt's later reference to
Paine as "a dirty little atheist." Roosevelt should have known
better. Paine also clearly stated his belief in one God and no
more.
About eighty years later a French parliamentary commis-

sion examining educational finance advocated parental free
choice in school selection through the use of educational allowances called the "bon scolaire." Lack of support in the French

legislature caused the commission's recommendation to be
shelved in 1873 (O'Donnell 1985, 101).
In 1859 the Englishman John Stuart Mill. in his essay On

Liberty, had distinguished the difference between a state requirement for an educated citizenry and a state provision of
that education. He approved of the former but not the latter,
arguing that:

A general State education is a mere contrivance for
moulding people to be exactly like one another; and as
the mould in which it casts them is that which pleases

the predominant power of the government, whether
this be a monarch, a priesthood, an aristocrat, or the
majority of the existing generation; in proportion as it
is efficient and successful, it establishes a despotism
over the mind, leading by natural tendency to one over
the body. [Mill 1966 (1859), 1301
This is exactly what government schools do, and why there

is a continual struggle for power in these schools: a struggle
between those who worry about "social cohesion" and "good
citizenship," and those who want the freedom to have their
children educated in a manner that is consistent with the values
upheld :n the family.
Like others, Mill called for state aid to those unable to

defray the expenses of an education but at the same time
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wanted the schools to be kept free of government control.

He also noted that those who could provide education
under government direction would be equally willing to provide it on a voluntary basis if they could be assured of support

through a law making education compulsory, and if state
financial aid were furnished through individuals rather than
institutions. It should perhaps be recalled that, at his father's
insistence and direction, Mill was himself educated outside a
formal school structure.
Mill (and Stephen Arons a century and a quarter later) held

that, while it could insist that a person be educated, "All
attempts by the State to bias the conclusions of its citizens on
disputed subjects, are evil." He stressed education as the important factor, not how that education was acquired. His proposal wouldn't automatically require schools at all.
He suggested there be annual compulsory public examina-

tions for all children, beginning when they are young and
becoming progressively more strenuous, but only to the level
of an established minimum of general knowledge. Beyond that
level further testing would be voluntary, with the awarding of
certificates to indicate the level of proficiency obtained.

Mill's words have particular relevance for today's
United States:

Were the duty of enforcing universal education once

admitted, there would be an end to the difficulties
about what the State should teach, and how it should
teach, which now convert the subject into a mere bat-

tlefield for sects and parties, causing the time and
labour which should have been spent in educating, to
be wasted in quarreling about education. If the government would make up its mind to require for every
child a good education, it might save itself the trouble
of providing one. It might leave to parents to obtain
the education where and how they pleased, and content itself with helping to pay the school fees of the
poorer classes of children, and defraying the entire
school expenses of those who have no one else to pay
for them. [Mill 1966 (1859), 129]
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This made sense then; it makes sense now.
Notice that, with the exception of Jefferson, the thinking on
this topic was primarily outside of the United States from the

late eighteenth century to the late nineteenth century Smith
and Mill in England; Paine in England, America, and France;
and the French legislature. This was also largely true about
considerations of schooling generally. The newly formed and
growing nation had little time or need for extensive concentra-

tion upon educational issues, although public and private
school systems were developing.
The U.S. Supreme Court, for example, only had 3 cases
involving education before 1890, and the most significant one,
the Dartmouth College case of 1819, concerned matters of higher

education. This contrasts with 140 cases between 1966 and
1984, an explosion of educational litigation that continues to
accelerate.
Even Plessy v. Ferguson in 1896, which held constitutional
the doctrine of "separate but equal" facilities for the races, was,
unlike Brown v. Board of Education fifty-eight years later, a case

involving transportation, not education. With the turn of the
century, however, there were intimations of the Court's now
constant point of view on educational issues.
Interstate Consolidated Street Railway Co. v. Mass. in 1907
held:

A street railway corporation taking a legislation charter subject to all duties and restrictions set forth in all

general laws relating to corporations of that class
cannot complain of the unconstitutionality of a prior
enacted statute compelling them to transport children
attending public schools at half price.
The next year, Quick Bear v. Leupp allowed federal funds

being administered for Indians to be applied to salaries and
maintenance costs of a parochial school for Indian children.
Writing for the Court, Chief Justice Melville Weston Fuller said:

A declaration by Congress that the Government shall

not make appropriations for sectarian schools does
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not apply to Indian treaty and trust funds on the
ground that such a declaration should be extended
thereto under the religion clauses of the Federal
Constitution.

Fuller added, "we cannot concede the proposition that
Indians cannot be allowed to use their own money to educate
their children in the schools of their own choice because the
Government is necessarily undenominational."
This protection was later extended to all citizens by Pierce,
which in 1925 held that the state may not compel public school
attendance. The law was the result of an initiative adopted by
the people on Nov. 7, 1922, to become effective in 1926. The
plaintiffs were two Oregon corporations, The Society of Sisters
and Hill Military Academy, which owned and operated schools.
William Guthrie, attorney for the appellee, recalled some
educational history largely forgotten today:

Private and religious schools have existed in this
country from the earliest times

. . .

For generations all

Americansincluding those who fought for liberty
and independence in the eighteenth century, and who
drafted the Declaration of Independence, the Northwest Ordinance of 1787, and the Constitution of the

United Stateswere educated in private or religious
schools, and mostly the latter. (514)

He also sought to correct another faulty impression:
The public school is not a "melting pot." Schools are,
and obviously must be, located in given districts. If the
neighborhood be American, the school there will have
a similar character. If, however, it be situated in a poor
and foreign quarter, the school will be attended almost
entirely by children of the poor class of foreigners. The
child of a foreigner is quite as likely to be assimilated
and Americanized in a private or parochial school as
in a public school. (517)
The case involved:

4:)
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the rights of the parents and guardians who desire to

send their children to such (private and religious)
schools, and the rights of the children themselves . . .
those rights . . . are of the very essence of personal
liberty and freedom. In this day and under our civilization, the child of man is his parent's child and not the
State's . . . It is not seriously debatable that the parental
right to guide one's child intellectually and religiously
is a most substantial part of the liberty and freedom of
the parent. (518)
Associate Justice James Clark McReynolds, for the Court,
accepted this reasoning:

The fundamental theory of liberty upon which all
governments in this Union repose excludes any general power of the State to standardize its children by
forcing them to accept instruction from public teach-

ers only. The child is not the mere creature of the
State; those who nurture him and direct his destiny
have the right, coupled with the high duty, to recognize and prepare him for additional obligations. (535)

"The child is not the mere creature of the State." These
words remain abstractions for Americans who have no practical option to exercise them.

School officials complaining of mandates placed upon
them by higher levels of government without being given the
resources to carry them out see no inconsistency in denying the
same right to individual citizens. The state requires that children be educated, compels parents to accept and act upon that

mandate, but does not provide funding that would permit
them to do so on their own.
In 1926 England's Archbishop of Westminster, Francis
Cardinal Bourne, proposed that poor parents

receive an annual . . . coupon for the cost-per-child
amount, entitling the child to a place in any recognized
school. . . . the adoption of this novel project
would. . . relieve poor parents of a social disability
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and would vivify Education by a spirit of wholesome
rivalry. (Sizer and Whitten, August 1968, 62)
During the 1920s the then Territory of Hawaii, moving in
the opposite direction, tried to force private schools to indoctrinate students. However, in Farrington v. Tokushige, decided Feb.
21,1927, the U.S. Supreme Court invalidated Hawaii's law setting teacher qualifications and textbook content and requiring
teachers to pledge to "direct the mind and studies of pupil' in
such schools as will tend to make them good and loyal An

can citizens." Aside from the constitutional question, such a
law arrogantly assumes nonpublic schools will not produce
"good and loyal American citizens" unless compelled to do so
by the government.
Associate Justice James Clark McReynolds, writing for the
Court, found this unacceptable.

(T)he school Act and the measures adopted thereunder go far beyond mere regulation of privately-sup-

ported schools where children obtain instruction
deemed valuable by their parents and which is not
obviously in conflict with any public interest. They
give affirmative direction concerning the intimate and
essential details of such schools, entrust their control
to public officers, and deny both owners and patrons

reasonable choiceand discretion in respect to teachers, curriculum and textbooks. Enforcement of the Act
probably would destroy most, if not all, of them; and,
certainly, it would deprive parents of fair opportunity

to procure for their children instruction which they

think important and we cannot say is harmful.
(Farrington, 298)

A few years later, in 1930, in Cochran v. La. State Boa,-d of

Education, the Court upheld a Louisiana law providing free
textbooks for students in public and private schools. The cteci-

sion held that the school children and the state were the
beneficiaries of the appropriations, not the schools. The
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fundamentally important feature in this law, too often
forgotten by advocates and legislators seeking to aid only the
nonpublic schools, is that the free textbooks went to students in
public and private schools alike.
Chief Justice Charles Evans Hughes, for the Court:
One may scan the acts in vain to ascertain where any

money is appropriated for the purchase of school
books for the use of any church, private, sectarian or
even public school. The appropriations were made for
the specific purpose of purchasing school books for
the use of the school children of the state, free of cost
to them. It was for this benefit and the resulting benefit
to the state that the appropriations were made. True,
these children attend some school, public or private,
the latter, sectarian or non-sectarian. . . . The schools,
however, are not the beneficiaries of these appropriations. They obtain nothing from them, nor are they
relieved of a single obligation, because of them. The
school children and the state alone are the beneficiaries. (Cochran, 374)

It is unfortunate, and detrimental to the nation at large, that

many professed advocates of education are in actuality the
advocates of schools. There are supporters of the public schools
and supporters of nonpublic schools. What is too often lacking

are supporters of education, concerned with students rather
than institutions. When a proposal benefits all students, the
Courts have upheld its constitutionality. This should be true for
vouchers.
In 1943 the Supreme Court handed down one of its most
controversial education decisions ever, one limiting compulsion, or indoctrination, in even the public schools.
This was West Virginia Board of Education v. Barnette. Stress-

ing the importance of being free from state-sponsored value
inculcation, the Court said requiring students to salute the flag
or repeat the pledge of allegiance violated the First and Fourteenth Amendments.
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There are citizens who believe this marked a turning point
in the decline of the public schools and the weakening of the

patriotic and moral fiber of the nation. Yet it is debatable
whether students leave school less patriotic today than formerly. This reaction also gives the schools credit for being much

better in the pastthe "good old days" syndromethan they
were.
Anyone recalling those days, or the reading of Bible verses
in such states as Pennsylvania (also subsequently ruled uncon-

stitutional by the Court) would realize the ritualistic nature of
such exercises. They were not performed with fervor or sense
of commitment but as ceremonial requirements regarded with
minimal attention or interest, if not outright boredom.
Associate Justice Robert H. Jackson's opinion said:

The Fourteenth Amendment, as now applied to the
States, protects the citizen against the State itself and
all of its creaturesBoards of Education not excepted
. . . That they are educating the young for citizenship
is reason for scrupulous protection of Constitutional
freedoms of the individual, if we are not to strangle the

free mind at its source and teach youth to discount
important principles of our government as mere platitudes. (W. Va., 637)
. . The very purpose of a Bill of Rights was to
withdraw certain subjects from the vicissitudes of
. .

political controversy, to place them beyond the reach
of majorities and officials and to establish them as legal
principles to be applied by the courts. One's right to
life, liberty, and property, to free speech, a free press,
freedom of worship and assembly, and other funda-

mental rights may not be submitted to vote; they
depend on the outcome of no elections. (638)
. . . Struggles to coerce uniformity of sentiment in
support of some end thought essential to their time
and country have been waged by many good as well

as by evil men. (640)
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As governmental pressure toward unity becomes
greater, so strife becomes more bitter as to whose
unity it shall be. Probably no deeper division of our
people could proceed from any provocation than from
. . .

finding it necessary to choose what doctrine and
whose program public educational officials shall
compel youth to unite in embracing. Ultimate futility
of such attempts to compel coherence is the lesson of
every such effort . . . Those who begin coercive elimination of dissent soon find themselves exterminating
dissenters. Compulsory unification of opinion
achieves only the unanimity of the graveyard. (641)
. . . It seems trite but necessary to say that the First
Amendment to our Constitution was designed to

avoid these ends by avoiding these beginnings. There
is no mysticism in the American concept of the State or
of the nature or origin of its authority. We set up government by consent of the governed, and the Bill of
Rights denies those in power any legal opportunity to
coerce that consent. Authority here is to be controlled

by public opinion, not public opinion by authority.
(641)

(W)e apply the limitation of the Constitution with
no fear that freedom to be intellectually and spiritually
. . .

diverse or even contrary will disintegrate the social
organization . . . We can have intellectual individualism and the rich cultural diversities that we owe to
exceptional minds only at the price of occasional eccentricity and abnormal attitudes ... freedom to differ
is not limited to things that do not matter much. That
would be a mere shadow of freedom. The test of its
substance is the right to differ as to things that touch
the heart of the existing order. (641-42)
.

. .

If there is any fixed star in our constitutional

constellation, it is that no official, high or petty, can

prescribe what shall be orthodox in politics,
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nationalism, religion, or other matters of opinion or
force citizens to confess by word or act their faith
therein. If there are any circumstances which present
an exception, they do not now occur to us. (642)
This decision is quoted at length because Justice Jackson's
reasoning, accepted by the Court to this day, not only stresses
the importance of individual freedomsfor example, freedom
of speech is meaningless if one is compelled to repeat statements involuntarily, or to listen to those read by othersbut it
also unintentionally raises problems of compulsory schooling.
Reconsider Jackson's words:

Probably no deeper division of our people could proceed from any provocation than from finding it neces-

sary to choose what doctrine and whose program
public educational officials shall compel youth to unite

in embracing. Ultimate futility of such attempts to
compel coherence is the lesson of every such effort.
Yet this is exactly what public school boards cannot avoid
despite the best of intentions. Public schools find it impossible
to avoid choosing "what doctrine and whose program" youth
must embrace. A public school cannot pledge allegiance to the
flag and not pledge allegiance, read the Bible and not read the
Bible, have The Wizard of Oz in the library and not have it there,

etc. Decisions must be made. Curriculums and textbooks must
be accepted. Values are projected, consciously or not. Through
the political process these programs and values are determined
by majority rule, in the ideal situation, or by the force of the
most powerful political elements in the community in the more

usual case. In either event large numbers of students and
parents, sometimes even the majority, must "unite in embracing" decisions they would reject if they had a free choice.

So why not adopt freedom of educational choice as a
national goal? It is neither impossible nor impractical. It exists
in postsecondary education where tuition vouchers in the form

of the GI Bill, Pell grants, state and other grants and
scholarships permit a large degree of personal choice.
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There is, as vouchers promise for basic education, a much
more diverse arrangement in postsecondary education, with
technical and trade schools; two-year and four-year institutions; undergraduate, graduate, and combination colleges and
universities; and corporate educational programs (the so-called
"shadow higher educational system," which may be more
extensive than the more formal and recognized system), and
other institutions and programs.
The philosophical arguments are strong, if we believe the
rhetoric about a democratic, pluralistic society. There will be
mistakes; there may be schools that seem strange. But this is a
price that must be paid if genius, creativity and progress are to
prosper. Again recall Justice Jackson's words:

We can have intellectual individualism and the rich
cultural diversities that we owe to exceptional minds
only at the price of occasional eccentricity and abnormal attitudes . . . freedom to differ is not limited to
things that do not matter much. That would be a mere
shadow of freedom. The test of substance is the
right to differ as to things that touch the heart of the
existing order.
Four years later, the Supreme Court, in Everson v. Board of
Education, Ewing Township, N.J., upheld New Jersey's provision
reimbursing parents for money spent on public transportation

for students in religious schools. The reasoning of Associate
Justice Hugo Black, for the Court, was similar to that in the
Louisiana case seventeen years earlier; individuals benefit, not
institutions.
The decision is one more in the trend-making distinctions

between students and schools, between the former as the
recipients of education and the latter as the means, and not
necessarily the only one, toward that end.
The Court held:
It is much too late to argue that legislation intended to
facilitate the opportunity of children to get a secular

education serves no public purpose .

. .

The same
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thing is no less true of legislation to reimburse needy
parents, or all parents, for payment of the fares of their
children so that they can ride in public busses to and

from schools. Nor does it follow that a law has a
private rather than a public purpose because it provides that tax-raised funds will be paid to reimburse
individuals on account of money spent by them in a
way which furthers a public program. Subsidies and
loans to individuals such as farmers and home-owners, and to privately owned transportation systems, as
well as many other kinds of businesses, have been
commonplace practices in our state and national history.
As John Gardner once said, in another educational context,

the bits and pieces of the revolution are lying all around us,
waiting to be assembled.
While all the legal bits and pieces of educational freedom
of choice may not yet exist, a great many do, and they await
assembly, as was done over a long period of years by civil rights

advocates before it was possible to win Brown v. Board of
Education in 1954, which overturned the "separate but equal"
doctrine for public facilities.

5,
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1955-1969

"The Role of Government
in Education"

The contemporary debate over vouchers, at least in the United
States, began in 1955 with a chapter by Milton Friedman, "The
Role of Government in Education," which appeared in Economics and the Public Interest, a book edited by Robert A. Solo and

published by the Rutgers University Press. Friedman is the
source of two of the more controversial ideas regarding education, of which tuition vouchers is one proposal.
The other proposal calls for student aid in higher education
in the form of long-term loans to be paid back as a percentage
of income rather than at a fixed percentage rate. Yale and Duke
Universities experimented with this in the 1970s. It was also
proposed by former Pennsylvania Governor Milton Shapp, as
a National Education Trust Fund (NETF), introduced in 1972 at
the annual meeting of the Education Commission of the States
in Los Angeles. In 1987, the Reagan administration recommended it to Congress as Income Contingency Loans (ICLs).
This is another example of the proposition that significant ideas
for change in a profession rarely come from those within the
profession.
Debate over vouchers since 1955 has arisen not only from
those in direct opposition but from those with different visions
of the truth. Friedman proposed a simple voucher, with an
equal amount available for each student.
47
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A second suggestion allows for economically poor students to receive as much as three times the national average for
per-pupil funding, and for more than fifty percent of all publicschool students to be eligible for aid to insure majority support.
If that were done it would at least double the total current instructional cost for public education, an unlikely scenario.
A source of opposition to educational choice supported by

public funds is that it will permit the establishment of segregated schools. This ignores a 1958 Supreme Court decision,
Cooper v. Aaron, in which Chief Justice Earl Warren, writing for

the Court, said, "State support of segregated schools through
any arrangement, management, funds or property cannot be
squared with the command of the Fourteenth Amendment that
no State shall deny to any person within its jurisdiction the
equal protection of the laws." This has been strengthened by
more than one subsequent government action, including the
1964 Civil Rights Act. Should it be further necessary to reassure

anyone, it would be easy to include such a provision in a
voucher authorization plan.
A more disturbing objection, in a society claiming to be

democratic, is that a voucher plan would permit fast-buck
operators with high-pressure tactics to take advantage of parents and students. The implied assumption is that elected or
appointed government officials would not be so easily duped,
and for that reason they would make better choices for citizens
than those citizens would make for themselves. In other words,
average citizens are incompetent to make valid decisions affecting their lives and the lives of their children. Admittedly
there are philosophies based upon this assumption, but they
can hardly be described as democratic. Of course, defenders of
this view rarely state it quite so baldly. Instead, they speak
more euphemistically about the "public welfare," "social cohesion," "the melting pot," "good citizenship," and the like.
This view is not only anti-democratic and elitist, it flies in
the face of centuries of American experience and the fact that
parents daily make decisions regarding feeding, clothing, and
housing their children, the religious and moral values to which
they will be exposed (to the degree that parents can control such

r
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factors), and decisions regarding their health and safety, which
literally may be matters of life and death.
Certainly a parent who can decide whether or not a child
will have an operation, or other medical procedure, should be
able to decide which books the child may read, or what educational methods he or she prefers.
If the objection is that some parents will make mistakes,
then it is undoubtedly correct. (Neither people nor systems are
perfect, nor will they ever be.) But the suggestion implies that
mistakes are not occurring now. Anyone familiar with public

schools knows better. A national dropout rate approaching
thirty percent, and the granting of high school diplomas to
700,000 functional illiterates annually are sufficient evidence of
mistakes in the present system.
Whether a tuition voucher system or family choice would

involve some mistakes is not the real question. The essential
point is whether individual incompetence is greater than governmental incompetence. Mistakes by parents are individual
mistakes, affecting only their children. Mistakes made by school

officials may involve entire schools, districts, states, or the
nation. Those by any government agency may be massive
indeed.

Individual mistakes are also more easily corrected, not
only because they are smaller in scale but because they are
private mistakes. Governmental mistakes, being public, are
rarely admitted or corrected. Should this actually occur in some
instances, the length of time required to alter the system is so
long that the correction would come too late for vast numbers
of students.

It is also true that even the most caring and effective
teachers will have a given student in class for only a limited
period of time, and they will not in the future be personally
aware of, or affected by, the outcome of the educational process

for that student. Parents are. They know their child best; they
have a lifelong continuity with them; they are affected by the
ultimate result; and they, more than anyone else, are likely to
make adjustments along the way, if adjustments are necessary.
Public officials, and not just school officials, having made
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public decisions, are much more reluctant to make a change
because they may be subject to criticism, or even public embar-

rassment or disciplinary action if they are thought to have
made a serious mistake.
So while family choice is subject to debate, the claim that
mistakes may be made is not relevant. The present system is
already making mistakes, some of which are horrendous and
clearly damaging to millions of youngsters.
Or, as a Pennsylvania state senator once said, when told
that a proposal of his was no panacea; "I know it, but it is not
competing with any panacea."
Family options in Denmark, a process that has an extended
history, has not destroyed the public school system there, and
has made possible more harmonious relations than exist in this
country. It has been said that this is possible because Denmark
is a small country with a more homogeneous population than
the United States and that what works there will not work in a
nation of 240 million people of diverse cultures. Viewed as a
total system, this is true. But, unlike Denmark, we don't have a

national system of education. We have 15,000 plus school
districts, most with a much smaller population than Denmark,
many with an equally homogeneous population, and not a few
with little more discord than Denmark.
Nor is Denmark the only example that might be consid-

ered. Virtually all western democracies permit much more
freedom of choice in their schooling arrangements than does
the United States.

Milton Friedman noted that subsidizing institutions
unavoidably means subsidizing various activities they may

undertake, whether or not the government providing the
funding had that in mind. State governments can hardly oversee

every decision and action taken by a local school district. He

also noted that mandating and providing a service can be
separated, and recommended that this be done in education.
The means, of course, would be the adoption of vouchers which
parents could redeem with approved providers, as with the GI
Bill. The providers would be responsible for students achieving
the minimum level of education established by the government.

Whether this service was provided by a public or private
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agency, or on a profit or nonprofit basis, should not be of
concern to the government, as it was not for the millions of GIs
who furthered their education with the equivalent of a voucher

system. The government would only be interested in any
school's meeting minimum standards.
Besides noting the GI Bill precedent in the United States,
Friedman also noted that in England local authorities pay the
fees for some students attending nonstate schools (which, in
England, are called "public schools") and that in France, the
national government does the same.

Friedman's response to the claim that such a proposal
would run into administrative difficulties because of the complexity of overseeing the program is that, to the contrary, it
would be even easier to administer than the present arrangement with thousands of school districts and tens of thousands

of schools operating as a direct government function. This
would be particularly so if vouchers were a federal program, as
he recommended, and as most advocates prefer.
The key is to consider what the government should finance
in contrast to what it should administer. In the past thirty years
that question has been reviewed in greater detail, and governments at various levels are increasingly making funds or credits directly available to people to make their own choices rather
than having the deci,ion made for them. Medicaid, Medicare,
Food Stamps, and rental rebates are among practices that have
become common since the mid-1950s.
Friedman did not, however, advocate the elimination of all

educational institutions operated by government. The higher
education analogy again applies.
Governments directly support and operate colleges and
universities at the same time they provide grants (vouchers) to
students which may be used at a wide variety of institutions.
The object is not to abandon one rigid approach only to supplant it with another, but to carefully consider those circumstances in which one approach or another is most desirable.
Virgil Blum, writing in 1958 in support of the voucher
concept, cited for examples not only the GI Bill (technically, the
Servicemen's Readjustment Act of 1944) but also its 1952 successor for Korean War veterans, the War Orphans' Educational
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Assistance Act of 1956, and, perhaps most significantly, the
Legislative Reorganization Act of 1946, which provided for the

education of Congressional pages. Constituents should have
the same privileges as Congressional pages.

Blum added that veterans had used their educational
benefits not only at 481 nonsectarian institutions of higher
learning but at 474 Protestant, 265 Catholic, and 5 Jewish
schools. At the time he was writing, 36,000 veterans had used
this funding source to become members of the clergy, mostly
Protestant.
No question was raised about constitutionality, the separation of church and state, or whether this freedom of choice was
anything but a benefit to the individuals involved. How they
elected to exercise this choice was their business alone, as long
as they actually attended a recognized institution and received
the education for which the government was paying.
A Tuition Voucher Act would permit those setting out on
life's journey to exercise freedom of choice just as the Social
Security Act permits those in the later stages of life to do instead

of being relegated to state institutions or the local "poor
house," as was for so long the custom.
Blum said no other Western democracy "has so adamantly
stood face-to-face with its principles of liberty and refused to
recognize in them the simple conclusions of educational freedom" (Blum 1958, 130).
A move to establish this principle in the U.S. came in 1963,

when Rep. James J. Delaney of New York reintroduced a
measure to appropriate twenty dollars annually for two years

to pay part of the costs of educating each elementary and
secondary pupil in the nation. While twenty dollars is a minimal figure at best, it needs to be remembered that costs per
pupil were then measured in hundreds of dollars annually, not
thousands of dollars.
Robert Hutchins said the idea "should satisfy everybody,
except those who hold that a church-related school is the same
thing as a church" (Dahl 1964, 323).
A market system should result in smaller educational units
than presently exist. It isn't likely that an entrepreneur would
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create an educational district with ten thousand pupils, much
less a system the size of the New York City school district. Nor
is there any evidence that schools containing thousands of
pupils would result, and such schools are common in the public
system. Even the present private schools for the rich, in which
money is of relatively little concern, have smaller buildings and
student bodies.
Smaller units mean more units, more flexibility, more
innovation, the absence of centralized administrative control

(with no considerations for well-meaning paternalism or
beneficence) and much greater variety. Ironically, this possibility of greater variety is one of the fears that voucher opponents
raise. They say that, even if racial and other forms of discrimi-

nation are avoided, the creation of great numbers of small
schools responsive to student and parent choices will increase
the likelihood of ideological or other forms of separation. But
isn't this supposed to be a main feature .if a pluralistic society?
How can pluralism and conformity be consistently defended at
the same time?

There are Americans who lack a basic commitment to
democracy and pluralism. They oppose, and are afraid of, those
who think or act differently from themselves, those they accuse
of having "foreign ideas." Often these so-called "foreign ideas"
have originated in this country, but those who are fearful don't

understand or accept them.

It is difficult to help such people overcome their fear
because they are unaware of the narrowness out of which it
comes and deny it if challenged. They consider themselves
good Americans without defining the term. Their concept of
"good" is someone essentially like themselves. And it isn't just
members of the Ku Klux Klan or other fringe groups who are
guilty of this social blindness.
Today, what many regard as an inherent danger in the
voucher system would, in a truly democratic and pluralistic
society, be looked upon as one of its major advantages.
At a time when concern is expressed over increas-

ing pressures toward social conformity perhaps an
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educational system should seek that form of organization suited to maximum cultural variation. (Tope 1965,
181)

The same may be true of another common objection made
in connection with vouchers: that parents are too apathetic to
actively participate in a market system of choice. The critics
who raise this objection ignore the conditions in the present
system that suggest there may be much to be apathetic about.
Also, they don't seem to recognize in their objection any evidence of their own anti-democratic elitism.
Actually, few elements or individuals within the system
truly desire the active participation of students and parents
unless it serves the status quo. One of the evidences of this is the

gradual weakening of parent-teacher associations in those
districts where parents have tried to assert themselves even
modestly, or where votes on policy decisions have not ratified
the position of the local teachers' organization. If parents' views

were welcomed, if what they desire for their children were
acceptable to local school authorities, the number of court cases
over ideological and methodological issues would not be growing at an exponential rate.

When so modest a proposal as open enrollment among
district schools on a space-available basis is a cause for concern

among teachers and other school officials, parent "apathy"
becomes not only a more understandable phenomenon but a
predictable and reasonable one.
School officials, for example, often bemoan the lack of
attendance at such a harmless affair as parent night, when
parents are encouraged to come to school, meet with the
teachers of their children, and ask questions or express their
views on district or teacher policies and actions.
Two factors are generally ignored in this wringing of
hands.
First, if all parents really came to these sessions and said
what they thought, and challenged the system, the moaning
would escalate sharply and parent night might even become a
thing of the past.
Second, even if parents did not create problems at such
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sessions, the idea that all the parents of the thirty or so students

an elementary teacher may havenot to mention the 150 or
more assigned to a secondary teachercan possibly meet with
the teacher and have a meaningful discussion in the usual twohour period devoted to such sessions is unrealistic.
Like so many aspects of the public schools, parent night is
primarily a public relations device, a means by which parents
can allegedly have the opportunity to be heard. If they fail to do
so they are called apathetic.
How different it would be if a group of parents, rather than
showing up at parents night to argue with a teacher, or petition-

ing a school board to address real or imagined grievances,
could say, "We're taking our children, and the money that
accompanies them, out of this school and out of this district,
and transferring them to a school more agreeable to our wishes."

Either the school or school district would satisfactorily
respond in some way to student and parental concerns or they
would not. In the first case, students and parents would achieve
some satisfaction. In the second, the students would be trans-

ferred to a school that would be more responsive to their
wishes. Either way, the student benefits. Those who really
believe that students are the ultimate reason for the existence of
schools cannot argue with that. The clincher is that such respon-

sive schools would be both more effective academically and
more efficient financially.
Anyone who expects a state-owned and operated educational institution to be responsive, more effective or more
efficient has simply not stopped to contemplate the vast morass
of laws, rules, regulations, policies, and restrictions placed
upon the public systemthe list of which grows significantly
longer each year.
In government schools everyone who has an idea of what
might be an educational good must seek it not only for his or her

own children but for everyone else's as well.
Even universal agreement about state schooling does not

guarantee that appropriate action will he taken to improve
conditions. For example, everyone probably agrees that good

teachers should be retained and that poor teachers should
either be upgraded or released. To make this possible it would
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seem reasonable to expect teachers to be evaluated. However,
universal agreement does not make mandates successful.
The first problem in confronting this issue is that in a public
system such evaluations would have to he somewhat public;

therefore, both the evaluator and the evaluated would most

likely seek to avoid anything that might be publicly
embarrassing.
The second, and even more basic, difficulty is that passing
a law mandating teacher evaluation by local districts does not

assure that it will be implemented in a way that a genuine
evaluation will take place. Local districts and officials obviously go through the necessary steps to satisfy the law; that is,

teachers are evaluated as often as the law requiresproper
forms are filled out and teachers are rated as satisfactory or
unsatisfactory, the usual common options. However, since it is
almost unheard of for anyone to complain about a satisfactory
rating, and it is almost equally unheard of for anyone to accept
an unsatisfactory rating without causing problems, with very
few exceptions teachers are rated as satisfactory.
In short, unless local school officials want to truly evaluate
their teachers to insure a good educational experience for all
students, no legal mandate will have the slightest effect upon
them beyond requiring the necessary pretenses and formalities.
Again, how different it would be if students who believe
they have an unsatisfactory, if not incompetent, teacher could

simply withdraw from that teacher and go to one that is
acceptable. No evaluations. No charades. No public embarrass-

ment. No grievance procedures, hearings, legal expenses, or
that euphemism for preventing change"due process." Competent teachers would have students and income. Incompetent
teachers would have to make adjustments or change careers.
Because unsatisfactory and unnecessary staff of all kinds

would not be utilized in a soundly based educational
environment, some in the educational establishment fear the free-

dom of choice that comes from funding students rather than
institutions.
The phrase some in the educational establishment needs to be

emphasized because polls have consistently shown that
significant percentages of teachers and administrators favor
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vouchers. The percentages were even higher before some
professionals were scared off by the negative statements of
their organizations. These organizations, through their leaders
and staff, have their own interests to promote.
Even though teachers would need these organizations to

represent them under a voucher system, their dependency
would not be so great. Today, for example, the organizations

representing teachers are much larger in size, budget, and
staffing than are those representing other professional groups.
The reason is simple. Today most teachers are not truly professionals. They are public employees who, instead of working

directly for constituents, work for a third-party employer,
frequently under a more or less lengthy and complicated
contract. Furthermore, the largest single group of the organiza-,
tion's staff are those involved in negotiating and servicing contracts, handling grievance procedures, working on arbitration
cases, ensuring "due process," and managing strikes.
If teachers were ever to become truly professionals, those
legal matters and related jobs, would for the most part disappear. This is why the teachers' organizations condemn vouch-

ers and persuade their members to do so without once thoroughly studying the question or permitting a pilot project.
Teachers who are delegates to conventions and assemblies
that adopt policy positions should think more carefully about

what they are doing and how they are voting. When they
condemn "deleterious" programs, they should raise the questions: deleterious to whom, under what circumstances, and
what is the evidence? Maybe, in fact, they are faced with a
challenge. Then again, maybe they are not. A competent, caring
teacher has nothing to fear from vouchers, nothing to lose, and
very much to gain. Unfortunately, today tuition-voucher advo-

cates often stress advantages to students and parents and
ignore the role of teachers or view vouchers as a way to keep
teachers under control. This antagonizes teachers and is philosophically wrong. It is also untrue, for teacher autonomy and
professional status would more 1 ikely be strengthened. The fact

that vouchers provided students and parents with the essential
element of choice, would not be a threat to good teachers. Also,
they would still need organizations to represent them, even as
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doctors, lawyers and other professional groups do.

While he didn't mean it in the context presented here,
Braulio Alonso, National Education Association President,
was correct when he told the 1968 national convention that "It
is the time to decide whether to so shape our profession and our
nation so that every teacher, every administrator, every child
will have the freedom to exercise the rights and command the

respect which belong to every human being. We must be
committed to this action."
Braulio surely meant every word of that. But full implem-

entation of his belief can only be achieved by altering the
conditions to make it possible. The last thing the present system

of schooling allows, virtually anywhere in the world, is the
opportunity for anyone to "have the freedom to exercise the
rights and command the respect which belong to every human
being."

The greatest and most unexpected result of a voucher
system probably would not be the freedom of choice for students and parents but the freedom of choice for teachers. At last
their individual differences, skills, and philosophies would
permit them to create the circumstances they feel would best
serve the interests of the children with whom they work, and

for whom most of them do have a genuine affection and
concern.

The power of an idea that has survived for over two
centuries, and that can attract a Christopher Jencks, a Milton
Friedman, and a wide variety of other thinkers, should demonstrate the need to give it a fair trial if we are to truly determine
its effects.

Another judicial step in assuring the constitutional acceptability of the voucher system came in 1968 when the
Supreme Court, in Allen v. Board of Education, upheld a state's
provision of textbooks to all students in grades seven to twelve,

including those in private schools. The Court maintained the
consistency of its position, noting that the law provided textbooks generally "and the financial benefit is to parents and
children, not to schools."
The politics of a school system mandated, centralized,
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owned, funded, and operated by the state has perhaps rarely
been as succinctly stated as it was by Christopher Jencks in
1968:

The essential issue in the politics of American
education has always been whether laymen or professionals would control the schools . . . Professionals
always want more money for the schools, while laymen almost always want to trim the budget . . . Profes-

sionals want a curriculum which reflects their own
ideas about the world, and this often means a curricu-

lum that embodies "liberal" ideas and values they
picked up at some big university . . . Laymen frequently oppose this demand, insisting that the curriculum should reflect conserva tive local mores. (Jencks
1968, 132-33)

In the same article, Jencls noted that the Supreme Court
permitted the government to contract with Catholic hospitals
to care for charity patients in the nineteenth century. He raises
the logical question as to why, if that was true then, and if the
federal government can today contract with a religious university or hospital to conduct scientific research--to which no one
has objectedit should not be equally permissible for government to contract with a religious institution to teach physics or
reading to younger students?
Alumni of parochial schools, despite the fewer resources
seem to be as successful in life, are a bit better educated, and
have somewhat better jobs than their co-religionists who attended public schools. Also, Jencks cited a 1964 survey which

concluded that parochial school students seem a bit more
liberal than those from public schools. This is not to say that
parochial schools are necessarily better than public schools. It
is sufficient to know that they certainly are no worse. Thus the

burden of compulsory public schooling is placed upon its
defenders, not on those advocating choice.
Clearly, the exercising of the right of choice remains an
abstraction only if student assistance is not further developed
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and expanded, and as Kenneth Clark has observed, there isn't
much chance of improving public education unless alternatives to the present system are developed.
That minorities and the economically disadvantaged would
favor vouchers should not be surprising.
More than twenty years ago, Rodger Hurley observed,
"Although the system of public education in America is certainly not solely responsible for the failure of the poor to learn
and for their over-representation in Special Education classes
for the mentally retarded, it is more responsible than any other
single institution in our society" (Hurley 1969, 91).
Those who feel compelled to defend the present system
continue to attack any serious movement toward competition
and choice among alternatives as likely to destroy the public
schools. More than one critic has noted this shows a distinct
lack of faith in the system they are attempting to protect. As

Kenneth Clark has remarked, competition should only
strengthen that which deserves to survive.
It isn't too likely that worthwhile available options will be
the ones to fail. Clark also has a point in suggesting that public

education should be defined as that which is in the public
interest rather than merely that which is government controlled. If the present system is not better than other educational
practices why should it survive, or even dominate? And if it is
the better of possible approaches, will it not continue to flourish
on its merits rather than because of coercion?
Is it the system we should be most concerned with, or is it

students and the public interest? Was the GI Bill not in the
public interest because many of its beneficiaries attended private, or nongovernment, institutions, or because thousands
used it to enter the ranks of the clergy? It certainly did not
destroy public higher education, which now educates not only
a greater number but a far greater proportion of students than
it did at the end of World War II. Nor have vouchers destroyed
basic education in those areas where it has been implemented.

Is a system that is inefficient, that clearly harms many
students, that expends funds but resists being held accountable, that maintains the bill-paying public is not competent to
judge the quality of the product it is receiving, and that blames
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society for its failures while claiming credit for its successes, in
the public interest? Clark and others say no.

Other nations have demonstrated that alternatives are
possible.
Denmark's compulsory education began in 1814. From the
beginning it was permissible for parents to have their children
tutored or attend schools other than those of the state, a right
finally clarified in the United States by Pierce in 1925. But the
Danes have gone further. The government provides financial
and other aid to private schools meeting certain curriculum and
health standards.
It should relieve the fears of public school advocates here
to know that the great majority of Danes send their children to

state schools, that only about seven percent of school-age
children go to private schools, and that even fewer are educated

at home, a legal right in that country. The existence of this
option, and its utilization by a minority, relieves pressure on
the state system because those who are dissatisfied need not
struggle to bring everyone around to their view, or otherwise
challenge the majority status quo.
As a result Denmark does not have the school conflicts
increasingly common here. Danish educational discussions are
more likely to be of curriculum, funding, or teaching practices

rather than discussions that deal with clashes between the
school and community groups, or between teachers and administrators (Fuchs 1969, 55).
Funding of students and other alternatives does not mean
the end of public education. It has not done so elsewhere, or in
higher education here. In the latter instance, the public sector
has grown to such an extent that those who wonder about their
future are in private higher education.
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On May 4, 1970, the U.S. Supreme Court, in Walz v. Tax
Commission, ruled that tax deductions and exemptions for
churches are constitutional, as are tax deductions for personal
contributions to support religious worship, because: "Freedom
from taxation for two centuries has not led to an established
church or religion and on the contrary has helped to guarantee

the free exercise of all forms of religious belief." If direct
contributions to churches are constitutional, similar contributions to church-affiliated schools should be also. Since this is
not the case, perhaps church-affiliated schools should stop
charging tuition and receive funds from contributions made directly to the church. Admittedly, this does seem needlessly
roundabout, especially since such schools are certainly less
directly involved in any church and state issue than are the
churches themselves.
In 1970 there was an upturn in the attention given to tuition
vouchers, largely because in December 1969 the U.S. Office of
Economic Opportunity had given a grant to the Center for the

Study of Public Policy to prepare a report on "education
vouchers." Consequently, in March 1970, the Center submitted

a preliminary report to OEO suggesting the possible use of
vouchers at the elementary school level
recommending
that OEO try to establish a five- to eight-year demonstration
63
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project to test this theory. The Center then undertook an eightmonth feasibility study of such a project and, in December 1970,
issued a 348-page document, Education Vouchers.
The report rejected the plan for a simple voucher providing

a set amount of money for each student. Instead, it recommended a regulated compensatory vouchera voucher with
certain restrictions and providing more money for some students than others, determined on the basis of special needs.
The search for a willing school district included letters to
school superintendents in all cities with a 1960 population in
excess of 150,000.

Not one of the districts contacted could be persuaded to
attempt a pilot project as planned. One district, Alum Rock in
California, finally agreed, but only with a number of restrictions. This subsequently led some opponents to say the innovation was a failure. Even some supporters said it wasn't a real
tuition voucher project, despite some success.
Although a number of persons were involved in the production of the final report to OEO, and it was admitted there

wasn't unanimity concerning its contents, the person most
often mentioned in connection with the report is Christopher
Jencks, at that time the president of the Center and an Associate
Professor of Education at Harvard.
The existence of the study and the search for an adventurous school district can be credited with one major accomplishment: for the first time, vouchers became a subject of significant

debate. Predictably, supporters of public schooling quickly
attacked the proposal, in some instances so quickly that it was

obvious they had given little thought to the matter but were
acting primarily from a perceived self-interest. Just as predictably, many supporters were equally quick to come to a decision,

making it apparent that either they definitely opposed the
present public system or they individually supported one of
many nonpublic institutions and systems, and saw a possible
chance to obtain the government funding and support they had
long been seeking.
Many of the arguments, both pro and con, are made by

people who do not convey much knowledge either of the
history of the idea or of examples around the world that might
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be studied; neither do they seem to realize the possible impact

of free choice on public schooling as a system or on those

-4"

serving that system.
For example, some arguments for vouchers seem to be
motivated more by anti-teacher sentiments than by careful
consideration of the central issue. If there are persons acting
from such sentiments, they need not go to all the bother of
promoting tuition vouchers, which may or may not ultimately
be successful; all they need do is to be elected to the school
board in almost any district in the land. The odds are they will
find kindred spirits already there who will willingly join them
in an assault on teachers.
Much of the reasoning in the debate centered on points
already discussed: the pros cited the GI Bill and experiences in
other countries (although few carried the connection back to
Adam Smith or even into the nineteenth century); the cons
expressed fear that diversity in education would threaten the
unity and stability of the nation and would bring an end to the
public school system.
One of the characteristics of the debate, not unique to the
voucher issue, was the frequency with which both supporters
and opponents stated with dogmatic certainty what the results
of such a plan would be, without troubling to present a shred
of evidence or a carefully reasoned statement in support of
either view. For example, supporters often assert that vouchers
and a system of choice are sure to remove control of the schools
from the professionals and return it to the parents, even though
this is not now generally the case in either American private
basic education or higher education.

That some people who presently have a great deal of
control or authority in the present system would lose it, and
others would gain, if the system were significantly changed,
seems apparent. That is in the nature of significant change. But

that is not the same as having professionals lose power as a
group and seeing parents gain it collectively. That is doubtful,
to say the least. As a matter of record, in the Alum Rock project

(which is covered in detail later), the teachers gained power.
Not only did teachers gain power but parents in Alum Rock
were generally satisfied with the changes that occurred. This,
10...
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too, should have been anticipated because they agreed to a
process by which everyone gained, including the students. It is
the desirable win-win model, although everyone does not gain
quite the same thing. On the basis of the Alum Rock evidence,

therefore, teachers should consider supporting vouchers,
whatever their organizations may say.
Teachers gain power, in a professional sense, when their
customers or clients, the students, have a choice. Teachers are
freer to develop pedagogical approaches that they think have
merit. In these matters, parents tend to be deferential to teachers, just as they would be to doctors, hesitant to tell a doctor

what medicine or treatment should be prescribed for their
child's illness.
As might be expected, when teachers gain power over the

educational process, the parents are prepared to accept this
because they themselves acquire additional options. The more
variations teachers create in exercising their power, the more
options the parents have in choosing an educational system for
their children. This is really what most students and parents
want, and it is what they should receive.
When the professionals develop the programs they believe
are correct for students, they will dialogue not only with other
teachers but also with their potential clientele. This means that
students and parents will become informed about what is available and will be able to make a suitable choice.
What a contrast to the present system in which there are
precious few choices for any teacher, student, or parent. In the
case of the teachers, most of the deciding is not only done for
them but it is done without any serious attempt to determine

their knowledge, preferences, or interests at all. If a school
district needs three new high school history teachers, three are

hired, randomly assigned to classrooms, and provided with
textbooks which, with luck, are less than ten years old. At the
beginning of the year, they will receive the roster of the 150 or
so students assigned to them. Most likely, they will not have
had the students before and, unless the teacher has an unusual
memory, a considerable number of weeks or months will go by
before names can be associated with faces. The year may even
end without teachers getting to know some of the students at
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all. Most of the rest they will know only superficially. And they
will probably never have any of them again.

During my own years of working with teachers I have
identified virtually none who ilk, the present system. Do they
like the conditions under which they serve? No. Is this the way

they think it should be? No. If they had the opportunity to
design their own system would it be like the present one? No.
Yet when push comes to shove and a proposal comes forth
that might extensively change the system or conditions under

which the teachers can function, they go along with their
organizations, which invariably line up in opposition. Fears
overcome hope, even though the proposal for a voucher sys-

temwere it ever to be given a fair shotmight free teachers
from the system, from their organizations' control, and from
their own fears.
In any event, with the appearance of the 0E0 proposal and

the attempt to find a school district willing to participate
voluntarily on some basis over a period of several years, it
became apparent the federal government was serious. The
possibility of the adoption of vouchers appeared real, and an
avalanche of articles, speeches and even books began to appear.
Aside from the educational merits of a voucher system, its
adoption would hopefully end the ongoing and intensifying
controversy over state funding for religious schools. In recent
years this controversy has perhaps been more divisive than at
any time in our history. If the Founding Fathers could return,
they would be astounded by how the Establishment Clause of
the First Amendment, a provision to reduce animosities among
a diverse population, has been used to exacerbate them instead.
Under a voucher system, there would no longer be a need
for public funds to go directly to religious affiliated schools,
whether for tuition, textbooks, transportation, or any other
purpose. Funds allocated to individuals would make support
to any school a private decision rather than a political one, in
line with the GI Bill and other forms of student grants.
Many of the nation's founders were not religious in the
conventional, organizational sense. They tended to be rationalists, agnostics, and Deists. Yet they did not hesitate to make
allusions to a Supreme Being. The idea that books of American
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history would someday appear without reference to the religious motivations and beliefs of the Pilgrims, the Puritans, the
Quakers, and of the founders themselves, all in the name of
separation of church and state, would probably have been
incomprehensible to themas it is incomprehensible to many
Americans today.
Possible resolution of the church-state question is sufficient reason to give vouchers and educational choice a try.
Robert Cunningham says it is difficult to see how schools
organized to meet parents' interests, including religious and
philosophical preferences, could displease anyone except those
who are determined to maintain the present coercive system.
The myth that the public-school system serves the general

public which controls it with the right to vote Was much
validity as the equivalent myth that stockholders are served by

the corporations in which they hold stock and which they
control with the voting rights the stock grants them. With the
exceptions that sometimes occur under unusual circumstances,

corporation executives and their self-perpetuating boards
control corporations, and school administrators and school
boards control school systems.
Whether the parent-citizen-voter is one of millions, as in
New York City, or one of only a thousand in some small town,
his or her individual impact on the schools is so minimal as to
be essentially nonexistent. If the school district is really small,
with only a few hundred. voters, the individual is still outvoted
hundreds to one. Moreover, there is probably some person of

wealth or influencelike the local banker or owner of the
community's major businesswho still dominates from behind the scenes, whatever the democratic theory may be.
Anyone who has tried to alter school policy, if only for their
own child, has learned this fact the hard way.
On a personal level, would you have located the schools in
your district where they are? Would you have built them as
they are? Would you operate them as they do? Would you have

selected your children's present teachers? Would you have
chosen the textbooks they use? Would you place the same
emphasis on the extracurricular activities as your child's school
does? Would you send your child to a school miles from home
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if you had a choice? Would you pay the taxes you do to support
the system you have? Are you satisfied with your local schools?
If your answer is no, you are an advocate of freedom of choice.

If we consider current reports on the public's dissatisfaction with the state of education in the United States, it seems
safe to assume that any learning environment that was controlled by parents and teachers would not be a replica of the
current school system.
The next time someone tells you that parents do not have
sufficient interest in their children to assume greater responsibility for their education, ask that person if they themselves
would have sufficient interest to do so. If they say yes, as they
probably will, ask them how they reached the conclusion that
the majority of other parents care less for their children
they do.
If this person is an educator decrying the apathy of other
citizens, you might also inquire as to why it is (as a matter of
record) that public school teachers across the nation send their
own children to nonpublic schools at a higher rate than does the
general public. If those who know public schooling best, and
who earn their living from it, do not favor it for their own
children, by what reasoning do they insist that it be mandatory
for others?

How can they send their children to those nonpublic
schools that are said to be "havens for rich folks' kids," "divisive," "centers of bigotry," "undemocratic," and guilty of all
the other labels that are applied to them, charges that have not
been documented and that studies indicate are not generally
true?
Wherever there is free choice, differences of opinion will
occur and differences of opinion are divisive. Hitler and Stalin
knew that the pluralism of democracy is inherently divisive.
However, they did not realize how unified we can become to
defend our right to differ. E pluribus unum.
Robert L. Cunningham made the point that if the public
school is not "divisive," it can only not be so at the expense of
freedom, and is that a price we want to pay? There are those
who say yes. To those we should pose the questions If conformity and standardization are the policy, where are the new
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ideas to come from? If the majority is to rule, should not the
minority be left free to seek to inform that majority and per-

suade it toward an opinion it does not presently hold but
perhaps should?
(T)he conception that government should be guided
by majority opinion makes sense only if that opinion is
independent of government . . . There is no evidence

that a school system where parents have a choice
between alternative types of schooling, will fail to
mirror our society as it is, or make rational discussion
more difficult. (Cunningham 1970, 17)

Cunningham answers the question as to why those who
established this country did not establish government support
for a private-school system: there were no large-scale educational systems, public or private, until well into nineteenth
century so it was not a question that came up in the eighteenth.
Well, one might ask, why was public system developed
when schooling did emerge? Fm une thing, in a largely agricultural society problems of transportation and communication
prohibited a more :nnovative approach. For another, massive
immigration in the nineteenth century raised fears that public
schools seemed to help resolve. Then, says Cunningham, many
Catholics who fought for private schools did so on the grounds
of Roman Catholic rights rather than on the grounds of general
parental rights. This is a mistake many, and not just Catholics,
still make. Freedom of educational choice may be debatable but
if it is a good idea, it is good for everyone.
A different mistake was made by nineteenth-century Protestants. Belonging to the dominant religious group of the time,
they believed that public schools could be Christian though
non-sectarian, a belief many of their heirs have come to regret.
Finally, intellectuals were impressed with the Prussian public-

school system without giving thought to why that system
developed as it had.
Cunningham was equally concerned with today's liberal
intellectuals who, as he saw it, express concern with individual
liberties at the same time that they favor government action
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inhibiting individual initiative. He did say that "if this group
ever came down on the side of effective parental choice, the
battle would be over," but he was not overly confident this
would happen.
An example of liberal philosophy in action was the vehement support of the American Civil Liberties Union for the
right of American Nazis to parade in a Jewish community in
Illinois, along with an equally vehement opposition to the right
of American parents to control the educational destiny of their
children. Of course, in a free society the ACLU has a right to be

so stubbornly inconsistent, but one marvels at its powers of
rationalization.
Cunningham saw a corresponding dichotomy in the position of conservatives, who tend to oppose innovation yet want
to reduce the influence of government.
Major religious groups have their own inconsistencies.
They often favor choice for themselves yet are unwilling to
grant it to others. Unfortunately there is sometimes a human
tendency to forego a benefit rather than extend it to others with
whom we disagree. We would rather do without than share.

The forces that would benefit from vouchers are potentially formidable. If united they could probably overcome the
inertia and resistance of the present system. If. "Aye, there's the
rub."
Defenders of the present system are well organized, con-

stantly operative, and ever alert. Supporters of educational
choice are relatively unorganized, fragmented, sporadic in
their efforts, and frequently disagree with each other. Not surprisingly, the 0E0 found it impossible to make a true test of the
voucher concept, although it came close. Cunningham hoped

that educational economy, achievable by creating vouchers
worth less than per-pupil costs of public schools, would be a
pcwerful motivator. So far that hope has been in vain. Today's
costs are considerably higher than in 1970, even in constant
dollars, but the system persists.
James Coleman added his support, saying:
There is, really, only one method of financing education which can bring about approximate equality of
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educational resources . . . This is a return of resources
to each family, in the form of tuition vouchers. (Coors,
Clune, et al., 1970, XIT -XIV)

John Holt stressed this point:

It is because our relationship with the public is not
voluntary, not based on mutual consent, that we are
not allowed to be professional. Because the parents.. .
have ... no other option, they are bound to try to make

us say or do in those classes whatever they want,
whether we like it or not. (Holt 1970, 265)

From Kenneth Boulding:

As long as the near-monopoly of the public school
system exists intact, substantial technical changes are
unlikely . . . A change in methods of finance to one

which subsidizes the student rather than the school
might indeed set off drastic changes in the organization of the whole industry. (Johns 1970, 26)
In California, State Representatives William Campbell and
Leon Ralph sponsored a tuition grants bill, which received the

expected opposition of public-school forces, but gained the
endorsement of columnist James J. Kilpatrick. He admitted,
however, that "Its hour hasn't come."
The June 20, 1970 issue of America magazine added its
endorsement: "American education needs new energy and
new creativity. Experiments are necessary, and Prof. Jencks
and his associates have designed one of the best we have seer.
in a long time."
So did The Nation of June 29, with some caution. "Giving
consumers the means to purchase educational services may be
a valuable proposal."
In the July 4 issue of The New Republic, Jencks spoke out in

defense of his proposal.
Today's public school has a captive clientele. . . . The
state, the local board, and the school administration
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establish regulations to ensure that no school will do
anything to offend anyone of political consequence.
.

The voucher system seeks to free schools from these

managerial constraints by eliminating their monopolistic privileges.

He also noted the concern that giving parents a choice
would begin an educational equivalent of Gresham's Law, in
which poor schools would drive out the good ones, an argument he regarded as lacking supporting evidence. While he
admitted there are existing private schools of inferior quality,
he concluded that their quality is generally at least equal to that
of the public schools, which also have some very poor models
in their ranks.
He added that much depends on how the term "public" is

defined. If it means schools that accept all students within a
commuting distance, there are few truly public schools in the
nation within the public system. School district lines, exclusive
suburbs, and wealthy neighborhoods, even the lines of assignment for a particular school within a district, determine access
to good "public" schools so that they are often as restrictive as
"private" schools, if not more so. Vouchers, therefore, might
extend access rather than restrict it.
As for "destroying the public schools," Jencks noted that
most wealthy parents, who do not need vouchers, and would

not be able to add any personal funds to them under his
proposal, continue to send their children to public schools as
long as they are reasonably adequate.
Of course, added to this motivation is the often exclusive
nature of many so-called public schools because of characteris-

tics already noted, such as the ability to live in a wealthy
neighborhood where the better schools are found.
In the view of Frederick Treesh, "The long-range potential
is awesome," although he also saw possible problems.
Newsweek, calling it "Pay-as-You-Go Schooling," concluded that

the success or failure of vouchers will depend ultimately on parental response. And for all their complaints about public education, it remains to be seen
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whether most parents are prepared to accept the fearsome responsibility of buying schooling for their children.

The magazine included Jencks' reply that the parents of millions of youngsters in nonpublic schools apparently have no
such problem making choices.
A. Stafford Clayton provided information on experiences
in other nations. The Netherlands has had general subsidies
since 1920 and France since 1951. England is yet another nation

that subsidizes parents' choice.
Robert J. Havighurst, terming vouchers "The Unknown
Good," estimated that not more than one parent in five would
use freedom of choice to bypass the nearest school. Even so, he
hoped to see vouchers tried. He felt that if even fifteen percent
of a cross-section of the nation's youngsters tried it, it would be
an impressive program.
At its annual meeting, held in San Francisco in 1970, the
Representative Assembly of the National Education Associa-

tion, by voice vote and without serious review or debate,
unhesitatingly adopted Resolution 70-13 which declared
that the so-called voucher plan ... could lead to racial,
economic, and social isolation of children and weaken
or destroy the public school system. The Association

urges the enactment of federal and state legislation
prohibiting the establishment of such plans. (Today's
Education)

Ironically, this was adopted on July 4, Independence Day.
As president of the 100,000-member Pennsylvania State
Education Association and chairman of its delegation, I expressed a contrary view in the next issue of the Pennsylvania
School journal:

Public education in the United States is under an ever-

increasing attack and is being challenged as never
before. To take an ostrichiike view of these challenges,

as the NEA Representative Assembly did on some
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issues at San Francisco in Julyissues such as performance contracts and tuition vouchers

... will be to

no avail. We should be willing to take part in any
educational experiments and be quick to accept those
that show value. (Kirkpatrick 1970, 71)
That little serious study was given to the issue was demon-

strated by the argument supporting the resolution. The day
before the resolution came to the floor, the leadership distributed a memo urging its condemnation. The principal reason
given was that this would only give more money to those who
could already afford to send their children to nonpublic schools.
Since the 0E0-Jencks proposal stated that anyone accer Zing a voucher would be restricted to money it provided, and
prohibited from adding any funds of their own, it was apparent
the NEA leadership/staff did not carefully read the proposal,
did not understand it, or misrepresented it.
Whatever the cause, the position was, and is, disturbing to
some educators, who cannot understand this fear of seeking
better ways to educate children.
The opposition by public-school forces is undoubtedly a
major reason many others are so strongly for alternatives.

We have wasted too much time and energy on the
state's schools, and we have failed to consider or create
alternatives. Now it is time to cut loose from the myth.

We must realize once and for all that, given the real
inner condition of the young, the state's schools are no
place to try to help them. (Peter Marin)

It is conceivable that single public school systems
might, on their own initiative, introduce the kind of
pluralism that the voucher system is designed to
achieve ... And yet the pressure within a single system
is likely to be the other way. (Peter Schrag)

If we are to be miseducated, I prefer that it be my
mistake rather than the state's. This is one reason why
I am so much in favor of public independent education
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and the educational voucher system.

(Margot

Hentoff)
In October 1970, Education U.S.A. reported that a Gallup

poll had found forty-three percent of the public supported
vouchers. Presidents of the United States are elected with less
than forty-three percent of the eligible vote.
Peter A. Janssen, while supporting vouchers, was a realist:

School systems are not given to making difficult
changes overnight, and it may be many years before
any of them embark on a voucher program on a large
enough scale to reverse the despair that now grips
schools in poverty areas. That despair, however, certainly is not going to be lessened by maintaining the
status quo.
John W. S. Eurich, from Vanderbilt University in Tennessee, was one of those who wrote a letter to the editor of Christian

Century. Speaking of the public-school system, he raised the
question as to

whether . . . the all-pervasive monolith is working for
our own good . . . It is time for the monolith to be

broken and Christopher Jencks's voucher system
would be an excellent way to do it .

. .

Douglas M. Still, of the Department of Social Justice for the
National Council of Churches of Christ, was another:

The fear that American families are too ignorant and
indifferent to be entrusted with their children's educational welfare seems to me insufferably arrogant . .
.

The year concluded with challenges presented, questions
raised, fears aroused, and nothing resolved.

6
1971-1972

Court Decisions and Survey Results

The debate over vouchers gathered momentum in 1971. The
0E0-sponsored study in 1970 and the search for school districts willing to participate in a voucher project aroused both
support and opposition. The effect of the opposition soon
became apparent.
A March 1970 opinion survey of school administrators,
which appeared in the January 1971 issue of Nation's Schools,
indicated that forty-three percent approved the voucher concept, and many were willing to attempt it in their district. By
1971, however, this support was reduced by more than half, to
only twenty percent, largely because of warnings from their

associationswhose leadership must work on behalf of the
perpetuation of their groups in a way that will not diminish
their power.
Rank-and-file teachers did better. Forty-five percent of the
teachers still favored vouchers, despite the year-old NEA stance
(Phi Delta Kappan, May 1971, 512). Since the NEA is a very vocal

defender of teachers' rights to professional participation and
autonomy, it is strange that they would oppose the desire of so
many teachers to be empowered to make their own decisions
and to work directly with students and parents.
That the NEA would survive such a change should be
obvious. That it would, however, be affected should be equally
obvious. There would be no more collective bargaining, no
77
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more processing of grievances, no more (or definitely fewer)

strikes, among other things. This, in turn, would require a
significant alteration of staff structure and functions. The same,
of course, would be true for the American Federation of Teachers which poses as being even more militant in defense of
teachers' rights.
Since 1971 the voucher question, with the same wording,
has been repeated from time to time in the Gallup Poll. According to a report on the polls in the September 1986 issue of the Phi
Delta Kappan, the percentage of the general public in favor of
vouchers reached a 51 percent majority in 1983, and slipped to
forty-six percent in 1986. One reason for the gain since 1970 has
been the change in opinion among minorities, especially blacks,

who were originally concerned that vouchers might lead to
private segregated schoolsa legitimate concern. Gradually,
however, they became aware that: (a) this is prohibited by law
and could be specifically prohibited in any voucher-enabling
legislation; and (b) that the public schools continue to remain
de facto segregated anyway, with schools attended by minorities almost uniformly provided with fewer resources.
Thomas Sowell has said, in answer to the claim that parent
choice would lead to schools segregated along income, class,

and racial lines, that what we have now by all evidence is
already a record of segregation. This realization was no doubt
a contributing factor in altering the opinion among blacks and
persuading them thereafter to register regular majorities for
parent and student freedom of educational choice.
In February 1971 a new voice appeared, that of Stephen
Arons, who has written incisively and brilliantly of both the
need and the constitutional grounds for separation of school
and state, which he views as more urgent and justified than
separation of church and state. As a staff attorney for the Center
for Law and Education at Harvard, he participated in the 1970
0E0 Educational Vouchers .tudy. His article, "Equity, Option
and Vouchers" was published in the Teacher College Record.
Then in 1983 his book Compelling Belief was published, a work
that is highly recommended to anyone wishing to explore this
issue more deeply.
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Those heading the opposition included: The National
Education Association, the American Federation of Teachers,
the American Association of School Administrators, the National

School Boards Association, the National Congress of Parents

and Teachers, joined by the Baptist Joint Committee, the
American Jewish Congress and the American Civil Liberties
Union.
These mostly liberal, even militant groups, were ready at

the drop of a slogan to vociferously advocate "freedom,"
"liberty," "individual rights," and support for "the people"
with both rhetoric and actiononly as long as rights did not
include the right of parents to have a choice in the education of
their children.
Why would such an organization as the national PTA ever
oppose parents' rights? Anyone familiar with the organization
knows that in the past it has often been more concerned with
supporting the public-school system than with parents' rights.
The stronger unified opposition of the education organizations to vouchers in 1971 caused Gerald E. Stroufe, Executive
Director of the National Committee for Support of the Public
Schools to note with sadness that

[W]hile the voucher plan has offered despairing parents hope, the education organizations have chosen to
attack the source of the hope rather than the causes of
despair.
Reviewing Jencks's proposal, Stroufe held that

The special magic of education vouchers is that they
offer hope to a society that increasingly doubts the

capability of traditional education structures and
methods for educating their children. (Stroufe 1971,
90)

The courts, meanwhile, continued to deal with the
separation of church and state, and legislative attempts to
provide vouchers for nonpublic schools only. Perhaps the most
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important single case in this regard was handed down June 28,
1971, Lemon v. Kurtzman, from Pennsylvania. The U.S. Supreme

Court again ruled against such limited aid, because the
nonpublic schools are predominantly denominational, and a
majority of them are associated with just one church. Such aid
is, therefore, likely to excessively and unconstitutionally involve

government and religion.
Speaking for the Court, Chief Justice Warren Burger estab-

lished a framework that has been cited inimmerable times
since, not least of all by the Court itself. He said prior Court
decisions include three tests that determine whether the requirements of the First Amendment religious clause are met.

First, the statute must have a secular legislative purpose; second, its principal or primary effect must be
one that neither advances nor inhibits religion; finally,
the statute must not foster "an excessive entanglement
with religion." (612)

Our prior holdings do not call for total separation
between church and state; total separation is not possible in an absolute sense. Some relationship between

government and religious organizations is inevi. . Judicial caveats against entanglement must
recognize that the line of separation, far from being a

table. .

"wall," is a blurred, indistinct, and variable barrier
depending on all the circumstances of a particular
relationship. (614)

Associate Justice William 0. Douglas, in a concurring
opinion wrote:

The government may, of course, finance a hospital
though it is run by a religious order, provided it is open
to people of all races and creeds. The government itself

could enter the hospital business; and it would, of
course, make no difference if its agents who ran its
hospitals were Catholics, Methodists, agnostics, or
what not. For the hospital is not indulging in religious
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instruction or gu:dance or indoctrination. (633)
He noted:

In 1960 the Federal Government provided $500 mil-

lion to private colleges and universities. Amounts
contributed by state and local governments to private
schools at any level were negligible. Just one decade
later federal aid to private colleges and universities

had grown to $2.1 billion. State aid had begun and
reached $100 million. . . . we are now reaching a point
where state aid is being give to private elementary and
secondary schools as well as u- lieges and universities.
(630, fn.)

On the other side of the continent, the California Supreme
Court handed down the first of two decisions ruling that the
method of funding public education in that state was unconstitutional, that education is a "fundamental right." In a subsequent case from Texas, The U.S. Supreme Court later decided
that education is not such a right, at least not under the U.S.
Constitution.
The California decision, known subsequently as Serrano I,

remained in force under provisions of that state's own
constitution. When the matter was not corrected to that court's

satisfaction, it followed with Serrano II, in 1976, and even
specified remedies that would meet its test for fairness. One of
those remedies named by the court was the use of vouchers.
In Cuernavaca, Mexico, however, there were those associated with Ivan Illich, the "deschooling" activist, who thought

trying to deal with schooling problems through cumulative
change was a waste of time. One of these "deschoolers," Everett
Reimer, wrote:

The only ways of making sure that poor children get
their fair share of public funds for education arc either
to segregate them completely in schools of their own,
or to give the money directiy to them. The first of these

alternatives has been tried and has conspicuously
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failed. The second provides a key to the proper allocation of educational resources. (Reimer 1971, 12/6)

Reimer admitted this was not a panacea that would solve
all of the problems of education, but he still regarded it as an
essential part of any solution. Like others, he concluded that
voucher schools would stand or fall to the degree they did or
did not satisfy their clients.

Throughout the year, there were reports, studies, and
individual views calling for more funding of higher education

through the student rather than directly to the institution.
Though not concerned with elementary and secondary education, these recommendations are of more than r :.ssing interest.
For one thing, there have always been funds for student assistance at this level, whether from governments, corporations,
foundations, the colleges and universities themselves, individual benefactors, or other sources. For another, this has become
ever more common in the years since that time. Federal aid
alone has skyrocketed.
Most importantly, this approach has rarely been controversial. There may be debates over how much money is enough,
but virtually none over whether stud ent aid is d esirable, whether
it benefits the student, whether it encourages individual choice,
or whether it harms the institutions. The practice of student aid

certainly has benefitted and not destroyed the public sector in
higher education, yet some in the field of education predict
r'estruction of basic education if a voucher system is allowed.
A practice universally praised in one segment of the educational community is thus generally condemned by the professional leadership in the other.
It is difficult to understand why a seventeen- or eighteenyear-old in college is judged worthy of support and capable of
making, an independent decision, while a student of the same
age in high school is not. What about college students who are

even younger? For example, the author's daughter went to
college at fifteen, directly after her sophomore year in high
schoola practice now encouraged and supported by the state
of Minnesota.
As a matter of fact, hundreds of colleges and universities
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no longer require a high school diploma for a student to be
accepted, although this option is not generally known and,
therefore, relatively few students take advantage of it.
Neal V. Sullivan, a leading public educator, while not
endorsing a plan he considered unproven, was equally unwilling to condemn it, for the same reason.

Where do I stand on this suggestion? I am willing to
give it a chance under carefully controlled conditions
on a pilot basis. (Sullivan 1971, 83)
George Pearson was confident there was no constitutional
barrier, citing as evidence a number of Supreme Court cases
that permitted government fina...cial assistance to private
education: Quick Bear vs. Leupp, Everson vs. Board of Education,

and Allen vs. Board of Educationcases likewise cited in this
book.

Pearson favored vouchers over tax credits because the
latter are not as beneficial to the poor as to the affluent, and
because of possible cash flow problems if credits were not
usable at the time tuition was due. He regarded the argument
that voucher-supported schools might be irresponsible, or
otherwise inadequate, as not valid. States already place a
number of restrictions upon nonpublic schools, such as requiring state approval, having minimum curriculum requirements,
and even, as in Connecticut, requiring them to be nonprofit and

to have open enrollment whereby any qualified student is
admitted.
The concern over fly-by-night schools or educational scams
also ignores the existence of the various accrediting and evalu-

ation agencies, and associations representing private schools.
Even without governmental regulation, which would certainly
continue, these bodies rate schools and programs, a process
most schools participate in on a voluntary basis because it gives
them status and legitimacy. Schools with appropriate or superior recognition would not keep that a secret from students and
parents.
David Friedman argued that, while the voucher system
would not end class distinctions, it would blur them. Instead of
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a few going to exclusive prep-schools, the middle class having

moderately good suburban schools, and the inner-city poor
getting custodial schools, with a voucher system a greater
degree of equalization would take place.

(T)he voucher plan, like other free market mechanisms, provides the ultimate form of decentralization,
and does so in a way that protects the rights of even
small minorities. (Friedman, n.d., 7)

A partial voucher plan was supported by the Governor of
Illinois and was passed by the House but not by the Senate. This
clef at took place in a state where

the public schools prefer not to deal with some children, such as the spastic child, and refuse to accept
them. Since the law requires that schooling be made
available to all children, these undesirable (undesirable to public schools) children are provided with
vouchers equal to the tuition charged by the private
school they choose to attend. (Brozen and Wei11971, 6,
fn.)

Many other states similarly pay most or all of the costs for
educating certain special education children at nonpublic
schools.

These authors also suggest that, rather than receive a
voucher, parents might pay a school's tuition fee and be reimbursed later. An advantage of this approach is that the school
might not know the family is receiving governmental assistance. The disadvantage, of course, is that they would have to
come up with the money first, and millions of parents would
not be able to do this.
The argument in the report of the Carnegie Commission on
Higher Education, Institutional Aid, which favored more funding of students rather than institutions, might apply equally
well to basic education.

There is little chance that such grants would encourage colleges to excessive catering to the whims of
kJ
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students. . . . Having enormous inertia, colleges and
universities are hardly likely to go overboard. .. . But,

since present funding patterns provide a negative
incentive to campus authorities toward responsiveness and change, even a modest positive incentive is
an improvement. (Carnegie Commission 1972, 128)
In its January 1971 issue, The National Elementary Principal

reported the results of a poll of its membership on vouchers:
forty-three percent indicated strong opposition, twenty-three

percent thought it would divert public funds from public
schools, fifteen percent favored it, and nineteen percent registered no opinion (99).
The next month Allan Ornstein had an article in the Journal
of Secondary Education in which he said:

If it were not for the school system's monopoly on the
education of the poor, the schools would have gone
bankrupt long ago. As of now the population that can
afford to send their children to private and parochial

schools or flee to the suburbs do just thatand in
doing so forsake the city public schools. (Ornstein
1971, 91)

Stephen Arons appeared in the Teacher College Record with
one of the links in his carefully reasoned chain on the question
of constitutionality, a chain leading to Compelling Belief twelve

years later. He regarded it as at least arguable that vouchers
would meet the First Amendment test. At the same time, he was
doubtful of the plan's adoption because support for it depends

upon a value system which he believes not many Americans
hold. This value system would include a commitment to equality, real respect for a pluralistic society, and a high regard for in-

dividuals and children. Lacking that, it is hard to see a source
of support for vouchers.
It is likely that were a voucher scheme adopted by the

states tomorrow, it would reflect the same values
which are presently aggravating the abominable
situation of American education. (Arons 1971, 362)
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He saw other problems, including the lack of a base of
support, partially because the idea is an abstract one and
because it seemed to still be a slogan without ownership. The
primary need was to organize a force that would regard vouchers as being in its self-interest and that would adopt a strategy

supporting the community and free school movement, the
most dependable political base for vouchers.
in any case, it will not be really clear whether or not the

idea is beneficial until enough political forces have
lined up to see who is in a position to fashion its design
. . .

like other revolutions, it does not matter so much

who starts it as who gains control of it once it has
begun. (Arons 1971, 363)

That is still true today, although interest in vouchers has
continued to grow and, in mid-1988, representatives of interested organizations met in Washington exploring the possibility of forming a coalition.
In "The Economics of the Voucher System," Eli Ginzberg
expressed great doubt that there might be enough people who
would modify or create schools that would be more directed

toward student needs and interests. He regarded such an
assumption as simply unwarranted. He also concluded that the
argument that vouchers would give the disadvantaged some
power was a reason they would not be adopted.

It is fatuous to believe that the white community will
permit a voucher system to operate so as to remove the
barriers that they have laboriously erected to protect

themselves and their children from what they consider to be the undesirable behavior patterns of the disadvantaged. (Ginzberg 1971, 380)

As for the repeated argument that the family would be u -table

to know what is best for their children's education, Max; Jo
Bane said that
the present state of education indicates that their judg-

ments can hardly be worse than those now made by
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i.he professionals and the state. (Bane 1971, 82)

She also said of the NEA and AFT:

their main objections seem to be ideologicalthat a
voucher system would "destroy the public schools."
They do not seem to have carefully considered the
possibility that this might be a good thing. (Bane 1971,
80)

The old cliche that "where you stand depends on where
you sit," was exemplified by David Selden, a strong opponent
of tuition vouchers until he retired as president of the national
AFT. He then wrote an article, which was published in 1975,
"Vouchers: A Critic Changes His Mind," lauding the idea and
the impact it had on the community of Alum Rock.
An encouraging sign, well developed in the 1960s, before
vouchers became a hot issue, was that more and more classroom teachers were speaking out, challenging the system, and

proposing radical changes. Among this group were George
Dennison, James Herndon, John Holt, Herbert Kohl, and Jonathan Kozol.
The final report of a White House Conference on Youth
held in Washington in April 1971 recommended that educational vouchers be made available on an annual basis to any

school rated acceptable by an educational voucher agency
established for this purpose. It suggested performance contracting could be used as a transitional device to move from the
present system to vouchers.
The report expressed confidence that vouchers would lead
to a more diversified secondary school system, especially with

the inclusion of private vocational schools, which it also favored. Realizing such a change could not be rapidly achieved,
and that there are plenty of potential problems, the report
called for a pilot project for which an annual appropriation of
fifty million dollars should be made (53). The states, too, should

fund research and development, alternative programs and
materials, including deferred tuition, independent study, and
work-study programs, as well as vouchers and performance
contracting (87).
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The May 1971 issue of Phi Delta Kappan, reported that
thirty-seven percent of Kappans (forty-five percent of the teach-

ers, twenty-nine percent of the administrators) favored the
voucher plan as did forty-three percent of the public (512).
On June 28, 1971, the Supreme Court upheld the Higher
Education Facilities Act of 1963, providing federal construction
grants for college and university facilities other than
any facility used or to be used for sectarian instruction
or as a place for religious worship, or . . . primarily in
connection with any part of the program of a school or
department of divinity.

In other words, federal construction grants could go to private

institutions of higher education except for facilities with a
direct religious purpose.
The Court held there is less danger in higher education
than in basic education that
religion will permeate the area of secular education,
since religious indoctrination is not a substantial purpose or activity of these church-related colleges . . .
but Associate Justice Byron White didn't agree with this distinction, arguing that if one could be aided so could the other.

It is not unknown for minority opinions on the Court to
ultimately become the majority view, even if it is a minority of
one, as with Plessy v. Ferguson in 1896.
Charles Benson and Thomas A. Shannon added a response

to the argument that the public-school system deserves support because of its beneficial effects.

(T)he present system should not be defended on account of the benign way it distributes educational
resources. It is not benign. (Benson and Shannon
1972, 50)

George Lalloue passed along the reminder that, in 1969,
before the 0E0 project, a Gallup Poll showed fifty-nine percent
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of the respondents would take advantage of a voucher plan if
it were available.
Thomas Sowell reminded everyone that both the theory
and the practice of vouchers have an extensive past, especially
in higher education. The source of the opposition to its more
general application in basic education comes from those with
vested interest in the status quo, as is to be expected (Sowell
1972, 243). Sowell speculated that not only would vouchers

permit parents to make choices regarding their children's
education but it would almost force them to do so, thus encour-

aging them to become better informed on the subject. Since
there is no one best form of education a greater variety might
arise. One set of parents might not choose one school for all
their children but might select the appropriate system for each
child (246-47). In the soon-to-be voucher project in Alum Rock,

parents did exactly that.
Sowell particularly commended support of vouchers by
ghetto parents who cannot presently obtain the education they
desire for their children. The self-selection process would make
it easier to separate those who want to learn from those who
don't and enhance the school's authority (247).

As to the objection that there might be discrimination
practices in voucher schools, Sowell points out that that is what

we have in the present public system. How can vouchers
disrupt a --(existent system of integration. Furthermore,
present laws against racial discrimination will remain as effective, or ineffective, as they are with the current mix of public
and private schools (Sowell 1972, 247-48).
The voucher system has many of the strong points of other
reform proposals. It would foster decentralization, choice; and
accountability. It would also give parents of students in private
schools an incentive to vote for, not against, government funding for education (244-45).
On May 15, 1972, the U.S. Supreme Court, in Wisconsin v.

Yoder, exempted he Amish from compulsory school attendance until age sixteen, holding that:
The State's claim that it is empowered .. . to extend the
benefit of secondary education to children regardless
C
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of the wishes of their parents cannot be sustained
against a free exercise claim of the nature revealed by
this record, for the Amish have introduced convincing

evidence that accommodating their religious objections by foregoing one or two additional years of com-

pulsory education will not impair the physical or
mental health of the child, or result in an inability to be
self-supporting or to discharge the duties and responsibilities of citizenship, or in any other way materially
detract from the welfare of society.
If the Amish may be granted such an exemption, may not others
ultimately claim the same rights under the same conditions?
A 1972 study of New York State's programs of financial

support for private schools for handicapped children concluded that vouchers for handicapped children have a history
extending as far back as 1848,1851, and 1852, when the legislatures of Massachusetts, New York, and Pennsylvania appropriated funds to private schools for the education of mentally
retarded children. Some state schools for the handicapped, and
even some public schools, began as private schools (Weintraub
1981, 49-50).

The new idea is, therefore, an old idea.

10

7
1973-1974

Alum Rock Project Begins

The major development of this period was that the Alum Rock
voucher project was underway. There were two interim evaluations after the first and second years of operation: one in 1973
and another in 1974.
The review of the first year provided a recap of the reasoning behind the project: the present system of public schooling

is essentially socialisticcentralized, bureaucratic, and uniform, and with a small governing board whose decisions are
binding on everyone. However, a voucher system is almost
totally the reverse: a market systemdecentralized, nonbureaucratic, and diverse. Under the voucher system educators
become professional producers, and parents and children
become the consumers, with all having a large degree of
personal choice and a variety of options from which they may
choose (Joel Levin 1973, 53-54).
The 1973 review also gave credit to the Alum Rock teach-

ers, who were organized in two separate units: one was the
local chapter of the National Education Association and the
other was the local chapter of the American Federation of
Teachers. Both chapters supported the demonstration project
despite vitriolic opposition from their respective organizations
at both the state and national levels (Joel Levin 1973, 5).
91
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Most of the 1973 report was, of course, devoted to the first-

year developments.
Levin found that the project had a profound effect upon the
district, challenging former procedures, changing the district's
culture, altering attitudes about evaluation, increasing parent
involvement and generally affecting all aspects of the district's
operation. Above all, it did bring about significant variations in

the number and variety of educational programs that were
available to the students, the anticipated result before the
project began (Joel Levin 1973, 32).

At first, many voucher advocates were regarded with
suspicion, or even as enemies of public education. However, as

the year progressed and observers from all over the country
visited the project, a reassessment took place and the subject became an acceptable subject for discussion (Joel Levin 1973, 38).
Teachers worked together in small groups to cooperatively

plan and carry out programs. Each group represented a selfcontained minischool. From a professional point of view, one
important result was the increased sense of "ownership" experienced by the teachers, who could now develop and implement their own ideas.
While one of the conditions for the program was that no
staff member would lose his or her job, teachers who were
perceived as ineffective, as not carrying their share of the
responsibilities, or as the cause of parents' avoiding a program
were the object of the group's concern. Recognizing that they
shared a responsibility for making the minischool work and
that an unsuccessful program would lack students, teachers became much more sensitive to the inadequacies of their peers.

The group's professional response to any such inadequacies
was not a negative evaluation, or public embarrassment, but an
attempt to help their colleagues improve (Joel Levin 1973, 33).
Another result of the Alum Rock project was the change in

the role and relationships of teachers, principals, and central
staff. Teachers showed much more interest in the process, took
their responsibilities more seriously now that they had more
authority as well, and showed more sensitivity to their peers
since there was a greater degree of interrelationship in their
activities.
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Central staff members began to function less as line administrators and more as staff consultants. They were utilized more
deliberately than before. In a typical school environment, school
psychologists are freely available from the central office upon

request and availability. In the voucher project this was still
true, except that each minischool had its own budget allotment
against which the use of central personnel was charged. They
were now likely to be used more efficiently, called upon only
when the minischool staff deemed the service to be specifically
needed and desirable. In this way, at the school level, teachers
had much more control over the expenditures of their educational dollars.

Principals maintained their ultimate responsibility for
school operations but functioned more often as resource consultants to the faculty (Joel Levin 1973, 39); that is, they functioned more as counselors and advisors, and less as authority
figures, a distinction that increased rather than decreased their
importance. Principals elsewhere should find this reassuring.
Both voucher advocates and opponents had one surprise.
The prediction that there would be sweeping changes if the
power of the purse was given to parents through a voucher
mechanism was proven wrong. There was no chaos, no segre-

gation in the schools, and no brutal competition. Nor did
parents try to bring about radical changes in the schools (Joel
Levin 1973, 53).

In general they took more interest in their children's education, which was an improvement over the more widespread
parent apathy so often bemoaned in the typical school environment. Yet parents were often very explicit in indicating they did
not want to make final decisions at the school level; that this was
the job of professional educators. Parents were quite willing to
allow the educators to decide which programs were presented
as long as they could decide which they would choose for their
children (Joel Levin 1973, 38).
It was encouraging that the growth of teacher independence and professionalism was accompanied in this way by a
more active role for parents. Not only did parents have a right
to choose from a variety of educational offerings, a right they

exercised, but they also took part in screening new staff
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members for both the school district and individual schools.
The increased activity by parents was also a distinct contrast to
the view of voucher critics who said parents would be unable
or unwilling to make knowledgeable decisions regarding their
children's education.
So much for apathy, chaos, segregation, and other harmful

results predicted by voucher opponents. Even though the
voucher project had so many conditions that some question
whether it should be regarded as a voucher experiment, students, parents, teachers, and administrators all seemed to
benefit from the innovations.

In the present system parents have a lot to be apathetic
about. Anyone who has sought permission from public school
authorities for a change in decisions regarding a student, such
as a change of teachers or schools, even within the same school

district, knows how difficult that is. Change requires more
political clout, or the exeznditure of more time and energy,
than a typical parent possesses.
Apathy decreases when individuals are given meaningful

roles. Without such a role, and faced with resources overwhelmingly superior to those which the individual has available, apathy may well be a rational response.
The second year interim report was again positive. Among
the changes receiving credit were: curriculum planning and
design, and determination of resource allocations by classroom
teachers; the institutionalization of alternative education; the
development of a budgeting system whereby educational dollars
follow the child; the evolution of the principal's role to that of
consultant and facilitator; the response of programs to a parental demand, including the phase-out of programs with insufficient interest; distribution to parents of program evaluation
reports; parental and student choice of the educational style
they prefer; and the involvement of the vast majority of teach-

ers in programs which they designed consistent with their
philosophy, and about which they are enthusiastic (Joel Levin
1974, 201).

Levin regarded teacher enthusiasm and commitment as
"Perhaps the most striking outcome of the project." Because of
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the feeling of ownership and responsibility which they devel-

oped for the programs they designed, they came to have a
vested interest and professional pride in making them success-

ful. On their own, they worked longer hours and extra days
seeking to improve their minischools. Peer pressure was
mobilized where it was felt that a member was not doing his or
her share. Just as Adam Smith had predicted (Joel Levin 1974,
202, 204).

The net result was significant change in a large, complex
system. In short, the hopes of voucher advocates seemed to
have more justification than the fears of voucher opponents.
Evan Jenkins was quoted by Phi Delta Kappan as saying the

experiment rated an "A" because of less absenteeism and
vandalism, greater educational variety, and more enthusiasm
for school (Phi Delta Kappan, Sept. 1973, 77).

A summary of parent and teacher opinions in the general
press reported:

95% of the parents said they like having a choice of
schools for their children; 75% felt their children will
get a better education this way. . . 96% of the teachers
said there was more opportunity to be innovative . . .
2/3 thought parents should have more say about what
their children learn in school; and 2/3 thought vouchers would help do this (Lofton 1974).
There may not be another school district in the nation that could

produce similar results.
It might be concluded that such findings would lead to a
more general adoption of this approach, even though it was not
a general voucher project in which any student could go to any
public or nonpublic school, in or out of the district. But this has
not happened. What occurred in Alum Rock was not widely
disseminated to the general public, and hardly reported at all
by the educational organizations to their members.
Establishment opposition to the project remained throughout its existence, and continues to this day. Despite what many
would view as successes in Alum Rock, the pessimistic view of
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Neil Postman and Charles Weingartner in 1973, that "pressures
against the voucher system, including the force of institutional
inertia, will prevail" has been correct (Postman and Weingartner 1973,196-97).

Nationally, educators still complain about direction from
above; government rules, regulations, and restrictions; and
political interference. They do not realize that political involve-

ment goes with the territory in the present arrangement, and
will persist as long as the current system continues.
What Richard M. Cyert, president of Carnegie-Mellon
University in Pittsburgh wrote in 1974 in support of funding
higher education through the students has relevance for basic
education:
(T)hrough this system, public institutions c Iuld escape the political influences of state legislatures.. . The

legislature can effectively transfer its concerns over
curricula and similar matters to the control stemming
from students' free choice ... Students ... will do better
choosing for themselves than by having others choose
for them (Cyert 1974, 9).

It also would have a tendency to equalize the resources
available to students. Many opponents of vouchers cite the
possibility (or, as some claim, the likelihood) that students
would be segregated by wealth and social class, even if not
directly by race. They direct their rhetoric at the nonpublic
schools as evidence, ignoring the fact that those schools, as a
category, have about half the per-pupil resources of the public
schools and that their student body is not composed of an elite.

They should look, instead, at the public system. When
allusions are made to that system as a great leveller, the reference is often to national figures. If you look at the more than
fifteen thousand school districts, with about forty million students, of course you have a composite of America. It is not,
however, a composite that most students experience. They do
not attend a national system or a school district. Rather, they are

enrolled at a particular school where they are assigned to
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specific classes, relatively few of which have anything mod-

estly resembling the "melting pot" so often alluded to in
literature about public schooling.
As Daniel J. Sullivan pointed out in 1974, in a school district

there may be any number of students from ten to one million
a ratio that from one extreme to the other might be greater than
one hundred thousand to one. At the same time in terms of perpupil expenditures the range was from less than $200 to more
than $14,000 per student--a ratio greater than seventy to one.
These are calculations based on districts, but since districts do
not always spend the same amount per pupil in each of their
schools, there could be an even greater differential among
America's eighty-seven thousand public school buildings. These

statistics come as no surprise to Americans who are aware of

the reality that a student elite exists in the nation's public
schools (Sullivan 1974, 75). One way this elitism is achieved is
through tax breaks for the wealthy.
Tuition tax credits have been advocated for the support of

nonpublic schools. Not only is this proposal not as advantageous for the general public as vouchers but also the debate
over it fails to recognize its similarity to the property tax as a
support for schools.
The tuition tax credit would be available to those who pay
taxes (though some have advocated a "negative" credit, with a
reimbursement to those too poor to pay an income tax). In its
simple form, therefore, its advantage is to those who pay
income taxes, proportional to income, up to the limit of the
credits.
The property tax deductible from the federal income tax
return is a similar benefit for homeowners, with a much higher
upper limit than those proposed for tax credits, but of no use to
renters.
Generally speaking, the wealthier the individual, the more
valuable the personal home(s), the higher the property tax, the

greater the tax deduction, and, because of the graduated income tax, the greater the tax savings.
As a result, wealthy individuals who desire advantageous
schooling for their children do not need to send them to private
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schools, and most of them do not. All they need do is live
together in an exclusive community, as most of them do, base
their support for their school district on the property tax, and
deduct those taxes from their income.

This is all constitutional and proper. In this democratic
society, anyone who can afford an expensive home can have a
public school of choice. All that is needed is to move into the
right community. With more land per home, smaller families,
and fewer students per square mile than the common folk, a
per-pupil expense of $5,000 or more (based on the 1974 economy) is easily possible.
Higher education continued to provide its share of voucher
rationales. From 1947 to 1973, 8 commissions studying higher

education supported the proposition that "Federal financial
assistance for higher education should be granted primarily
through students rather than through institutions." Three
supported it strongly, five, moderately. A ninth commission
opposed it (Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, Priorities for Action, 1973, 172).

An example of the implementation of these recommendations was the passage of the Basic Educational Opportunity
Grant Program in 1972, which provides funding directly to the
student.
Norwood v. Harrison, decided by the Supreme Court on
June 25,1973, with the majority opinion written by Chief Justice
Warren Burger, provided further contrary evidence to those

critics who suggested vouchers would lead to greater racial
discrimination and segregation. The Court ruled that Mississippi could not give textbooks to students at private schools
excluding blacks.
John Holt, himself a teacher and the author of several books
about, and critical of, public schooling, said educational coercion is no assurance of success. The government cannot possibly guarantee that providers of such services will be kind, competent, and unselfish. With a captive clientele the odds favor

just the reverse, as repeated examples from various kinds of
public inF.titutions have demonstrated all too frequently. The
remedy is to give to everyone the right to decide how they will
be helped.
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Given any real choice and alternatives almost every-

one will manage his life better than anyone else,
however expert, could manage it for him. (Holt 1974,
85)

James D. Koerner said the present system condemns every-

one
to a twelve-year ride ... Suggestions for improving the
ride and alleviating the confusion are constantly welling up from the passengers. On occasion there is even
a radical proposal for abandoning the bus altogether

and letting everyone decide on his own destination
and means of reaching it; but such proposals are
invariably denounced as demagogic or simply chimerical (Koerner 1974, 178).

What he would like to see are fundamental changes featur-

ing choice that would increase the options from the present
zero level (Koerner 1974, 179).

In England, Michael Huberman had something to say
about credentials and certificates when he suggested vouchers

would send teachers, along with other certified specialists or professionals, into the educational marketplace. Theoretically, teachers could advertise their
special training and skill at adapting learning tasks to
different ages and abilities.

Huberman also noted that there is research suggesting that
untrained housewives can be as effective as trained teachers in
some educational roles (Huberman 1974, 54-55).
In Denmark a group of families which starts a school and

keeps it operating for a year becomes eligible for national
support of eighty-five percent of the school's operating costs.
Capital costs remain the obligation of the supporting families.
This is just one of many variations by which other democracies have found ways to support family choice in education
and remain democracies. Only dictatorships, or societies
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doubting the soundness of their values, must compel the young

to undergo years of state indoctrination in how and what to
think.
Robert M. Healey, writing of educational practices in
France that include private school aid, summarized federal
programs doing the same in the States, the Reserve Officers
Training Corps, ROTC; the National School Lunch Act of 1946;
Title IV of the Housing Act of 1950, which authorized long-term

low-interest loans to provide housing and other educational
facilities at public or private educational institutions offering at

least a two-year program leading to a bachelor's degree; and
the National Defense Education Act of 1958, which makes loans

to both public and private elementary and secondary schools.
Even more directly related to the voucher question is the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965. Its Title I
makes federal funds to local school boards also available to
furnish educational services to private and parochial school
pupils. Under Title II, textbooks may be purchased for loan to
students attending private and parochial schools (Healey 1974,
41-42). Since Healey's publication, additional programs have
been introduced at both the state and local levels.
hi 1974, a Teachers National Field Task Force reported to
HEW that vouchers may be justified to provide educational
alternatives to students and parents. "If this should provide a
better education and more satisfactory working conditions, it is
worthy of further investigation" (Inside-Out 1974, 40).
A Ford Foundation report concluded:
Although no Constitutional barrier exists to srending
public funds on private nonsectarian schools, legisla-

tive and political inhibitions usually prevent such
expenditures. (Matters of Choice 1974, 4)

David L. Kirp and Mark G. Yudof in Educational Policy and

the Law noted the lack of a constitutional barrier to nonsectarian school aid:

Several states have adopted voucher schemes that
enable handicapped youngsters, whose educational
needs cannot be adequately met by the public school
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system, to attend state-regulated private schools. (Kirp
and Yudof 1974, 710)

J

If regular students cannot be provided for at the expense of
the handicapped, can the handicapped receive benefits denied
to regular students?
Virgil Blum reminded his listeners that
The child benefit rule of law is the legal basis of scores

of state and federal tuition-grant programs, all of
which permit the grant recipient to go to churchrelated schools. There are more than 100 college tui-

tion-grant laws in 39 states. Millions of grants are
given to college students under the GI Bill of Rights,
the National Defense Education Act, the Federal Basic
Educational Opportunity Program, and the Supplementary Opportunity Program. (Blum 1974, 339)

George Maddox suggested a general application of
vouchers:
We are still uncertain about how to finance the Learning Society . . . there is clearly a growing interest in a

voucher system financed in part by public money
which would permit individuals to consider investing
in a variety of learning and educational programs at
various points in the life cycle. (Maddox 1974, 23)

The Citizens for Educational Freedom, a parent organization, celebrated its fifteenth anniversary in 1974 by endorsing
vouchers and holding a day-long symposium in St. Louis on the
subject. One of the presenters at the symposium was columnist
and commentator M. Stanton Evans who told those present
the principle objective is to achieve ... the secular purpose of better public and private education in America
. .. to have some chance of getting the voucher system
adopted either at the state or federal level it is neces-

sary to put together a comprehensive coalition of
people, all of whom have different motives but similar
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objectives and all of which can be encompassed by an

intelligent voucher scheme. (Educational vouchers
symposium views)

That comprehensive coalition awaited creation. An attempt was to begin in mid-1988.

8
1975-1976

Theory and a Model

One of the strongest arguments in support of family choice in
education is that only in this manner will the ongoing struggle
for control be ended. In 1975 R. J. Lytle pointed out the frustrations in the ongoing system:

the only way one group of parents can have their
curriculum or schedule proposals adopted is at the
expense and dissatisfaction of another group of parents. . . So the normal situation is a constant war
between competing groups. (Lytle 1975, 9)
.

This argument for family choice has grown stronger over the
years along with other arguments for individual rights in and
out of schools.
For example, teachers, parents, students, and others continue to battle over whether or not sex education should be part
of the school curriculum. But isn't that a value judgment that
will never be reconciled to everyone's satisfaction? No program a school district offers can ever satisfy all viewpoints.
Neither can the decision not to offer a program.
If a majority did exist for offering such a course, there

would still be a minority that would be opposed to, if not
103
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appalled by, the idea. Even the majority itself might be
fragmented when it came to deciding the course content. For
example:
what teacher should present it?
what textbook should be used?
what visual aids or supplemental materials should be
used?
should a discussion of birth-control options be included?
should the material be presented within a moral framework of right or wrong? Or
should it be presented as a neutral presentation of the
"facts" ?
Each viewpoint may be right for someone; and wrong for
someone else. A one-system approach will never solve this
dilemma. It would be unsettling enough if this were the only
such question, but of course it isn't. It is but one of a long, and
growing, list of divisive subjects which can never be resolved
by any one locked-in-step school.
Why shouldn't educational issues be matters for parents to
decide? Why should I have to tell you how your children will
be educated in order for mine to be so treated, or you to tell me?

Why should not both of us, and all other parents, decide
individually and personallyat least to a far greater degree
than we do now.
And not just parents. Why not involve the students in this
decision-making process? The strongest case can be made for

the eighteen-year-olds who may vote for president of the
United States, or other public officials; may join the armed
services and defend their country, at possibly a very high price;
may decide health questions affecting them that can be literally
matters of life or death; may, in many parts of the country, use
alcohol legally; but in the present system, they may not decide
what teacher(s) they want, what school they will attend (unless
they have adequate personal funds), or what educational experiences they wish to have.

This is not to exclude younger students from the same
process of choice. Most children of school age would be capable
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of expressing particular aspirations, needs, or interests that
would help their parents in selecting a suitable school. People
with funds who resort to private institutions make this kind of
choice. Why not have this openness available to all students?
In the period 1975-76, surveys were taken of students on
the question of a voucher system. Although adults, according
to earlier Gallup Polls, had been divided on the voucher issue,
the high school juniors and seniors surveyed were in favor of
the idea by more than two to one (Jones and Jones 1976, 111).

Two to one. No president has ever been elected by such a
margin.
What are the impediments to a voucher system? There is
one answer, which Don Davies of the Institute for Responsive
Education, Boston University expressed:
The elitist version of democracy has firm control of the

hearts and minds of most Americans. We have been
taught that ordinary people cannot be trusted to make
decisions about complex matters in a large, techno-

logically sophisticated society because they can't
understand the consequences of their decisions . .. We

depend on experts and professionals. (Sandow and
Apker 1975, 33)

If not many, at least some, opponents in the educational
community were coming around. One was David Selden, a
former president of the American Federation of Teachers:
Kids like them, teachers like them, parents like them
even I've come to like the vouchers in Alum Rock. . . .
When I last visited Alum Rock . . . the students all
seemed to be involved in some activity in which they
were genuinely :nterested. . . Underlying it all, however, was a shared confidence that something differentand goodreally was going on. (Selden 1975, 44.

45)

Half of the district's twenty-eight elementary schools (it

had no high schools) took part in the project, and each
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developed two to five minischools.
Noting that one national teacher leader used the first-year
test scores to call the project a failure, Selden chided his former
colleague, reminding him that teachers had objected for years
to having themselves and their schools judged on the basis of
pupil test scores. He objected to altering that stand to take some

"cheap shots" at a good program. Among the project's best
features, in Selden's judgment, was its emphasis on teacher
control, diversity, and good community relations (Selden 1975,
46).

It is said, Better late than never. Perhaps, but not by much
in Selden's case. By the time he came to appreciate the positive
value in a voucher system, he was no longer AFT president, and
not in a position to explain his change of heart to his hundreds
of thousands of members, or again go to Congress representing

his organization to recant his previous testimony. Even the
issue of the magazine which presented his better judgment was
its last.
Perhaps, like many leaders, he had thoughts along this line

earlier, but didn't express them for organizational reasons,
thinking his members would not be receptive or at least those
who decide the elections would not be. Whatever the reason, it
is unfortunate that he did not speak out earlier.

For years, the unions have demanded recognition of
teaching as a full profession... . The irony: Only under
a voucher plan would teachers be as "professional" as
are doctors or lawyers. Professionals, except teachers,
already work in an open marketplace. . . . With a
voucher plan schools and teachers would be exposed
to this kind of healthy competition. (Jones and Jones
1976, 112)

Occasionally there were educational leaders willing to
consider criticism of the regular system. One instance came
when the Pennsylvania State Education Association, under the
leadership of President Joseph D'Andrea and Past-President
Edward Smith, sponsored an educational conference, to which
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they invited distinguished speakers to tell it as they saw it.
All of us here have been victimized by a structure that
classified human beings. . . . This is a structure that
labeled as "losers" such people as: Sir Isaac Newton,

inattentive and a bad scholar; James Watt, dull and
inept; Charles Darwin, rather below the common standard in intellect; Thomas Edison, at the bottom of his
class; Albert Einstein, mentally slow; Louis Pasteur,
learned slowly; Carl Jung, poor mathematician; John

Keats, no evidence of unusual ability; Yeats, poor
student; Winston Churchill, backward, bottom of class;
Abraham Lincoln and Henry Ford, showed no promise; Edgar Allan Poe, expelled from school; Franklin

Roosevelt, undistinguished at school; Nehru, ordinary. (Mario Fantini, PSEA Bicentennial Symposium on
Education, 1976, 9-10)

These two leaders were notable in their efforts to promote
innovative ideas in the education community, but under association rules at that time, their leadership roles were restricted
to one year in office as president (preceded by one year as president-elect and succeeded by one year as past-president). So

they soon left office and subsequent leaders, despite other
laudable qualities, have been much more conservative on
educational matters and not prepared to present controversial
topics.
During this period Stephen Arons questioned the wisdom
and the possible constitutionality of the state mandating the
schooling most children will receive.
He argues that the state cannot require parents to give up

their First Amendment rights in order for their children to
obtain a "free" education in the public schools, yet this is what

happens through the unavoidable majority control of those
schools. The majority, or at least ruling, view may well be
unacceptable to many. Those in such a situation apparently
have but iwo choices, either accept the "free" education at the
cost of their personal values or preserve their value system at
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the sacrifice of the financial assistance others are receiving. But

these may not be the only options since, "Conditioning the

provision of government benefits upon the sacrifice of
fundamental rights has been held unconstitutional before"
(Arons 1976, 100).

Two of the court cases during this period are of particular
interest. The first, in 1975, Wood v. Strickland, handed down by
the U.S. Supreme Court, held that school officials may be liable

for money damages, under federal law. While the decision
awarded no such damages, the precedent was set for future
use. This occurred in late 1986 when parents were awarded a
substantial sum because their children were exposed to compulsory education to which they objected. The losing officials
planned to appeal. Even if they win, however, the dangers to
them under a compulsory system are growing.
Also in 1975 California Governor Jerry Brown signed into
law a voucher driver education bill (Legislative Review, October
6, 1975, 2).

Finally, at the very end of this period, on Dec. 30, 1976, the
California Supreme Court, in what became known aG Serrano II,
(Serrano I was handed down in 1971), again rejected that state's

public school financing system, even though it was modified
from what had existed at the time of the first decision. Expressing its objection, based on the state's constitution, to the validity
of what had been achieved, the court went further and suggested options that would meet the requirements of the basic
cloc.Iment. One of these was the use of vouchers, by themselves

or in combination with other approaches.
It argued as follows:

There exist several alternative potential methods

of financing the public school system of this state
which would not produce wealth-related spending
disparities. These alternative methods, which are
"workable, practical and feasible," include: (1) full
state funding, with the imposition of a statewide property tax; (2) consolidation of the present 1,067 school

districts into about five hundred districts, with
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boundary realignments to equalize assessed valuations of real property among all school districts; (3)
retention of the present school district boundaries but

the removal of commercial and industrial property
from local taxation for school purposes and taxation of
such property at the state level; (4) [equalization of]
school district power . . .; (5) vouchers; and (6) some
combination of two or more of the above. (California
Supreme Court, 557 PAC 929, 938)

For the first time, a court specifically stated that vouchers
would be constitutional, if they were available for the general
population. Not everyone was convinced, or wanted to be, and

the U.S. Supreme Court had yet to speak on a broad-based
voucher, but another step forward had been taken.
While the United States Supreme Court has rejected aid to
religious schools on the constitutional grounds it conflicts with
the First and Fourteenth Amendments, all of the cases involved
have contained the same flaw: they sought to give aid only to
nonpublic school students and their parents, which is quite a
different question from giving such aid to all students and their
parents.

As for vouchers causing the "better" students to flee,
leaving the public school as the "schools of last resort," or
"dumping grounds," (an expression that says something about
its users attitude toward many public school students), this is
most unlikely. The present nonpublic schools are not elitist,
despite the undocumented claims of some in the public-school
establishment. They include students of virtually every type,
and often educate them more effectively than the public schools.
It is highly unlikely, therefore, that virtually all students will
not be welcomed somewhere. As for real juvenile delinquents,
they "are a problem for the courts, not schools" (Lytle 1975, 25).
The disadvantages of government schools may well outweigh the advantages.

We consider our nation's economic system as being
founded on free enterprise. ... Why, then, the anomaly
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of government control over education, which controls
the productive lives of nearly one third of the population? (Lytle 1975, 53-54)
In 1975 Milton Friedman returned to the fray (although he

really never left it). He felt, as did Stephen Arons, that the
compulsion of the public schools was the real violation of the
spirit of the First Amendment. In a somewhat more novel vein,
he suggested that vouchers might reduce the role of the parochial schools. Most nonpublic schools, after all, require some
form of subsidization in order to exist, and it is for that reason
that the great majority of them are affiliated with some religious
body that can support them with funds, low-paid staff, volunteers, tax-free status, and other aid.

With the use of vouchers these advantages would not
disappear but they would be less significant, and more nonpublic, nonparochial schools could survive on the tuition income
the vouchers would make possible (Friedman 1975, 275).

Public school advocates who think vouchers would not
only destroy the public system but enable the parochial system

to blossom might well be wrong on both counts. As would
those who might favor those outcomes.
As for the further fear that vouchers would encourage
social, class, and ideological insularity, Friedman agreed with
the view that this condition already exists in the public system.
Reports of prestigious public schools usually refer I-o such com-

munities as Scarsdale, Lake Forest, or Beverly Hills. Such
stories are rarely accompanied by information that these are
among the highest personal income districts in the nation. They
are not blue collar, "melting pot" school districts with limited,

or even average, per capita wealth. They could be better described, in Friedman's view, as private tax shelters rather than
public schools. If they were really private, supported by direct
tuition fees paid by the community's wealthy citizens rather
than by property taxes, those costs would not be deductible
against federal income taxes (Friedman 1975, 278).

He also expressed "great sympaih-y" for compensatory
vouchers, such as proposed by Christopher Jencks. But he was
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still inclined to favor his own earlier support for a standard
voucher value because the politics of the matter would pervert
the compensatory approach. While a standard voucher might

be second-place to a compensatory one in an ideal world, it
would stand a greater chance of being adopted and would still
be superior to the present arrangement (Friedman 1975, 279).
A standard voucher would give the poor something they
do not have currently, and that is choice.
As with many other advocates, he believes the very poor
would benefit most. Friedman not only dismisses the arguments that the poor lack interest in their children, and competence to choose, as a "gratuitous insult," but says the nation's
history gives more than adequate proof of how much people of
limited means and advantages will sacrifice for their children
when there is any hope the sacrifice will achieve results (Friedman 1975, 280).

He has given talks on the voucher plan from time to time,
and has been greatly impressed with the number of those who
afterward tell him that they have always wanted to teach or run

their own school but were turned off by the rigidity and
bureaucracy in the public schools where the great majority of
the nation's youngsters are (Friedman 1975, 281).
As a teacher-advocate of this plan in the past, the author
has had the same experience, even with teachers who took part
in the 1970 NEA convention that condemned vouchers. There
is no question but that many public school teachers would
participate, and benefit, if vouchers were commonly adopted.
Many others might remain in, return to, or enter, the field.
A 1975 report of a national survey of male high school
seniors indicated what those sampled thought of their public
schools.

6 percent rated their courses as "very exciting and
stimulating." Only a third felt that they were learning

"useful things" that would help them later in life.
More than half said "the school doesn't offer the
courses I want to take." Studies by the U.S. Department of Labor show that 70 percent of high school
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dropouts, 78 percent of correctional institution inmates and 88 percent of the enrollees in manpower
training programs were in "general curriculum" school

programs that prepared them for neither college nor
careers. (Berenger 1975, 5)

A summary of Carnegie Commission on Higher Education
projects suggested that

Higher Education can be dragged into a new era
kicking and screaming by the budget, as would be the
case if public support were to be channeled through
students. (Sponsored Research 1975, 148)

Would not the same be true for basic education? David Melton,
a critic of public schooling, was not optimistic of the chances for
change:

The yr Icner plan is interesting, indeed, but it will
pi
y be doomed to die a slow death in bureaucratic red tape. (Melton 1975, 152)

Motivation for change in the public interest is another
difficulty. According to Thomas F. Green:

Anything that is viewed by some as in the general
interests of all, must sooner or later be translated into
something in the individual interests of certain spe-

cific individuals. Otherwise, what is good for the
society as a whole will not get done. (Sandow and
Apker 1975, 7)

Charles Benson and Thomas A. Shannon commented on
two major proposals for structural change in public education:

One of these radical solutionsfull state fundingis

centralist. The otherfamily power equalizingis
decentralist in the extreme. This proposal would use
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vouchers to place decisions about resource allocations

for education directly in the hands of households.
(Benson and Shannon 1972, 41)

Friedrich A. von Hayek, winner of the 1974 Nobel Prize in
Economic Science, emphasized the inflexibility of a socialistic
educational environment.

If education is completely regulated by government
you have excluded a great deal of the evolution of
educational development and exploration. (Hayek
1975, 10)

A 1975 Supreme Court decision reviewing a Pennsylvania
law held that most of the law was unconstitutional. Those who
did not carefully read it assumed it was another indication that
a general voucher plan would fail to meet the First Amendment
test. What the Court said, however, was that

The specified aid to nonpublic schools, except for the
loan of textbooks, is unconstitutional. Textbook loans

are constitutional because they are the same for all
children and the financial benefit is to f arents and
children, not to schools. (Meek v. Pittenger 421 U.S. 349,
May 19, 1975)

Again, assistance to all children is acceptable.
Herbert Kiesling suggested that it wasn't necessary to go
all the way to a voucher plan to open up the present system. The
creation of a number of alternative public schools was already
introducing the idea of client choice.

If these systems took one further stepdirectly or
indirectly rewarding school personnel on the basis of
how many students choose their schoolsthis would

introduce into education the operation of a market
mechanism similar to the competition of buyers in the
private sector of the economy. (Kiesling 1975, 16)
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Some school districts have since opted for open-enrollment plans with some limitations, such as acceptance on a
space-available basis only and the choice being one of schools,
not of teachers. This way all teachers have students assigned to
them and no teacher faces the possible embarrassment of very
few or no students choosing them.
On June 2,1975, Pennsylvania state Senator John Sweeney,

from Delaware County in suburban Philadelphia, told his
colleagues,

In my judgment each child who attends an accredited

elementary or secondary school in this Commonwealth or any place in this Nation, public or private, is
entitled to participate equally in the distribution of the
available tax dollars raised for educational purposes.

No child should be considered more equal or less
equal than another child simply because of the accredited school that he or she attends .. . The Servicemen's

Readjustment Act of 1944, as amended and adjudicated, established that there is no separation of church
and State conflict in permitting public money to follow
the student to the school of his or her choice. (Legislative JournalSenate, Pennsylvania, 345 )

Although Pennsylvania is a state that has tried in various
ways to assist its nonpublic schoolsLemon v. Kurtzman and
Meek v. Pittenger were two Supreme Court decisions that arose

because of that state's legislative enactmentsno general
voucher has yet been passed there. Sweeney himself later
decided not to seek reelection to the Senate.
Efforts to find other school districts willing to try the idea

failed. In Gary, Indiana, the teachers' organization killed it
during contract negotiations. Rochester, New York, found both
teacher opposition and disinterested parents, at a time it also

was working toward desegregation. San Francisco and New
Rochelle, New York, decided not to participate. This despite the
fact that the then Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare,

Caspar W. Weinberger, had "a special interest in the notion"
(Reinhold, 1975).

In East Hartford, Connecticut, the school board
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. . the proposed voucher
system, which was to have been an extension of the
open enrollment program, in effect since 1969. According to Andrew Esposito, coordinator of the Parents' Choice staff, "We're just not ready for it. Maybe
in another two or three years we would have been, but
not now." The town's 18 principals had voted unani-

voted 6-2 not to adopt .

mously against the proposal. (Compact 1976, 11)

Of course, "two or three years" later nothing happened.
Although not a participant in the federal government's
search. I obtained several copies of the Jencks's proposal to the
0E0 and, in the early 1970s, discussed it with John C. Pittenger,
Pennsylvania's Secretary of Education. It is his name, because

of his position, that is on the Supreme Court case already
mentioned. Following these meetings, we met with the superintendent and board of education in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania,

to see if they would be interested in participating in a pilot
project.
One of the advantages of using this district for any model

program is that Harrisburg is the state capital and is visited
annually by thousands of educators, school board members,
and others from around the state for various purposes. They
would therefore be able to see a demonstration there without
the necessity for additional trips or costs.
District officials did take the question seriously. A number
read the Jencks proposal, and there was a degree of interest in
making such an effort. However, like Rochester, the district
was involved in a desegregation plan. It called for changing the
two city high schools to one for grades nine and ten and one for

grades eleven and twelve, with cross-district busing so all
students would attend both schools. The conclusion was that
this would involve enough controversy without trying to get a
voucher proposal adopted at the same time. In all fairness, that
seemed to be a reasonable decision.
Still, positive support and studies continued to appear.
The Kettering Commission proposed federal aid and
state legislation that would entitle every citizen to
fourteen years of tuition-free education, only eight of
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which would be compulsory. The remaining six years

would be available to the individual for use at any
stage of his life. (Passow 1976, 44)

The Committee on Economic Development, a leading
business study group saw a broader application of the idea.
The monopolistic character of most public-service
agencies is one reason for their lack of interest in
productivity. One way of responding to this situation
i s to encourage competition and consumer choice . . .
Competition can be enhanced by supplying consumers with vouchers or other forms of purchasing power
and permitting them to select services from private or
public suppliers. (CED, 1976, 22)

Stephen Arons further developed his thesis regarding
school and state. The efficacy of modest changes did not impress him.
A First Amendment reading of Pierce suggests, therefore, that the present state system of compulsory attendance and financing of public schools does not adequately satisfy the principle of government neutrality
toward family choice in education. (Arons 1976, 78)
In an article in the February 1976 issue of the Harvard Educational Review, he reminded his readers of Ivan Illich's obser-

vation: "The school has become the established church of
secular times" (Arons 1976, 104).
Newsweek reported in early 1976:

Thirty-four states have recently adopted "voucher"
systems that supply college aid to individual students,
who can use it at schools of their choice. (Newsweek,
April 26, 1976, 63)

Is there really that great a distinction between basic and
postsecondary education? Should there be?

Two months later, the U.S. Supreme Court again
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supported governmental regulation of private schools operating
in an unfair or discriminatory fashion.

Section 1981 prohibits private, commercially operated, nonsectarian schools from denying admission to

prospective students because they are Negroes . . .
While parents have a constitutional right to send their
children to private schools and to select private schools
that offer specialized instruction, they have no consti-

tutional right to provide their children with private
school education unfettered by reasonable government regulation. (Runyon v. McCrary, 161)

Syndicated columnist Sydney Harris was more optimistic
(assuming you favor vouchers) than some.
It's probable that before this century is over, the public
school system in th 2 U.S. will be abandoned, replaced
by competing private schools for which parents will be

given "vouchers" by the government to pay for their
children's education. (Harris 1976, 14)
Thomas Sowell countered the claim that the poor are not
sufficiently interested in the welfare of their children to do
anything about it:

It is not uncommon today for the bulk of the student
body in these (Catholic) schools to be non-Catholic.
Some . . . have achieved remarkable educational success with black students, at far lower cost per pupil
than the public schools. . . . If educational vouchers
were to make education free at both private and public
institutions, would black parents be too helpless to
make a choice among various schools available to
them? Or is the real problem that many caretakers

in the educational bureaucracies would find
themselves out of a job? (Sowell 1976, 2)
Theodore Sizer issued a reminder that "The common school,

the single institution built around a common American creed,
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never was and clearly will never be" (Sizer and Sizer 1976, 34).
John Coons, a leading advocate of vouchers is also one of
the relatively few who early on believed that this would be to
the advantage of teachers.

Families with the new option to change schools would
seldom ignore the counsel of the child's present teacher
or counselor . . . This new equality in the relationship
should increase, not diminish, respect for the counsel
of the educator. (Coons 1976, 23)
U.S. News & World Report remarked on the ongoing success

of the GI Bill which, in the thirty years since the end of World

War II had provided benefits for nearly seventeen million
veterans (September 6, 1976, 69).

And there were additional judgments on the Alum Rock
project, now ending.

Mary Ganz found pros and cons, with over fifty minischools, each created by groups of four or five teachers voluntarily working together, using many different teaching styles.

There were three or four such minischools in each of the
fourteen participating school buildings, half the district's total.
(Ganz 1976, 4)

Still, Richard Reyes, who was in charge of evaluating the
project for the district, said it wasn't a real test of vouchers,
despite all the options and the high degree of decentralization.

And, while by the fourth year of the program (the 1975-76

school year), nearly thirty percent of the parents in the
experiment were having their children bused to schools outside

of their neighborhoods to take advantage of different
minischools, few parents were taking an active role in running
the schools (Ganz 1976, 4).
While a disappointment to those hoping to see such parent
activity, or control, this last point could be viewed as a positive

development by those who were concerned over a possible
further dilution of what little autonomy teachers normally
have in a public school environment.
Despite the opposition of their national affiliates to the
project,
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Alum Rock teachers have used the minischools' unusual independence to take a much more active role in
managing their schools. "The Alum Rock Teachers
Association has been highly supportive," (Supt. William) Jefferds says, noting that the association urged
continuation of the minischool concept as part of their
contract negotiation packet. (McCarthy 1975, 7)
The end of the period of federal funding for this project was

now approaching, and there was no sign of another getting
underway.
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Later Appraisals of Alum Rock

In 1977 the five-year Alum Rock project came to an end.
Subsequent evaluations have tended to be less complimentary
than those expressed during the trial period. Some of this later
criticism was not directed against the project itself but rather
against the limitations under which it was conducted. The crux

of this argument was that these limitations prevented the
project from being a "true" experiment for a voucher system.
On this point there was general agreement. The question still
remained, however, as to whether the project had any validity
at all in the interest of the voucher debate. In this case, the
reactions were much more diverse.

The results . . . tell us only a limited amount that is
useful in the way of formulating public policy because
of the idiosyncratic nature of both the community in
which the demonstration occurred and the demonstration itself. It was a hot house demonstration which
has produced some marvelous anecdotes, but it does
not permit drawing broad generalizations. (Doyle 1981,
74)

Considering the attention given during the first four years

to the emergence and functioning of the minischools, it is
121
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surprising that during the fifth and final year they were discarded. Less surprising was the decision of Alum Rock authori-

ties not to assume the additional costs the federal grant had
been absorbing during the experiment (Salganik 1981,19). It
seems that when federal funding came to an end, some opponents chose that as a chance to label the project a failure. This
was unfair, if not dishonest. They understood the federal
government had at the inception of planning for the project
specified that funding would last for a period of from five to
eight years. The end of federal support was not, therefore, a
federal "withdrawal," but an end well known in advance.

It is true that the federal government did not attempt
another project. One reason was a change in administrations.
President Jimmy Carter, elected with the support of the National Education Association, pledged to create a U.S. Department of Education, as the NEA had urged. It was a pledge he
kept.
It should not be surprising that he did not further promote

a project established during the Richard Nixon years and
continued during the Gerald Ford administration, a project that
was anathema to the NEA leadership.
If, like many projected reforms, Alum Rock did not live up
to the hopes of its supporters, neither did it justify the fears of

its detractors. The public-school system was not destroyed
according to Laura Hersh Salganik, it was hardly dented.
One of the ironies relating to the argument for tuition
vouchers is that though its current revival can be traced to the
1955 essay by Milton Friedman, "The Role of Government in

Education," for most of its history it has been promoted by
liberalsfrom Tom Paine, Thomas Jefferson, and John Stuart
Mill to Christopher Jencks and Nat Hentoff. The fact that the
Alum Rock experiment took place in the seventies during the
Nixon years has caused it to become dubbed a conservative and

suspect idea in the minds of many liberals, who might otherwise have been its natural supporters.
One who was concerned about this irony was New York
Democratic Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan. He remarked
that, whereas in the late 1960s vouchers were regarded as a
progressive proposal which could be supported by foundations and liberal faculty members, within a single decade they
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came to be regarded as a "bastion of white privilege and
exclusivity."
Moynihan believed this would seriously reduce the likelihood of change which would, in turn,
present immense problems for a person such as myself
. . . who was deeply involved in this issue long before
it was either conservative or liberal. And if it prevails
only as a conservative cause, it will have been a great

failure of American liberalism not to have seen the
essentially liberal nature of this pluralist proposition.
(Moynihan 1981, 84)

After the interregnum of the Carter Administration, Presi-

dent Ronald Reagan picked up the cudgel to do battle for
vouchers. This further tied the idea to conservatives and sent
many liberals, at least at the national level, running for cover.
Nevertheless, the "great failure" is now more a healthy reality
than ever.
Moynihan also noted that the United States "is the only

industrial democracy in the world that does not routinely'
provide aid to nonpublic schools as part of its educational
system" (Moynihan 1981, 79). The senator from New York is
one of the few Democrats at the national level who expresses
such concern and openly indicates his support, just as he has for
tax credits.
But one need not depend on judgments of Alum Rock, or
conservatives, or liberals, for the general validity of vouchers.
One need only look to Vermont and New Hampshire, states
with a history of nonoperating public school districts and the
use of public funds for tuition payments.

In Vermont only two-thirds of the districts actually
run schools. The other third have resident children but

pay tuition for them to be educated in non-district
schools, both public and private. There is in fact a
continuous history of this tradition throughout New
England. Vermont is the last surviving example of
consequence, but it has existed in Massachusetts,
Connecticut, and Maine. (Doyle 1981, 73)
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Doyle concluded that, in Vermont, vouchers are noncontroversial, successful, workable, have been in place for well over a
century and are neither racist nor elitist (Doyle 1981, 76).
It can be argued that Vermont is an anomaly, a small state
that bears little resemblance to circumstances elsewhere. As a
matter of fact 10,000 of today's more than 15,000 school districts

in the nation are small, rural, or both, and a number of Vermont's school districts are more than adequate models for
others to at least study, if not emulate.
It is also possible to look far beyond Vermont or U.S.
borders for examples of a voucher system in operation. Funding of this type exists not only in Denmark, France, and England

but also in Canada, the Netherlands, Australia, Belgium and
Ireland, among others.
Australia is a particularly interesting example because,
like the United States, it has a federal system with a written
constitution, one key provision of which is almost identical to
ours. It includes language prohibiting the establishment of
religion, virtually identical to our First Amendment. Yet Australia funds private schools containing about thirty percent of
the country's students. They have interpreted their constitutional provision precisely opposite from the way we have
interpreted ours. Their view is that so long as all religions are
treated equally, the state remains neutral.
Section 116 of the Australian Constitution provides:

"The Commonwealth shall not make any law for
establishing any religion, or for imposing any llgious observance, or for prohibiting the free exercise
of any religion, and no religious test shall be required
as a qualification for any office or public trust under
the Commonwealth." (Doyle 1981, 72)

The Australian attitude seems reasonable and not only to
Australians. If all religions are treated equally, none being
favored or opposed, where is the danger that the state is guilty
of establishing any one of them? On the other hand, if the state
supports nonsectarian agencies to the exclusion of religious
ones, is it being neutral?
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In Australia the coalition of support for education is broadly

based, and interestingly enough, support for public education
is higher than it would have been if there had nut been general
support for both public and private education (Doyle 1981, 78).
As a result of the ongoing debate in our own country over
vouchers and tuition tax credits, more significant data is available than ever before concerning the quality of education in the
nonpublic schools. In that category, the Catholic schools are

particularly relevant to our inquiry because they represent
more nonpublic schools than all other groups combined. In
answer to the charge that Catholic schools are racially ti iscriminatory, the facts indicate they are not.

In making a comparison of Catholic schools and public
schools, Andrew Greeley's study shows that:
thirty percent of Catholic schools have few blacks, compared to twenty-nine percent of the public schools;
twenty-one percent of Catholic schools are half black,
compared to twenty-eight percent of the public schools;

twenty-two percent of the Catholic schools are mostly
black, compared to twenty-four percent of the public
schools; and

seventeen percent of the Catholic schools are all black,
compared to nineteen percent of the public schools.
That is, thirty-nine percent of Catholic schools are mostly
or all black, compared to forty-three percent of the public
schools. (Greeley 1981, 12)
Not only are many of them composed largely or totally of
blacks but most students at many Catholic schools are not even

Catholic. What's more, a case could be made that Catholic
schools in many areas have even made a greater contribution in
Americanizing the children of immigrants than have the public
schools. In 'act, one of the reasons many of them were estab-

lished in the nineteenth- and early twentieth-centuries was
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precisely to educate the new arrivals, such as the Irish and
Italians, that the public schools were not prepared to handle
and with whom much of the public wanted as little contact as
possible. Memories of "No Irish need apply" remain in Irish

Boston, and I recall a time when it was said that no Italian
would ever be the principal of the high school at which I
taughtsomething of a false prophecy, since in more recent
times an Italian has become principal without repercussions. It

is another of the ironies in American education that publicschool advocates claim credit for much of the "Americanizing"

that actually took place in the nonpublic schools, in the
workplace, or in the general society.
One of the most outspoken supporters of vouchers is John
E. Coons, whose long devotion to this endeavor has included

trying with many collaborators to get it adopted by ballot
initiative in California. (The bibliography includes a sample of

Coons's work.) While developing legal viewpoints on the
subject, as has Stephen Arons, and as anyone must do who is
seriously interested in the topic, Coons has also written on the

philosophical elements of the concept as well, perhaps as
eloquently as anyone in the world. His concern with the child
and the family, which any teacher should share, is evident.
If too many of their pupils fall too far below those in
comparable school districts on some standard measure, the educators may be professionally embarrassed.
However, in no case need they remember the names
and faces of 'he victims No teacher will be forced to

share his home and his table with the failures who
spent a thousand hours in his class before mercifully
passing from his professional life and personal consciousness. Personal accountability of this sort is reserved for families . . . society and the school professional blame the family for producing the educationally defective product . . . One great virtue of family
choice would be to resolve this irony by linking responsibility to authority. (Coons and Sugarman 1978,
58)
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He believes choice would benefit both the teacher, and
schooling, since educators would no longer be able to dictate a
program or procedure. It would be necessary to explain why
particular approaches were being recommended, at least in instances where a student or parent wanted to know.
This would be similar to the relationship in other profes-

sions, of medical doctor to patient, or lawyer to client. It
wouldn't end all problems or abuses, any more than it does in

other fields, because the ordinary citizen is hesitant about
challenging professionals with whom they deal, even in instances where great sums of money, or their lives, may be at
stake. But it should provide educators with more autonomy
and respect as the result of placing them in a more rewarding
relationship with students and parents.
The nonpublic, or private, schools would seem to prove
this assumption. Although, as a group, they have about half the
resources of the public schools, and their teachers typically
receive much lower salaries and fewer benefits, the nonpublic
schools have much less turmoil. Teachers in private education
are generally held in reasonably high esteem by their "customers." The element of choice, of each side being in the situation
voluntarily, with the option of leaving it at anytime, means
there is a higher degree of equality among all involvedteachers, administrators, students, and parents.
There is another voice that, for a unique reason, deserves
attention.

What would be the constitutional status of BEOG
(Basic Education Opportunity Grant) legislation that
provided tuition assistance only for students in nonreligious elementary and secondary private schools? It
would unquestionably be constitutional, would it not?
In order to oppose the Moynihan BEOG proposal on
constitutional grounds, then, one must believe that the
First Amendment, which was adopted out of a special

solicitude for religion, has the effeu of not merely
permitting but requiring a special discrimination
against religion. Only students who wish to attend
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religious schools not only may but absolutely must be
excluded from a subsidy available to all others. That

bizarre, antireligious result is simply too much to
derive, it seems to me, from the mere prohibition of an
establishment. (Scalia 1981, 184)

Five years after his published comments on BEOG, the
then very young Antonin Scalia became a member of the
United States Supreme Court. As Associate Justice, Scalia will
likely ha 2 t opportunity to say more on this subject in the

futir and if joined by at least four of his colleagues, that
"sa: L. g" might one day reshape the educational system of the
. ration.

It is iniport:;-,a. i keep in mind that not all public school
officials have
pa t of the anti-voucher contingent. When

he was chanuller or the New York City Schools, Harvey
Scribner (a forme: Vz:nnonter), had been receptive:

.ves are what I'm after, choices that parents
and students can make for themselves. I'd like to see
t!(E: :(Jucher conceptparents being able to choose the

king of education they want for their childrenbecome part of the public school system. (Nat Hentoff
1977, 196)

In 1977 the U.S. Supreme Court added items to the list of
the forms of assistance that nonpublic schools might receive.
Diagnostic services provided on nonpublic school premises,
and therapeutic, guidance, and remedial services provided by
public employees on sites not identified with nonpublic schools
were deemed constitutional (Wolman v. Walter).
In that same year, in Missouri, a group of taxpayers made
the charge in court that the "secular humanism" taught in the
public 6chools is a religion. E. G. West reported in "The Perils
of Public Education":

The only fair way to support education according to

the Missouri plaintiffs is the introduction of the
voucher system. (West 1977, 688)
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As to the need for the wisdom and order of governmental
laws and regulations to assure effective education and good
citizenship, Coons argued that regulations concerning content
and method were rarely adopted with the interest of the children as the principal object. It was more likely they resulted
from the requests, or pressure, of some activist group. In these
circumstances, legislators find it easier to satisfy the group by
enacting their requests than to turn them down. Requirements
for teaching about patriotism, kindness to animals, and the like,

tend to anger no one but they also seldom have any serious
impact on the behavior of schools or teachers, and have even
less connection to any benefit to pupils (Coons and Sugarman
1978, 39).

Coons noted that in other examples of government-provided services, such as charity hospitals, public housing, and

food programs, it is unthinkable that government would
mandate in such detail as it does to the schools. The government doesn't tell the family how often they should go to the
hospital, and on what schedule; it doesn't require that food can
be obtained only if the government establishes the menu and
operates the kitchen; yet it has no hesitancy in directing a child
about what school to attend, on what days, in what classes, with
which teachers, and what books to read.
The other programs, which already have so much choice,

are being given even more under programs involving food
stamps and Medicaid. Even in housing programs vouchers are
being considered in place of the projects which have proven to
be ineffective, if not disastrous (Coons and Sugarman 1978, 6667).

Coons also makes the point that civil libertarians defend
variety in the arts, and public funding of a variety of personal
expressions in this field, yet at the same time they argue for

uniformity in educationan irony of which they seem blissfully unaware (Coons and Sugarman 1978, 104).
One of the most common arguments in support of choice
is that those who educate their children privately, whether in a
nonpublic school, with tutors, or at home, must pay twice for

that option since they still must pay to support the public
schools as well. Whatever the theoretical merits of that
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argument may be and no matter how strongly they may be
defended, so far they have had little effect on resolving the
issue.
In Colorado, Representative Thomas G. Tancredo, chairman of the House Education Committee, began the 1980s with

an effort to have a voucher system for support of higher
education in that state adopted through a statewide referendum. While student choice would be the base for any such campaign, he said the main reason for his support was that it would

reduce the legislature's involvement in the management of
colleges and universities, an argument educators should cheer.
Rep. Tancredo reported having a list of about one hundred sup-

porters, mostly from public colleges and universities in the
Denver area.
In Colorado's other chamber, Senator Hugh C. Fowler said
vouchers would make students aware of the size of the state's
subsidy of higher education and might encourage public support for increased expenditures.
In Kansas, the senate education committee recommended
a legislative study of a voucher proposal to provide $35 per
credit-hour for Kansas residents who were attending any of the
sixty public and private postsecondary institutions within the
state (Jacobson 1980, 4).
In California, John Coons strengthened his argument about
the benefits vouchers would extend to teachers. Besides believing that it would at last make professionals of public school
teachers, he also believed that it could make them prosperous
ones as well. He based that on the belief that schools would be
smaller and would place a much heavier emphasis on the role
of teachers, rather than on other subsidiary or peripheral personnel. If a ten teacher school in 1981 had two hundred pupils
receiving a voucher or scholarship for $2,300 each, it is likely
their salaries would be appreciably higher than they were in the
public schools of that time (Coons 1981, 99).
By 1990 the per pupil costs in the nation's public schools
approached $5,000, so a class of thirty pupils cost the taxpayer
nearly $150,000 while the average classroom teacher was paid
about $30,000 for the school year. The percentage of public
school costs caused by teacher salaries has been declining for
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years. Clearly, a different arrangement could result in in-

creased salaries, which many believe would attract more and
better qualified individuals into the profession and at no increase in overall costs.
Denis Doyle provided further argument countering some
of the charges against nonpublic education. While there is often
the implication, if not the outright statement, that nonpublic
schools are elitist and racist, the charge is not supported by the

evidencethose making the charge rarely cite a specific instance, of which there are more than a few in the public school
sector.
In a recent publication by the Bureau of the Census, for
example, Susanne Bianchi concludes that, controlling

for socio-economic factors, the fact of being white
increases the probability of private school attendance
by only one percent. This is probably the strongest
evidence we have to date suggesting that race or ethnicity is not the key variable in private school attendance. (Doyle 1981, 74)

Frederick Weintraub added to the list of precedents, noting
that local and state governments have historically been heavily
involved in both the financing and placement of handicapped

children in private schools, as has the federal government.
Parents of such children have been able to deduct such costs
from their federal income tax forms, the theory being that this

expense was being incurred for medical reasons rather than
educational ones. Even accepting this rationale, it is difficult to

understand why a medical cost incurred in a private institution, especially when there are public ones available, is deductible while an educational cost under the same circumstances is
not.

In 1965 when the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act became law, the federal role in education was significantly
expanded. Part B of Title I of that act provides aid to statesupported schools and institutions, a program primarily designed to assist children who are in state institutions for the
retarded or state schools for the deaf and blind. However, a
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private school receiving state aid was treated as a state -supported institution. States gave federal project grants to private
schools and do so to this day (Weintraub 1981, 51).
As a consequence, many private schools for the handicapped receive eighty, ninety, or even one-hundred percent of
their funds from public sources. If such a school, totally funded

by government money, is a private school, how can other
private schools be denied support? Is it legal, constitutional, or
even fair to discriminate in such a manner against conventional
students? Can a student be denied public funding for a school
of his or her choice today because of a lack of a handicap and
receive it next week if they should have a crippling accident or

illness? And how "private" is a private school that is fully
funded by the government? (Weintraub 1981, 52).

That question, and the accompanying determination of
what a public school is, has yet to be answered.
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Many advocates of vouchers began to drop from the field and

others gave evidence of becoming a bit discouraged. For
example, when John Coons was asked in an interview what he
saw in the future for the reform of school finance, he replied:

Not much. All the signs are that the systems are
comfortably ossified. They are well designed to serve

their managers and those who can afford to choose
their residences. There is not much in it for the legislator who would like to change it . . . In California, some
of us will continue to try to reverse this trend through

the initiative process, but I have to concede that the
unions and the managers are a formidable force in
favor of the status quo. (Phi Delta Kappan, March 1983,
480)

Considering the fact that although more than two centuries have passed since the idea was first suggested and it still
has not been implemented to any significant degree in elementary and basic education, a bit of pessimism is perhaps justified.
It is possible, however, that the legal battle for general aid

to all students, including those in nonpublic schools, may be
133
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won and is over, thanks to Minnesota. From this state has come
the court case that may have decided the issue.
As early as 1955, Minnesota permitted state tax deductions
for school expenses, and in the mid-1980s it was estimated that

as many as sixty percent of the people used the deduction to
send their children to public schools. Deductions are permitted
for up to $650 for each elementary student and $1,000 for each
high school student (Nathan 1985, 478).
This issue finally came before the U.S. Supreme Court
in the case of Mueller v. Allen in 1983. A 5-4 division upheld a

Minnesota law allowing the deduction on state income taxes
for tuition, textbooks, and transportation expenses incurred in
the education of students in either public or nonpublic elementary and secondary schools.
The Court majority consisted of Associate (now Chief)
J-.'stice William H. Rehnquist, who wrote the opinion, Chief
Justice Warren Burger, and Associate Justices Byron White,
Lewis Powell, Jr., and Sandra Day O'Connor. Dissenting were
Associate Justices Marshall, Brennan, Blackmun, and Stevens.
In the Court's view:

A State's decision to defray the cost of educational
expenses incurred by parentsregardless of the type
of schools their children attendevidences a purpose
that is both secular and understandable. An educated
populace is essential to the political and economic
health of any community, and a State's efforts to assist

parents in meeting the rising costs of educational
expenses plainly serves this secular purpose of ensuring that the State's citizenry is well educated. Similarly, Minnesota, like other States, could conclude that
there is a strong public interest in assuring the continued financial health of private schools, both sectarian
and nonsectarian. By educating a substantial number
of students such schools relieve public schools of a

correspondingly great burdento the benefit of all
taxpayers. In addition, private schools may serve as a
benchmark for public schools in a manner analogous
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to the "TVA yardstick" for private power companies.
(Mueller v. Allen 1983, 395)

And:

Most importantly, the deduction is available for educational expenses incurred by all parents, including

those whose children attend nonsectarian private
schools or sectarian private schools.(Mueller v. Allen
1983, 397)

The decision's narrowness partially obscured the Court's
continuing consistency in support of educational assistance
available to all students. The decision validated forms of such
aid existing in sections of the New England states, in Washington, and in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
In more than 30 Maine towns that lack high schools of
their own, for example, students have been allowed to
attend any one of several public, private, or parochial
high schools, with the towns paying their tuition. "We

never called them voucher plans, but they serve the
same purpose," noted Richard Redmond, deputy commissioner of education in Maine. (Nathan 1985, 478)

In 1985, Minnesota began allowing public school juniors

and seniors to attend state colleges, other postsecondary
schools, or Minnesota private liberal arts colleges, for high
school and college credit at public expense.
In Milwaukee, Wisconsin, students can attend a traditional
neighborhood school or enroll in one of forty career and other
specialty programs located throughout the city.

In the state of Washington, teenagers who have not
succeeded in the public schools are provided with the means to
attend educational clinics, including those operated by for-profit
groups as well as by private, nonprofit groups and antipoverty

agencies. Former public-school teachers staff some of the
clinics, which implies that they didn't leave their former
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positions because of unhappiness with either the students or
education.
In the Midwest:
Native American parents tried unsuccessfully to con-

vince the local public school to change curriculum
materials and instructional approaches to increase the
success rate of their children. Met with hostile reac-

tions, the Ojibways, with the aid of federal funds,
established their own schools, "which significantly
improved their children's achievement." (Cromley
1985)

The concept has continued to advance in areas beyond the
U.S., and in the course of development it has provided additional proof that teachers will, indeed, react favorably under
this new "choice" environment and will take the initiative
whenever circumstances permit them to do so. In Canada,

denominational school funding developed with the
British North America Act (BNAA) in 1867; in the
Netherlands, full financial equality between public
and private education was achieved in 1917. In contrast, large-scale public support of nonpublic institutions in England. . . . began in 1945. The Canadian
provinces of Quebec and British Columbia initiated
provincial grants to independent schools in 1968 and
1977 respectively. And farther from the United States,

Australia enacted major funding programs for both
denominational and independent schools in the 1970s.
(Sherman 1983, 72)

In 1985 Peter Brimelow commented on conditions in British
Columbia:

Canadian economist Stephen T. Easton, of British
Columbia's Simon Fraser University, reports that
channeling government education subsidies directly
to private schools in that province has resulted in an
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unexpected blossoming of teachers declaring
independence to start their own schools. (Brimelow
1985, 353)

Brimelow added his opinion that public education is "a
curious and anomalous" socialistic enterprise, whose chronic
problems will remain until it has to deal with competition.
As the Alum Rock project receded into the past, it continued to draw attention and new evaluations. In 1984, almost a
decade after its conclusion, David K. Cohen and Eleanor Farrar
analyzed it with less enthusiasm than had Joel Levin after the

first and second years of operation, but with a more positive
conclusion than Laura Hersh Salganik had reached in 1981.
From the perspective of promoting diversity . . . The
voucher demonstration in Alum Rock increased pro-

fessionals' ability to choose and design their work
settings, and made it possible for parents to select
among alternatives. If choice and diversity are good,
then schools in Alum Rock were better places. (Cohen
and Farrar 1984, 265-66)

Nathan Glazer contributed an unusual insight into the
effect of nonpublic schools upon discrimination practices
within their geographic areas.

When one's child attends private school, one is nog
required to move to get into the school of one's choice,

and residential mobility for educational reasons is
reduced. (Glazer 1983, 95)

Remember, the nonpublic schools are not as segregated
racially, economically, or even religiouslyas is often claimed.

Inner-city schools tend to be integrated, whether public or
private, but, according to Glazer, where the private schools are
present, "white flight" tends to be absent.
On the other side of the coin, however, Richard J. Murnane,
points out a possible weakness in the funding of education with
tuition tax credits and, by implication, vouchers.
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Recent U.S. experiences with third-party payment
systems in the health and nursing home industries
indicate that the potential for fraud is very great.
(Murnane 1983, 220)

This is certainly a possibility. It is countered by experience

with the GI Bill, and other third-party funding approaches,
both in basic and higher education. Fraud or abuse ha lccurred but on a relatively minor scale. It should also be remem-

bered that fraud and abuse exist in the present system, with
little option for correction by individual parents or students.
There is also a significant difference between most other
third-party payments and those in education. Medicare, Medicaid, food stamps, and the like are relatively open-ended programs, either in terms of what is available in a given year, or the
number of years one may be covered; in some instances both of

these conditions apply. Education assistance, on the other
hand, tends to be for limited amounts of both money and time.

Any veteran who permitted fraudulent use of this benefitfor
example, allowing a fly-by-night or "paper" school to claim
tuition reimbursement for his or her non-attendancewould
thereby lose later use of the benefit for educational advancement, as well as running the-risk of criminal penalties.
Another development of the early eighties was the conclusion of a massive study of the public schools. Conducted by
John I. Good lad, the results were published in 1984 as A Place
Called School. The tone is temperate, the documentation and
extent of the study is impressive, and the findings are largely
consistent with those that appeared earlier.

I do in fact doubt that schooling, as presently conceived and conducted, is capable of providing large
segments of young people with the education they
and this democracy require, and I include among
these young people a significant proportion of those
now "making it." (Goodlad 1984, 91)

The latter pc int is important. Many public school critics
have noted its obvious failures, and its inability to assist the
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disadvantaged, the poor, the unusual, studentincluding many
who are bright, creative, and well-adjusted. Good lad concluded it isn't working for many who emerge successfully from
its embrace. Teachers will recognize the truth of that comment.
Many students succeed despite, not because of, schooling.

Unfortunately, as indicated in an earlier chapter, educators tend not to be readers of professional material, and
probably only a very limited number of the nation's teachers
have read his report, or those of others, and a goodly number
may have never even heard of it. Still, changes do seem to be
underway. Bit by bit, state by state, the system is opening up.
While the pace may not seem swift enough to meet the need,
and there is no certainty as to the final outcome, it is perhaps
both desirable and inevitable that it take place in this manner.
Revolution by evolution permits continual adjustments
along the way, and the opportunity to benefit from the experiences of the early pioneers. Besides, there is no way for the
institution of public schooling in the United States, being as
large as it is, to be transformed overnight, not even if it were
as it is in most other western democraciesa national system.
A massive structure involving fifty states, more than fifteen
thousand school districts, millions of teachers, tens of millions
of students, and hundreds of billions of capital investment and
annual expenditures, has an institutional inertia that does not
permit rapid alterations. This is not to say it cannot be altered,

but only that it requires great patience, persistence, and
persuasion to bring it about. As a matter of fact, public
perceptions and opinion do seem to be changing, for there is
today a growing awareness that

(T)he nineteenth century common school provided
anything but a uniform and common education . . .

Within the common school there were different
schooling experiences for various racial, ethnic, social,
and religious groups. Differences in the availability of
private schools, residential location, political power,

race, and income were reflected to a great extent in
schools that were heavily stratified. (Henry Levin
1982, 16)
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Some people are concerned that private choices may not
lead to the proper social results. This argument against family
choice lacks convincing evidence. Over the generations tens of
millions of students have attended nonpublic schools. There is
no evidence that they have been in any way inferior to citizens
produced by the public-school system. James S. Coleman has

suggested that, if anything, the truth is that the nonpublic
schools, specifically the Catholic parochial schools, have done
a better job in this regard than the public institutions. And they

have done it not only for Catholics but for non-Catholics as
well, and not only for whites but for nonwhites. (Coleman and
Hoffer 1987, 5)

It should also be remembered that the Founding Fathers,

who established this nation and wrote the United States
Constitution, were themselves products either of religiously
affiliated private schools, or of a tutoring program, or of home
schooling. A few were self-taught. This did not prevent them
from achieving desirable social results or from establishing

"social cohesion"to counter another rhetorical complaint
about the possible a angers of vouchers.
In the view of Henry M. Levin, the challenge of vouchers
and tuition tax credits may at least motivate the public-school
system to increase the options for students and parents, even if

vouchers and credits do not become realities. If support for
them did not exist there would probably not be the current
movement toward alternative schools, open enrollments, and
other reforms in the public school arena (Levin 1982, 44).
During this time Stephen Arons's work on the First Amendment's implications for separation of school and state culminated in the publication of Compelling Belief, which to some

represented a compelling argument. Arons makes the point
that for a citizen to pay a state tax in support of government
schools in addition to making private payments in the exercise

of the First Amendment right to choose a school is no more
constitutionally acceptable than it is for a citizen to be forced to
pay a poll tax in order to exercise the right to vote (Arons 1983,
211).

In one of his articles, "The Separation of School and State:
Pierce Reconsidered," he makes an important point:
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If the First Amendment is applied to the reality of
schooling as it has developed in this century, the
conclusion must be that individual liberty, the healthy
functioning of the political system, and the preserva-

tion of a truly public and governable public-school
system require a separation of school and state. (Arons
1976, 212-13)

From Minnesota came the voice of Joe Nathan, a public
school teacher and administrator:
We have never provided equal opportunity in education. If we stick to our present system of public and
private schools, we will fall farther and farther short of
our ideals... . For more than 200 years, there has been

tension between providing equal opportunity and
limiting individual freedom . . . The voucher concept
offers an opportunity to join these conflicting ideas.
(Nathan, 1983, 147)

Thomas James added further evidence that government
schools had not been the great leveler in the past as their
advocates maintain:

One study has shown that by 1879 the academies,
along with the preparatory departments that played a
similar role as extensions of private colleges, enrolled
about 73 percent of all students at the secondary level
in the United States. As the public high school took
hold, the number fell to 32 percent a mere ten years
later. (James 1983, 61)

Nathan Glazer agreed:

I am convinced that the conflicts of values in this
country today . . are so great that the vision of a truly
common school, in which all are educated together,
simply will not work. Fortunately, for its hopes for
success, the common school, whatever its ideology,
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has not, for most of its history, been like that, nor are
most public schools like that today. (Glazer 1983, 100)

As for precedents for government aid to nongovernment
schools, Dennis Encarnation gave this assessment:

When aid from both direct and indirect government
sources was added together using available data, it
made up an estimated one-quarter of total nonpublicschool resources from all public and private sources
during the 1970-71 school year. Given expanded aid
programs . . . it is very unlikely that the relative

importance of government financial support has
diminished with time. (Encarnation 1983, 193)
It should be recalled that the ongoing "crisis" in education,
is not really that; it is a crisis in public schooling. Education is

always subject to criticism but the constant barrage since at
least 1953, when Arthur Bestor's Educational Wastelands was
published, has been primarily in and about the public schools.
Like all American institutions, nonpublic schools could
use more money, but the various problems of "education" with

which we are all familiar are more properly regarded as a
problem of public "schooling." Numerous surveys and studies
have shown that satisfaction in nonpublic schools, on the part

of students, parents, teachers (despite their lower pay) and
everyone else is much higher than in the public schools. Strikes
are virtually unknown. Yet the nonpublic schools, as a group,
have less of almost everything and what they have is of a poorer

qualityolder buildings, textbooks, etc.in comparison to the
public schools. The reason for the satisfaction seems to stem
from the condition of choice.
The variety that exists in nonpublic schools also precludes
what William von Humboldt regarded as the major problems

of government-controlled education: uniform treatment of
individuals and mediocrity. Like Adam Smith, Humboldt
reasoned that
the profit motive would encourage better teaching,
which would in time result in a greater demand for
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education. He noticed that teachers educate themselves better when their fortunes depend on their own
efforts, than when their chances of promotion rest on
what they are led to expect from the state. (O'Donnell
1985, 78)

Frank Newman suggested that
a new program should be created, based on the basic
elements of the GI Bill, providing student aid in return
for community service on the part of young men and
women. (Newman 1985, xix)

AFT President Albert Shanker, commenting on research
showing that the average education student has an SAT score
40 points below the national average noted that superintendents complicate this by hiring the worst of the new teachers
because they give less trouble.
I have personally seen one teacher knowingly hired with
false credentialsthe college transcripts presented belonged
to someone with the same name. I know of another person who
was selected for department chairman after the administration
had been specifically advised that, of all the teachers interested
in the position, this was the one who was least qualified on the
basis of leadership ability, creative imagination and originality,
a person who lacked the ability to be independent enough to
differ with the central administration if the need arose. Perhaps
the superintendent selected that person for those very weaknesses.
Other educators can undoubtedly supply their own examples. It does indeed happen, and the reason Shanker gave
for the superintendent's attraction to mediocrity is probably accurate. Shanker has also warned that "If we don't improve the
public schools, people will turn to private schools." To which
Peter Brimelow responded:
Aha! Doesn't this concede the argument that stronger

private schools will keep the public sector honest?
Changing fronts adroitly, Shanker instantly draws an
ingenious distinction between the idea of competition,
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which he describes as stimulative, and the reality,
which he argues would be destructive. But his debating skill does not quite cover the hole in his argument.
(Brimelow 1985, 353)

Lawrence Uzzell identifies two groups of serious reform-

ers: the "neocentralists," who would further centralize
government schools with full state funding or, as in Hawaii,
with a statewide school district; and the "neopluralists," who
would decentralize or localize schools.
The neopluralists believe that most of what we now
call "education policy" should be made by people in
daily contact with real children . . .. Their spokesmen
include Stephen Arons, author of a brilliant theoretical

critique of monopoly schooling, and Joe Nathan,
godfather of the controversial Minnesota voucher
proposal that was upheld early in 1983 by the Supreme Court. (Uzzell 1985,14)

By the mid-eighties only forty cents of each government
school dollar was going to the classroom teacher, a circumstance that could be expected to change in voucher schools
managed by the faculty.

Parents would be likely to support a redistribution
favoring teachers for the same reason that so many of
them now pay tuition in private schools; that is, they

seek good teaching and small classes, not more administration. (Coons 1985, 11)

Public officials began openly supporting vouchers, although not necessarily in exact agreement about the same form.

Supporters included Tenn. Governor Lamar Alexander and
Florida Sen. Jack Gordon.
In the 1983 Gallup Poll of the Public's Attitudes toward the
Public Schools, fifty-one percent of the public favored a voucher

plan as did sixty-four percent of blacks and sixty percent of
those between 18 and 29.
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In 1985 William Coats, the Executive Director of the Education Voucher Institute of Farmington, Michigan, thought the
public school establishment would never support any voucher

proposal. Perhaps not, but public opinion polls reveal that a
significant percentage of public school teachers support the
voucher concept. They need to be recognized and organized for
their input is invaluable.
The Institute has since ceased to exist and Coats is part of
the establishment about which he worried. In 1987, after he had

become the Superintendent in the Anchorage, Alaska School
District, he wrote the author to say he continues "to believe that
free market concepts such as parental choice and competition
not only have a place in public education but must operate to
some degree in order for public schools to survive."
A superintendent who believes differently is Lew Finch,
who has said it is "a cruel hoax" to suggest that vouchers would
give all students access to excellent programs (Finch 1985, 12).
First, no one has suggested that a voucher program would
assure all students having access to excellent programs. Repeatedly, proponents have cautioned that no system is perfect.
Second, do "all students" have such access now? Finch, whose
special interest shows, implies they do. The "cruel hoax" is the
one perpetrated by public schools that pretend to do what they
do not, and probably cannot, do.

Another straw man that Finch puts forward in his
opposition is the view that there is an

absence of documented experience and research to
suggest that a voucher plan is likely to improve learning for the majority of students. A substantial body of
knowledge exists showing what will improve learning, but an open voucher system is not identified as a
factor contributing to effective schools. (Finch 1985,
11)

Too many public-school people like Finch create a Catch 22
situation by opposing voucher projects and then, as here, citing

the lack of research data as an argument against vouchers.
Furthermore, as has been indicated, a wide variety of voucher
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programs do exist in the nation: for typical students in places
like Vermont, New Hampshire, and Maine, for special education students in many places and, of course, for veterans under
the GI Bill. The GI Bill, used by over 17,000,000 veterans, in
addition to other federal and state programs providing student

grants, more than prove "that a voucher plan is likely to
improve learning for the majority of students."
In 1985 the Reagan Administration again proposed, as it
had in 1983, converting the Title I program to vouchers, averaging about $600 per pupil. Education Secretary- William J.
Bennett argued that a $600 voucher could make a considerable
difference for many youngsters, especially when one considers
that the average tuition in private elementary schools was only
$635.

Bennett also noted that public opinion polls show lowincome and minority parents are among the strongest supporters of vouchers. As for the argument that public schools will not
be able to compete with private schools, he said that seventynine percent of those who have the funds to choose any school
in the nation choose a public school. This is slightly below the
eighty-two percent that attend public schools in France where
they have had vouchers since the early 1950s.
Sen. Orrin G. Hatch (R.-Utah) guaranteed this approach
would have high priority in the United States Senate, but that
didn't happen and the bill died with the session at the end of
1986.

A middle ground is struck by Mario D. Fantini, Dean of the
School of Education at the University of Massachusetts, who
has long worked for options within the public school framework. He argues that the main difference between private and

public education is the right of choice and that the public
schools try to make everyone fit the system even though there

is no best way either to teach or to learn. Promoting choice
within public schools, therefore, is a win-win proposition for
everyone. If the public schools do not begin to present meaningful choices, however, then "a voucher system is in the cards
for the future."
Patrick Cox, an analyst for the American Studies Institute

in Phoenix, Arizona, argues that teachers should work for
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parents, not politicians. He would also change our terminology
and call public schools government schools and refer to private

schools as voluntary schools. He regards "public" and "private" references to schools as terms taught us by the government.
LISA Today, reporting this story, added some thoughts from a

random selection of Americans across the country, who were
asked how they felt about school vouchers. Most of those reported in the story supported them. They included Lloyd Graf,
62, a shipping clerk from Loma Linda, California; Michael
McDonald, 28, a Green Bay, Wisconsin accountant; Julianna
Williams, a 29-year-old word processor from Houston, Texas,
who believes they would be especially helpful for underprivileged children; and Ed Watkins, a 41-year-old construction
estimator from Alexandria, Virginia, who regards vouchers as
"a step in the right direction" and favors testing the idea (LISA
Today, Dec. 11, 1985,10A).

Another supporter was Diane Ravitch, who has written
extensively about education. Noting the general use of student
grants for low-income students to attend either public or private institutions of higher education, she added, "it is difficult
to see why this approach is appropriate for college, but not for
schooling" (Ravitch 1985, 168).
Peter Brimelow regards public schooling as "the American
version of Soviet agriculture, beyond help as currently organized because its incentive structure is all wrong" and says this

sociali zed monopoly can be cured by competition such as
vouchers would provide (Brimelow 1985, 351, 352).
in 1985 support definitely seemed to be growing.
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In 1986 there was activity in support of family choice; at the
same time evidence was accumulating that a change in the
schooling system is necessary. A report by the National Coalition of Advocates for Students (NCAS) claimed that the school
policies of tracking and sorting students were having "a resegregating effect" which is perceived as a disadvantage to
blacks and Hispanics, and is a cause of higher dropout rates in
the population of nonwhite students. The report said blacks
drop out at twice the rate of whites and the rate reaches eighty
percent for Puerto Rican students and eighty-five percent for
Native Americans in some schools (McGuire 1986, 15). Surely,
no form of a voucher system, or any other "choice" option,
could produce worse results.
Public school teachers are aware of their system's shortcomings, especially in urban centers. Whatever their organiza-

tional leaders may maintain, however they may argue on
behalf of public schools against the "threat" of nonpublic
schools, teachers know better. The proof is that public school
teachers send their own children to nonpublic schools in greater
proportion than do other parents.
The American Enterprise Institute reports that in Chicago,
for example, forty-six percent of that system's teachers send
their children to private schools, compared to twenty-three
149
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percent of the parents who are not public school teachers. In
Albuquerque, the comparative percentages are 30 and 14; in
Austin, Texas, twenty-five and thirteen; and so on in similar
ratios around the nation (The Wall Street Journal, August 28,
1986, 14). Public school teachers prefer private schools for their
own children. Do they know something their leaders don't? Do
they think private schools are inferior, or racist, or destructive
of the general consensus and the need for "social cohesion"? Do

they oppose personal choice? Would they object to a tuition
voucher assisting their educational independence?
The annual Gallup Poll of the Public's Attitudes toward the
Public Schools, reported annually in Phi Delta Kappan, for
the sixth time in sixteen years (1970, 1971, 1981, 1983, 1985, and
1986), for the second year in a row, and for the third time in four

years, asked this question:
In some nations the government allots a certain amount
of money for each child for his education. The parents

can send the child to any public, parochial or private
school they choose. This is called the "voucher system." Would you like to see such an idea adopted in
this country?
In 1986 forty-six percent said yes, forty-one percent said
no, and thirteen percent had no opinion. Those with no children
in school voted 44-41-15; public school parents favored the idea
51-41-8; and the nonpublic school parents tally was 64-28-8. In
other words, those directly affected by the decision favored it
by clear majorities, while those without children in school were

narrowly divided on the question. For the same six Gallup
Polls, the overall totals were:
Year

Yes

No

No opinion

1970

43
38
43

1983
1985
1986

45
46

46
44
41
38
40
41

11

1971
1981
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18
16
11

15
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Thus, for sixteen years, a near-majority plurality, or an actual
majority, has favored the system and, since 1981, those in favor
have always outnumbered those opposed.
The 1986 survey showed:

Nonwhites favor adoption of the system by a wide
margin (54 percent to 33 percent). Similarly, those
under thirty, Catholics, persons residing in inner cities, and those who are dissatisfied with the performance of the public schools (i.e., give them a D or Failing

grade) support the adoption of the voucher system by
about a 5-3 margin. (Alec M. Gallup 1986, 58)
Among voucher advocates, perhaps the under-thirty subgroup

is the most encouraging support. If they don't change their
minds, they could provide a majority in a few years, perhaps a
politically effective majority.
A variation of this periodic question in the Gallup Polls
came in early 1988 when the organization was polling for the
Times Mirror Company. This nationwide survey asked citi-

zens whether they were more or less "likely to vote for a
candidate who supports giving parents vouchers to pay for
their kids' education." Omitting those who didn't express a
preference, the results were that forty-nine percent were more
likely to vote for such a candidate and only twenty-seven
percent were less likely.
The poll, part of a series, also divided the public into nine

subcategoriesfour of which were oriented toward the Republicans and five toward the Democrats. Of these nine
groups only one, a Democratic group representing seven percent of all voters, was less likely to support such a candidate and
by a thirty-three to forty-one percent ratio (Newsweek, May 16,
1988, p. 8). It seems that the ongoing debate in favor of vouchers

is gradually making an impression, even if it is not making
headline news.
Efficiencies that could result from family choice and professional autonomy for teachers might solve the unending
fiscal crisis of public schooling. Surveys of parents showed
most of them are concerned about teacher quality and favor
small schools, especially neighborhood schools. Teachers, on
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the other hand, tend to be more concerned with class size. The

concern of the parents has been backed up by research that
proves small schools are more important to students than small

classes. When students complain of being a number, it is
usually because of the size of the institution they are attending.

In Japan, whose students' math scores consistently outrank those in the United States and other nations, the typical
math class may have seventy-one students. This is not an
argument for classes of that size in this country but it certainly
is proof that students in such classes can be achievers.
At the same time, the percentage of the public s,I,00l
budget devoted to teachers has been declining for years. Where
not too many years ago it was fifty-six percent, or more, it now
is in the thirty-seven to forty percent range. The remainder goes

to larger administrative staffs than schools need, or parents
desire; to large schools which increase, not decrease, costs; to
transportation costs (most of which, contrary to public opinion,
are not caused by busing for desegregation but by the creation

of large central schools); to fund ineffective but expensive
mandates that elected officials cannot seem to refrain from
adopting; and to numerous other programs which, while they
may be supported by a number of citizens, would not likely be

implemented in schools created by teachers and selected by
students and their parents.
On the other hand, the nonpublic school budgets reveal
that their per-pupil costs average much less than public schools
and without a decline in academic achievement.

Consider the following statement about the variance in
expenses incurred by municipal government:
A recent study of 121 cities by the National Center for

Policy Analysis (NCPA) concluded that some cities
pay seven times more than others for janitorial services, six times more for street cleaning, 11 times more
per ton for trash collection, four times more per ton for

asphalt paving, and more than three times more for
maintenance of traffic signals. (Lieberman, June 1986,
732)
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Other studies have indicated that a similar variance in
costs exists for education. Comparable schools, in both higher
and basic education, have differences in per-pupil costs of twoto-one or more. If schools were competing with one another,
the style of the efficient ones might be more generally adopted.
While the purpose of this volume is to present a history of
the voucher idea rather than possible alternate school models,

it is certainly conceivable that an effective school could be
created with higher average teacher salaries and lower average
per-pupil costs than the present system. Much could be implemented within the present system. The supportive research is
there, but it is ignored, sometimes intentionally so, because it
indicates changes in structure, processes, and roles unwelcome
to many now in control. In this case, the problem is not lack of
money; it is lack of will.
Another 1986 development was the explosion of a delayed
time bomb, set ticking by the U.S. Supreme Court's 1975 Wood
v. Strickland decision. It held that public school officials could be

liable for damages if students were not properly treated. Late
in 1986 U.S. District Judge Thomas G. Hull in Greeneville,
Tennessee awarded more than $50,000 to seven fundamentalist
Christian families who paid to send their children to private
schools so they would not have to read public-school textbbooks
they found religiously offensive.
The judge said "the school board violated the families' civil
rights by forcing their children to remain in reading classes
when their parents believed their religious beliefs were being
undermined by material in the 1983 edition of the Holt, Rinehart,

Winston reading series." Hull said, "the children should be
allowed to 'opt out' of religiously offensive reading classes"
(The Patriot, Dec. 16, 1986, Al).
The parents in this case, among other things, objected to the

use of The Wizard of Oz in a classroom attended by their child
because of its reference to a "wicked witch." That has been a
cause of amusement in some quarters, even if the court ruling
has not. Admittedly, the presence of The Wizard of Oz in the
curriculum, or its absence, is not likely to save the world. With
the story televised at least once a year, not many Americans can
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remain forever unaware of it. Still, what is so terrible about
family choice that permits a parent to send a child to a school
with or without The Wizard, as they wish?

The decision was appealed and overturned but Judge
Hull's ruling reverberated throughout the public education
community. Appalled by the decision, and by the dollars
awarded, public educators proclaim the impossibility of operating a school that can please everybody.
Absolutely. They have it right.
They seem, however, unable to arrive at the logical conclu-

sion: If it is impossible, then why try to operate schools for
everybody? Why not have everybody choose their own school?

Why not place the individual before the institution? Institutions, after all, are but means to ends, not ends in themselves.
The nation has not heard the last of this type of controversy.
As long as parents and students are coerced by the state, some
will fight back
Other developments include the introduction of a program
in Minnesota whereby the state will pay toward the costs of
college students who would normally be in the 11th or 12th

grade, where the state would be paying for their education
anyway, through its support of the public schools.
As the program continues, students electing this option
seem to do as well in college as those who normally attend after

high school graduation, although there have been complaints
from some in the public schools who bemoan the loss of funds

they would otherwise receive. They seem to feel students
should be kept hostage a few years longer as a source of income.
Representative John Brandi, also a public affairs professor

at the Hubert Humphrey Institute and the author of an educational voucher bill, argued that Minnesota's educational problems are too serious for piecemeal approaches. The system, he
argued, requires more than "mere tinkering," and additional
money to the K-12 system should only be provided if corresponding change is initiated. As a result the Minnesota Education Association withdrew its endorsement of his reelection
bid. He won anyway (Mazzoni and Sullivan 1986, 189 and 192).
The changes in Minnesota were strongly urged by a report
in 1982 by the Citizens League, an independent public interest
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organization which called for deregulation, decentralization,
and parent choice in education. Support also came from Public
School Incentives, a nonprofit corporation formed to "create
alternatives in public school education," from the Minnesota

Business Partnership, and from Governor Rudy Perpich
(Mazzoni and Sullivan 1986, 189-190).

The most far-reaching of the governor's recommendations is granting every Minnesota student by 1988-89

the right to attend any of the state's public schools,
regardless of district boundaries. State school fundingand in the Perpich plan the state would pay the
costs for all basic foundation aidwould follow the
student. (Mazzoni and Sullivan 1986,192-93)

Those who thought this couldn't possibly occur were
undoubtedly surprised when it was passed by the legislature in
early 1988, to be phased in over the next few school years. This
success, it was argued, came about because of the gradualist approach that concerned Representative Brandl.
In 1985, as mentioned, high school juniors and seniors were
allowed to attend colleges and universities with state support.

In 1987, "at risk" students could transfer to another district,
followed by state funding. In 1987-88, fourteen hundred of
them did just that, including the return of seven hundred who
had dropped out earlier. Also in 1987, a voluntary interdistrict
enrollment plan was begun, with 153 districts scheduled to
participate in 1988-89. In 1988 adults were allowed to return to
high school to earn a diploma if they had at least finished tenth
grade and were receiving public assistance.
These steps, each of which was successful, or promised to
be so, helped obtain the passage of the statewide open-enrollment plan in the spring of 1988. The plan took effect in 1989-90
for the state's 435 school districts, each of which has more than
one thousand students. Those districts with a smaller student

body have until 1990-91 before they have to take part. Each

district must develop a plan for the admission of transfer
students. They do have the option of accepting none at all, but

if they once accept a student, they must accept everyone
I
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applying, provided there is space (William Snider, Education
Week, May 4, 1988, pp. 1, 13).

Minnesota has the highest graduation rate in the nation.
On the basis of that fact, it might be concluded that there is a
high degree of student satisfaction in Minnesota. To the contrary, sixty-two percent of Minnesota high school seniors told
pollsters their schools did not challenge them. The state now
permits public-school students to enroll early in postsecondary
institutions of many kinds, including public vocational-technical institutes. In the first semester of this new program, these
students had higher average grades than traditional freshmen
(Wall Street Journal, Aug. 28, 1986, 14).

Ernest Boyer, former Secretary of the United States Office
of Education, and chairman of the Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching, advocated vouchers to pay for late-

afternoo.,. elective classes for students from poor families
(Newsweek, Oct. 26, 1987, 75-76). Also, four governors came out

in favor of vouchers, and a National Governors' Association
task force on education supported more choices in schools,
although not necessarily by vouchers. Change is in the offing!
Mark A. Kutner, Joel D. Sherman, and Mary F. Williams
reviewed the trend toward assisting nongovernmental schools
over the past twenty years, beginning with the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act (ESEA) of 1965 which redefined the
federal role in education and was the first federal program to
contain provisions requiring federally funded services for private school students. The breakthrough which made possible
congressional approval of ESEA came with an agreement between interest groups representing both public schools and
religious organizations over a child-benefit approach to federal
aid. The result of this agreement was that local school districts
were required to make available to eligible private school
students educational services paid for by the federal government (Kutner et al., 1986, 59).

Private enterprise in the health field also began to look at
vouchers.
Humana, which enrolled 500,000 patients in its group
health program over the past two years, now plans to
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offer such variations as a "voucher" plan for retirees

covered by medicare. Says Humana's president,
Wendell Cherry: "We think, [the voucher] is the system of the future." (VVilscn and Cahan, Business Week,
Jan. 13, 1986)
In the case of Witters v. Washington Dept. of Services for the
Blind, the Supreme Court finally ruled January 27, 1986, on the

question of whether an individual may use funds received
from the government to attend a religious institution to study
for the clergy, although thousands of GIs had done so without
a challenge.
It said yes.

On the facts, it is inappropriate to view any state aid
ultimately flowing to the Christian college as resulting
from a state action sponsoring or subsidizing religion.
Nor does the mere circumstance that petitioner has
chosen to use neutrally available state aid to help pay
for his religious education confer any message of state
endorsement of religion. . . .
. It is well settled that the Establishment Clause
is not violated every time money previously in the
possession of a State is conveyed to a religious institution. For example, a State may issue a paycheck to one
of its employees, who may then donate all or part of
that paycheck to a religious institution, all without
constitutional barrier; and the State may do so even
knowing t hat the employee so intends to dispose of his
salary. It is equally well settled, on the other hand, that

the State may not grant aid to a religious school.
whether cash or in kind, where the effect of the aid is
"that of a direct subsidy to the religious school" from
the State . . . Aid may have that effect even though it

takes the form of aid to students or parents

.

.

.

Washington's program is "made available generally
without regard to the sectarian-nonsectarian, or public-

nonpublic nature of the institution benefited" and is
no way skewed toward religion.
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Also, Washington State has an eight-year-old program for

dropouts in which vouchers can be cashed at private
ins'itutions; in 1986 California began to implement a similar
measure (Kelley 1986, 11).

Myron Lieberman suggested that:
Private enterprise must do more than sell products to
public and private schools. It must establish and operate schools . . . The private sector delivers other socalled public services more cheaply, and often better,
than public agencies. I see no reason that it cannot do
the same with education. (Lieberman 1986, 136)
John E. Chubb and Terry E. Moe, like so many before them,

said that if government schools are going to be organized so
they can make real improvements they may have to be allowed
to function much like nongovernmental schools, with a large
degree of teaching and professional autonomy.

Effective control over schools would be transferred
from government to the market. Government would
. . . provide funding, in the form of vouchers allocated
to parents. But virtually all the important decisions
. . . would be taken out of the hands of politicians and
administrators and given over to schools and their
immediate clients: the students and their parents.
(Chubb and Moe 1986, 34)

George Early, president of Learning Therapy Associates,
believes

the educational establishment is incapable of reform
from within, and the voucher system seems our only
hope of making a real impact on the situation. Putting
the schools solidly into free enterprise undoubtedly
would bring great improvement. (Early 1986)
Colorado Governor Richard Lamm, reportif.g on the find-

ings of the National Governors' Association Task Force on
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Parent Involvement and Choice, which he chaired, said it is
ironic, in a land with one hundred cereals, two hundred different cars, and three hundred religious denominations from
which to choose, that there isn't greater choice within the public
school system, something people clearly want.

The task force, believing the present structure of public
education cannot deal effectively with both the nation's diversity and its demand for compulsory education, recommended
adopting legislation permitting families to select among public
schools in their state and allowing 11th and 12th graders to
attend accredited public postsecondary institutions, with tax
funds following them, as in Minnesota (Lamm 1986, 211).
National columnist Neal Peirce was harsher:

Perhaps school boards are an idea whose time has
come, and gone . . . At a minimum, the time is more
than ripe for increased experimentation. School vouch-

ers, for example

.

.

.

An heretical idea in

"democratic"America? Perhaps . . . Rare is the school
board that even toys with such innovative approaches.
But the whirlwind of change has just started. (Peirce
1986)

Peter Brimelow supports choice in schooling:
There is no reason a private delivery system is incompatible with a government interest in fostering education. After all, Washington is in the food stamp business, not the supermarket business . . .

But, he laments,

... it won't happen soon. The education establishment
is a confirmation of the public choice approach to
economics for which James Buchanan was recently
awarded the Nobel prize. Highly organized professional educators, sympathetic liberal legislators and a

constituency of manipulable education consumers

form a classic "iron triangle" that has proved
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impervious to reform. (Brimelow 1986, 76)

In Washington the Reagan Administration reintroduced

its proposal to convert funds for remedial education of
disadvantaged youth to vouchers, this time on a voluntary
basis. The $3.9 billion program would provide about $800 for
each of the five million eligible students.
However, the proposal could have targeted the remedial

money to poor schools at the expense of some middle- and
upper-income neighborhoods. Given that the latter two categories have much more political clout than the former, its chance
of passage was further weakened (The Patriot, Dec. 30, 1986,
A4).

With the Reagan Administration being followed by that of

George Bush, however, continuing presidential support of
vouchers and family choice was assured for the immediate
future. This was demonstrated when the education summit
conference of governors, called together by President Bush in
late September 1989, included choice as one of the proposals it
endorsed.
The words of Laura Hersh Salganik, written in 1981, still
have merit:

Since a true voucher system with nonpublic options
and a workable information system has never been
tried in the U.S., there is no direct evidence about what
the education marketplace would be like . . . the

paradox of universal, compulsory, state controlled
schooling is that so long as we insist upon it, we cannot

learn whether we need it, what we need it for, how it
does whatever we suppose it does, or what might, if
anything, better take its place. (Salganik 1981, 24)

Until funding from some source permits a fair trial of
vouchers, their possible impact will not be known. Supporters
should not, however, be disheartened. The ongoing debate is
surely to some degree responsible for developments in Minnesota, the position of the National Governors' Association, alternative schools, and other movements in the direction of choice.
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The urgency of the situation was dramatically illustrated
in 1989 when the courts of Kentucky and Texas found their
present system of providing education to be unconstitutional.
In Kentucky the court said that meant the entire systemthe
school districts and school boards, the state department of
education, as well as the funding mechanism.
In both states the court called for a very tight deadline to
create an alternate, and acceptable, system. What that might be
is still far from being determined as this volume was being
prepared for press; but these cases bring the number of such
court decisions at the state level to ten since Serrano I in
California in 1971; choice is already on the scene, or being
seriously considered, in twenty states; consideration in Kentucky is being given to ideas that were previously unacceptable

in public debate; and the chances of a real restructuring of
public schooling, including the possibility of an expanded use
of vouchers, are perhaps greater than they have ever been.
The final step may yet be taken.
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Summing Up:
The Idea That Will Not Die

Whether called "tuition vouchers," "education vouchers,"
"family choice," or described but given no name, the proposal
to fund education by supporting students rather than institutions has been with us for more than two hundred years. While
it is not the standard in basic education, both supporters and
working models have been growing in recent years.
The most extensive example is the GI Bill, adopted as part
of the Servicemen's Readjustment Act of 1944, which came

about despite much opposition from the higher education
community, the prime beneficiary of the plan. This Bill has
shown the value of the idea, as have the many state and federal
student grant programs since that time.

In basic education, too, the voucher approach has been
making inroads. Although it has a history prior to World War
II, its use has become more common since then, both in the

United Statesespecially in New Englandand elsewhere.
England in 1945, Canadian provinces in the 1960s and 1970s,

and Australia in the 1970s are but a few of the examples of
progress that we have noted.
While Americans pride themselves on their social conscience and concern for the individual, other nations have often

been in the forefront of establishing social programs. For example, Social Security was introduced in the United States in
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the 1930s, generations after its initiation in other industrialized
nations. Even the autocratic regime of Bismarck's Prussia established such a program in the nineteenth century.
It is also a fact that most western democracies permit more
choice in education than does the United States, this being the
only industrial democracy that does not routinely aid nonpublic schools. The pity, as Chester E. Finn, jr., wrote in the Foreword, is that research demonstrates the effectiveness of educational choice, especially for students of lower socioeconomic
status, those for whom schooling is least successful.
That much of the educational establishment opposes even

limited testing of vouchers, or other forms of educational
choice, is not surprising. To reiterate what I have already said
earlier, professions are rarely changed from within. Experts are
experts of the status quo, of what is rather than what can be or
what should be. They benefit from the status quo, or think they

do, and they don't want to risk losing what they have, for
promises of a better way. It shouldn't be surprising that this
opposition is more apparent from the spokespersons for the organizations than from individual members.

In the early stages of the contemporary debate, in 1970,
43 percent of school administrators favored vouchers, as did
45 percent of the teachers, though this dropped to 20 percent for
administrators a year later, after they had heard from their or-

ganizational leaders.
Teachers have shown more independence in their views.
The percentage of their support for choice remains higher and,
in many cities, 20 percent, 30 percent, or more of those with
school-age children send them to nongovernment schools.
Students and parents have even stronger feelings. One
survey showed high school juniors and seniors preferred to
have vouchers by a two-to-one margin
In the 1986 Gallup Poll on education, 51 percent of publicschool parents supported vouchers, to 41 percent opposed.
Nonpublic-school parents registered a 64 to 28 approval rating
So why doesn't it happen?
The answers are many, most of which are typical of any
proposal for significant change.
Opponents are well organized, in a relatively few large
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groups, almost all with Washington headquarters and part of
a common community. It also is easier to block change than to
bring it about.
Supporters, if organized at all, belong to many, mostly
small. groups, scattered across the country. They also are less
unified in their support. Not all voucher proposals are the
same, and some supporters seem to want their version or none
at all.
As Milton Friedman has indicated, while a standard voucher

might be second-place to a compensatory one by which students with special needs receive a voucher worth more than the
standard amount, it would stand a greater chance of being
adopted and would still be superior to the present arrangement.
The present system also has the advantage of at least being
known, "warts and all." The proposed system is full of promise
to its supporters, but seems to its detractors to present potential
dangers, and fear of the unknown is always a potent factor in
human affairs.
Politicallyand this does come down to a political questionpublic officials find little if any profit to be had by being
much ahead of public opinion in any area of life.
Further, many of the voices on both sides of the argument
show little knowledge of the substance or history of the idea, or

of examples that might be studied. In such an exchange of
biases, prejudices, or otherwise predetermined positions, defenders of the status quo have the advantage.
Many supporters of vouchers also seem not so much to be
really committed to educational choice and/or student welfare
as they seem to be motivated by anti-teacher and anti- publi"

school feelings or by an interest to get money for their own
projects. While these more narrow views may be valid for some
supporters, the general public is better off being persuaded that
the goal of the proposed change is itself valid and of extensive
value to the whole community.

Another difficulty arises because the idea has become
associated in recent years with Republican and conservative
causes, in contrast to most of its history, in which it had no
particular ideological coloration. The major attention in recent
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U.S. history began with the Office of Economic Opportunity
proposal of 1970, during the Nixon Administration, and the
resultant Alum Rock Project during the Nixon and Ford years.
This has been followed by support from the Reagan Administration, both philosophically and with specific proposals to
the 99th and 100th Congresses to convert Title I/Chapter I
funds to voucher projects. That support has continued with the
presidency of George Bush. The result has been for liberals and
Democrats at the national level to run for cover instead of
studying and supporting the idea as they might otherwise have
done.
Sen. Daniel Patrick Moynihan (D.-N.Y.) is one prominent
national Democrat who takes exception to the view of his
colleagues. As he has pointed out, for most of its history the
voucher idea has been more than acceptable to liberals, and "if
it prevails only as a conservative cause, it will have been a great
failure of American liberalism not to have seen the essentially

liberal nature of this pluralist proposition." (Moynihan 1981,
84).

It is also unfortunately true that many Americans lack a
basic commitment to democracy and pluralism, despite slogans, rhetoric, ceremonies, and protestations to the contrary. If
we respect each other's opinions, believe in individual freedom, cherish diversity, and have confidence in each other, why

do we fear letting parents determine the course of their children's education?
Why do we apparently believe that Americans will not
bring up their children to be "good citizens" unless we coerce
them, and ourselves in the process, to accept a standardized,
government-approved and regulated education?
Most professed advocates of education are in actuality
only advocates of schooling. There are supporters of government schools and supporters of nongovernment schools. What
is too often lacking are supporters of education, those concerned with our children and their education, rather than with
specific institutions. So it is that we have compulsory schooling, not compulsory education, as the phrase usually has it.
There is no requirement that citizens be educated, as millions of
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high school dropouts and hundreds of thousands of functionally illiterate graduates each year demonstrate.
Few words on this subject have been as powerful or as
eloquent as those of U.S. Supreme Court Associate Justice
Robert H. Jackson, writing for the Court in 1943 in West Virginia

Board of Education v. Barnette, the still-controversial decision
that requiring students to salute the flag and pledge allegiance
is a violation of their First Amendment rights:
Struggles to coerce uniformity of sentiment in support
of some end thought essential to their time and country have been waged by many good as well as by evil

men. As governmental pressure toward unity becomes greater, so strife becomes more bitter as to
whose unity it shall be. Probably no deeper division of
our people could proceed from any provocation than
from finding it necessary to choose what doctrine and

whose program public educational officials shall
compel youth to unite in embracing. Ultimate futility
of such attempts to compel coherence is the lesson of
every such effort ....Those who begin coercive elimination of dissent soon find themselves exterminating
dissenters. Compulsory unification of opinion achieves
only the unanimity of the graveyard.

In a system of governmental schooling it is unavoidably
"necessary to choose what doctrine and whose program public
educational officials shall compel youth to unite in embracing,"
and the nearly half-century since Jackson penned those words
has seen the gradual unfolding of the divisiveness he foresaw
proceeding from such an effort.
This is demonstrated by the exponential increase in educational litigation before the Supreme Court. From the Court's
first session, Feb. 1, 1790, until 1908, it decided 6 such cases.
From 1909-1928, it handed down 5 decisions; from 1929-1948,
14; from 1949-1965, 40; and from 1966-1984, 140 (Karier 1986,
407).

Whether it is because of growing social unrest, or of an
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ongoing debate, or of developments in other nations, or of the
growing trend to "privatization" of government functions, or

because of any combination thereof, the movement toward
educational choice, with or without vouchers, seems to be
building momentum.
Former Delaware governor Pete du Pont, speaking to
University of Iowa law students, while campaigning for the
Republican presidential nomination, proposed replacing government schools with vouchers. the value of which would be
equal to the per-pupil assessments in their school districts. He
argued, as have others, that this would promote competition
and better student performance. [Evening News (Harrisburg),
September 23,19871. He is apparently the first candidate for the

presidential nomination ever to openly state such a position.
As noted in chapter 11, four governors indicated support
for vouchers. At President George Bush's education summit
conference of governors in September 1989, support was shown
for choice among public schools. Minnesota became the first
state of a growing number of states to allow every student to
attend any of its public schools.
In any event, the end of the voucher debate has not yet

come. It may continue until some form of the proposal is
adopted, or other great reforms negate the need currently
perceived by so many.
In 1990 Wisconsin became the first state to adopt a tuition
voucher plan for public school students to use at secular private
schools. Under this new law 1,000 disadvantaged students in
Madison, which has 97,000 students in its public schools may
receive up to $2,500 each to attend other nonreligious institu-

tions. This law was new at press time and had not been
implemented.
In mid-1990, the New Jersey Supreme Court became the
latest to rule unconstitutional its state's manner of financing

public education. Similar suits are pending in a number of
other states and the process is getting underway in Pennsylvania where, as this book goes to press, 70 school districts have
joined together to take such action, and others are expected to

follow. The author is Executive Director of the Association
which is serving as the catalyst for the action.
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Dissatisfaction with the present system is growing from
within the educaional establishment, as well as from without.
The question, perhaps, is not so much whether you would
prefer to have educational choice for yourself, as a student or

parenta question to which most people would probably
reply yesbut whether you are prepared to grant that choice to
others. So far, despite the ongoing plurality or majority of
support in public opinion polls, our collective answer has generally been no.
That may be changing.
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As Alexis de Tocqueville remarked a century and a half ago,
citizens of the United States are inclined to form associations.
Today there are countless, and continually changing, numbers
of them. On vouchers alone quite a list could be assembled of
groups with some interest in the topic.
The following is therefore by no means exhaustive. Nor

have all the organizations necessarily taken a stand for or
against vouchers. It is presented only as a starting point for
those who wish to pursue the matter.
There are also many individuals active in this area, many
of whom are cited in this book, with or without an affiliation
with one of the following. They have not been included here,
nor have the officers of the organizations, because the mobility

of Americans guarantees that the addresses of any such list
would be inaccurate before the book appears and because there
was no wish to unduly interfere with their privacy.

In the present political environment a disproportionate
percentage of these groups tend to be conservative. As indicated in the text, vouchers have not historically been aligned
with any particular political philosophy but liberal organizations have become hesitant to endorse current voucher efforts
for a number of reasons, not all of which have to do with the
merits of the proposal itself. This is an unfortunate reality. With
those caveats, therefore, here are some possibilities:
American Assn of Christian
Schools

American Coalition for
Traditional Values

Box 1088

122 C St., N.W., Suite 850
Washington, D.C. 20001
202/628-2967

10195 Main St., Suite P
Fairfield, VA 22030
703/273-1164
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American Conservative Union
38 Ivy St., S.E.

Washington, D.C. 20003
202/546-6555

American Enterprise Institute
for Public Policy Research
1150 17th St., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
202/862-5800

Assn for Christian Schools
Box 35096

Houston, 'IX 77035
713/666-3111

Assn for Public Justice
806 15th St., N.W., Suite 218
Washington, D.C. 20005
202/737-2110

Assn of Christian Schools
International
731 Beech Blvd.
La Habra, CA 90631

Baptist Joint Committee on
Public Affairs
200 Maryland Ave., N.E.
Washington, D.C. 20002
202/544-4226

Brookings Institution
1775 Mass. Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
202/797-6000
The Catholic League for
Religious and Civil Rights
1100 West Wells St.
Milwaukee, WI 53233

17.

CATO Institute
224 Second St., N.E.
Washington, D.C. 20003
202/546-0200

Christian Schools Internatl
3350 E. Paris Ave.
Grand Rapids, MI 49508
616/957-1070
Citizens for Educational
Freedom
1611 N. Kent St.
Arlington, VA 22209
703/524-1991

Clearinghouse on Educational
Choice
1611 N. Kent St.
Arlington, VA 22209
703/524-1556

Committee for Public
Education and Religious
Liberty
c/o UPA
70 Lafayette St.
New York, N.Y. 10013
212/964-8847

Conservative Alliance
1001 Prince St.
Alexandria, VA 22314
703/684-3980

Conservative Caucus
450 Maple Ave. E.
Vienna, VA
703/893-1550

Appendix

Council for American Private
Education
Room 822
1625 Eye St., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006
202/659-0016

Council for Educational
Freedom in America
2105 Wintergreen Ave.
Forestville, MD 20747
301/336-1585

Heritage Foundation
214 Mass. Ave., N.E.
Washington, D.C. 20002
202/546-4400

Home Education Resource
Center
Box 124

Mt. Vernon, NH 03057

Hudson Institute
Herman Kahn Center
5395 Emerson Way

Educational Freedom Fd
20 Parkland
Glendale
St. Louis, MO 63122
314/966-3485.

First Amendment Research
Institute
1145 19th St., N.W.
Suite 717
Washington, D.C. 20036
202/857-3280

Free Congress Research and
Education Foundation
721 Second St., N.E.
Washington, D.C. 20002
202/546-3004

Freedom Council
Virginia Beach, VA 23466
804/420-0773

Heritage Education and
Review Organization

Box 26-919

Indianapolis, IN 46226

Institute for Liberty and
Community
Concord, VT 05824
802/695-2555

Natl Assn for Legal Support of
Alternative Schools
Box 2823

Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501
505/471-6928

Natl Catholic Conference for
Interracial Justice
1200 Vamum St., N.E.
Washington, D.C. 20017
202/529-6480
Natl Catholic Education Assn
Suite 100, 1077 30th St., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20007
202/337-6232

Box 202

Jarretsville, MD 21084
301/557-9846
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The Natl Center for
Privatization

Parents Rights Organization
12571 Northwinds Drive

Box 1998
Wichita, Kansas 67201-1998

St. Louis, MO 63146
314/434-4171

316/687-4000

Natl Coalition of Advocates
for Students
76 Summer St., 3d Flr.
Boston, MA 02110
617/357-8507

Natl Coalition of Alternative
Community Schools

Privatization Council
30 Rockefeller Center
Suite 3755
New York, NY 10112
212/247-1872

Public School Incentives
1885 University Ave.
St. Paul, MN 55104

Box 378, RD 1

Glenmoore, PA 19343
215/458-5138

The Sequoia Institute
3353 Bradshaw Road
Suite 121

Natl Coalition of Title I/
Chapter I Parents
National Parent Center

Sacramento, CA 95827

1314 14th St., N.W., Suite 6
Washington, D.C., 20005
202/483-8822

Thomas J. White Educational
Foundation
940 West Port Plaza
St. Louis, MO 63146
314/878-0400

Natl Pro-Family Coalition
721 Second St., N.E.
Washington, D.C. 20002
202/546-5342

Parents' Alliance to Protect
Our Children
44 E. Tacoma Ave.
Latrobe, PA 15650
412/459-6347

916/353 -5675

U.S. Catholic Conference,
Education
1312 Mass. Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005
202/659-6718
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The following bibliography is the product of my research in the

field of education during the past nineteen years and reflects
my direct involvement in education and schooling for many
more years than that. For those seeking a somewhat shorter yet
worthwhile basic program, I would especially recommend
three sources:
First, for an understanding of "a place called school," there
is perhaps no better single source than John I. Good lad's work
of that name. A Place Called School is one of the most thorough

and balanced evaluations that anyone has produced.
Second, for an understanding of vouchers and the argu-

ments in their behalf, the work of John E. Coons and his
colleagues stands out. Education by Choice: The Case For Family
Control, written by Coons and his longtime co-worker Stephen

D. Sugarman, is suggested as a starting point because it is a
work of depth produced after both the Serrano decisions and
the Alum Rock project.
Finallyand in some ways the most intriguing because he

almost has the field to himselfthere is Stephen Arons's
Compelling Belief with its provocative thesis about the essential
need to separate school and state. To these I would add any of

the following sources, depending on your particular interests
and needs.
ALLEN, JAMES E., JR.

December 1969. "Overview Role of Federal Government in
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